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Preface bearing aircraft, spanning the history of airborne radar from the Bristol Beaufighter of 1940 to the B-2 Bomber and F-22 fighter of today.



It is hoped that you will find this book as interesting and enjoyable to read as it was to write. Key Features



What’s New



As you will undoubtedly find, the book is unique in several respects. First, beginning from scratch, it presents the wide range of airborne radar techniques in the form of an unfolding saga, not of individuals, but of radar concepts and principles. Each chapter tells a story, and the story flows naturally on from chapter to chapter. Second, the book is designed to fulfill the needs of all who want to learn about radar, regardless of their technical backgrounds. It has sufficient technical depth and mathematical rigor to satisfy the instructor, the engineer, the professor. Yet, as long as a reader has a basic understanding of algebra and knows a little trigonometry and physics, the text painlessly takes the reader in bite-sized increments to the point of being able to talk on a sound footing with the radar experts. Third, every technical concept is illustrated with a simple diagram immediately next to the text it relates to. Every illustration has a concise caption, which enables it to stand alone. Fourth, to keep the text simple, where additional detail may be desired by some readers but not all, it is conveniently placed in a blue “panel” which one may skip, on a first reading, and come back to later on and examine at leisure. Exceptions, caveats, and reviewers comments are presented without detracting from the simplicity of the text in brief “side notes.” These features lead to the perhaps most unique aspect of the book. One can follow the development of each chapter by reading just the text, or just the illustrations and captions, or by seamlessly moving along between text and illustrations. Yet another unique feature. Recognizing that people interested in airborne radar love airplanes, dispersed through the book are photos and renderings of radar-



If you’re familiar with the first edition, you may be wondering what’s new in the second? Prompted by the advent of “stealth,” the daunting prospect of ever more sophisticated radar countermeasures, and the explosive growth of digital-processing throughput, which has made practical many radar techniques long considered “blue sky,” 12 new chapters have been added. Briefly, they cover the following: • Electronically steered array antennas (ESAs)— besides providing extreme beam agility, they’re a “must” for stealth • Antenna RCS reduction—also a crucial requirement of stealth • Low-probability of intercept techniques (LPI) — besides greatly reducing vulnerability to countermeasures, they amazingly enable a radar to detect targets without its signals being usefully detected by an enemy • Electronic countermeasures, counter countermeasures, and intelligence functions • Multi-frequency operation and small-signal target detection—also essential in the era of stealth— plus space-time adaptive processing, true-timedelay beam steering, and 3-D SAR • New modes and approaches to mode control that take advantage of the ESA’s versatility • Advanced airborne digital processing architectures—key to most of the above capabilities • Detection and tracking of low-speed moving targets on the ground—an important topic missed in the first edition.
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To illustrate the application of the basic radar principles, the book ends by briefly describing a dozen or so airborne radars currently in service in applications ranging from long-range surveillance to environmental monitoring. Also warranting mention, the first three chapters have been extensively modified to provide a complete overview of virtually all of the basic principles and advanced features presented in the body of the book. These chapters may be useful in providing a “standalone” briefing on modern radar for students wanting a quick introduction to the subject. Acknowledgements Needless to say, I’m deeply grateful to the following engineers of the Hughes Aircraft Company (now a part of Raytheon) past and present, who have reviewed various sections of the book and contributed valuable suggestions, technical information, and insights. For the first edition: Eddie Phillips, Ben DeWaldt, Nate Greenblatt, Dave Goltzman, Kurt Harrison, Scott Fairchild, Verde Pieroni, Morris Swiger, Jeff Hoffner, John Wittmond, Fred Williams, Pete Demopolis, Denny Riggs, and Hugh Washburn.
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Basic Concepts
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apping the sidewalk repeatedly with his cane, a blind man makes his way along a busy street, keeping a fixed distance from the wall of a building on his right—hence also a safe distance from the curb and the traffic whizzing by on his left. Emitting a train of shrill beeps, a bat deftly avoids the obstacles in its path and unerringly homes in on a succession of tiny nocturnal insects that are its prey. Just as unerringly, the pilot of a supersonic fighter closes in on a possible enemy intruder, hidden behind a cloud bank a hundred and fifty miles away (Fig. 1). How do they do it? Underlying each of these remarkable feats is a very simple and ancient principle: that of detecting objects and determining their distances (range) from the echoes they reflect. The chief difference is that, in the cases of the blind man and the bat, the echoes are those of sound waves, whereas in the case of the fighter, they are echoes of radio waves. In this chapter, we will briefly review the fundamental 1 radar concept and see in a little more detail how it is applied to such practical uses as detecting targets and measuring their ranges and directions. We will then take up a second important concept: that of determining the relative speed or range rate of the reflecting object from the shift in the radio frequency of the reflected waves relative to that of the transmitted waves, the phenomenon known as the doppler effect. We will see how, by sensing doppler shifts, a radar can not only measure range rates but also differentiate between echoes from moving targets and the clutter of echoes from the ground and objects on it which are stationary. We will further learn how, rather than rejecting the echoes from the ground, the radar can use them to produce high resolution maps of the terrain (Fig. 2). 3
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Looking out through a streamlined faring in the nose of a supersonic fighter, a small but powerful radar enables the pilot to home in on an intruder hidden behind or in a cloud bank a hundred and fifty miles away.



1. Radar = Radio Detection And Ranging.
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Rather than rejecting echoes from the ground, as when searching for airborne targets, the radar may use them to produce real-time high-resolution maps of the terrain.



PART I Overview of Airborne Radar



Radio Detection



3.



Most objects—aircraft, ships, vehicles, buildings, features of the terrain, etc.—reflect radio waves, much as they do light (Fig. 3). Radio waves and light are, in fact, the same thing—the flow of electromagnetic energy. The sole difference is that the frequencies of light are very much higher. The reflected energy is scattered in many directions, but a detectable portion of it is generally scattered back in the direction from which it originally emanated. At the longer wavelengths (lower frequencies) used by many shipboard and ground based radars, the atmosphere is almost completely transparent. And it is nearly so even at the shorter wavelengths used by most airborne radars. By detecting the reflected radio waves, therefore, it is possible to “see” objects not only at night, as well as in the daytime, but through haze, fog, or clouds. In its most rudimentary form, a radar consists of five elements: a radio transmitter, a radio receiver tuned to the transmitter’s frequency, two antennas, and a display (Fig. 4). To detect the presence of an object (target), the transmitter generates radio waves, which are radiated by one of the antennas. The receiver, meanwhile, listens for the “echoes” of these waves, which are picked up by the other antenna. If a target is detected, a blip indicating its location appears on the display. In practice, the transmitter and receiver generally share a common antenna (Fig. 5).



That radio waves are reflected by aircraft, buildings, and other objects is repeatedly demonstrated by the multiple images (ghosts) we sometimes see on TV screens.



Transmitter Antennas



Receiver Display 4.



In rudimentary form, a radar consists of five basic elements.



Transmitter



Receiver Antenna 5.



τ Power



Transmitted Pulse



T Time 6.



To keep transmission from interfering with reception, the radar usually transmits the radio waves in pulses and listens for the echoes in between.



In practice, a single antenna is generally time-shared by the transmitter and the receiver.



To avoid problems of the transmitter interfering with reception, the radio waves are usually transmitted in pulses, and the receiver is turned off (“blanked”) during transmission (Fig. 6). The rate at which the pulses are transmitted is called the pulse repetition frequency (PRF). So that the radar can differentiate between targets in different directions as well as detect targets at greater ranges, the antenna concentrates the radiated energy into a narrow beam. To find a target, the beam is systematically swept through 4



CHAPTER 1 Basic Concepts



the region in which targets are expected to appear. The path of the beam is called the search scan pattern. The region covered by the scan is called the scan volume or frame; the length of time the beam takes to scan the complete frame, the frame time (Fig. 7). Incidentally, in the world of radar the term target is broadly used to refer to almost anything one wishes to detect: an aircraft, a ship, a vehicle, a man-made structure on the ground, a specific point in the terrain, rain (weather radars), aerosols, even free electrons . Like light, radio waves of the frequencies used by most airborne radars travel essentially in straight lines. Consequently, for a radar to receive echoes from a target, the target must be within the line of sight (Fig. 8).



8.



7.



Typical search scan pattern for a fighter application. Number of bars and width and position of frame may be controlled by the operator.



9.



As a distant target approaches, its echoes rapidly grow stronger. But only when they emerge from the background of noise and/or ground clutter will they be detected.



To be seen by most radars, a target must be within the line of sight.



Even then, the target will not be detected unless its echoes are strong enough to be discerned above the background of electrical noise that invariable exists in the output of a receiver, or, above the background of simultaneously received echoes from the ground (called ground clutter) which in some situations may be substantially stronger than the noise. The strength of a target’s echoes is inversely proportional to the target’s range to the fourth power (1/R4). Therefore, as a distant target approaches, its echoes rapidly grow stronger (Fig. 9). The range at which they become strong enough to be detected depends upon a number of factors. Among the most important are these: • Power of the transmitted waves • Fraction of the time, τ/T, during which the power is transmitted • Size of the antenna • Reflecting characteristics of the target • Length of time the target is in the antenna beam during each search scan • Number of search scans in which the target appears • Wavelength of the radio waves • Strength of background noise or clutter 5



PART I Overview of Airborne Radar



Much as the sunlight reflected from a car on a distant highway scintillates and fades, the strength of the echoes scattered in the radar’s direction varies more or less at random (Fig. 10). Because of this and the randomness of the background noise, the range at which a given target is detected by the radar will not always be the same. Nevertheless, the probability of its being detected at any particular range (or by the time it reaches a given range) can be predicted with considerable certainty. By optimizing those parameters over which one has control, a radar can be made small enough to fit in the nose of a fighter yet detect small targets at ranges on the order of a hundred miles. Radars of larger aircraft (Fig. 11) can detect targets at greater ranges.



10. Since the target return scintillates and fades, and noise varies randomly, detection ranges must be expressed in terms of probabilities.
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11. Radars in larger aircraft (e.g. AWACS) can detect small aircraft at ranges out to 200 to 400 nmi.



Determining Target Position



R = 1 (Round-Trip Time) X (Speed of Light) 2 10 = 1 X s X 300,000,000 m/s 2 1,000,000 = 1.5 km 12. Transit time is measured in millionths of a second (µs). A transit time of 10 µs corresponds to a range of 1.5 kilometers.



In most applications, it is not enough merely to know that a target is present. It is also necessary to know the target’s location—its distance (range) and direction (angle). Measuring Range. Range may be determined by measuring the time the radio waves take to reach the target and return. Radio waves travel at essentially a constant speed— the speed of light. A target’s range, therefore, is half the round-trip (two-way) transit time times the speed of light (Fig. 12). Since the speed of light is high—300 million meters per second—ranging times are generally expressed in millionths of a second (microseconds). A round-trip transit time of 10 microseconds, for example, corresponds to a range of 1.5 kilometers. The transit time is most simply measured by observing the time delay between transmission of a pulse and reception of the echo of that pulse (Fig. 13)—a technique called pulse-delay ranging. So that echoes of closely spaced targets won’t overlap and appear to be the return from a single target, the width of the pulse, τ, is generally limited to a microsecond or less. To radiate enough energy to detect distant targets, however, pulses must often be made very much 6
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wider. This dilemma may be resolved by compressing the echoes after they are received. One method of compression, called chirp, is to linearly increase the frequency of each transmitted pulse throughout its duration (Fig. 14). The received echoes are then passed through a filter which introduces a delay that decreases with increasing frequency, thereby compressing the received energy into a narrow pulse. Another method of compression is to mark off each pulse into narrow segments and, as the pulse is transmitted, reverse the phase of certain segments according to a special code (Fig. 15). When each received echo is decoded, its energy is compressed into a pulse the width of a single segment. With either technique, resolution of a foot or so may be obtained without limiting range. Resolutions of a few hundred feet, though, are more typical. Radars which transmit a continuous wave (CW radars) or which transmit their pulses too close together for pulsedelay ranging, measure range with a technique called frequency-modulation (FM) ranging. In it, the frequency of the transmitted wave is varied and range is determined by observing the lag in time between this modulation and the corresponding modulation of the received echoes (Fig. 16).
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14. Chirp pulse compression modulation. The transmitter’s frequency increases linearly throughout the duration, τ, of each pulse.
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15. In binary phase-modulation pulse compression, the phases of certain segments of each transmitted pulse are reversed according to a special code. Decoding the received echoes compress them to the width of a single segment.
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Time 16. In FM ranging, the frequency of the transmitted signal is varied linearly and the instantaneous difference, ∆f, between the transmitter’s frequency and the target echo‘s frequency is sensed. The round-trip transit time, t, to the target, hence the target’s range, R, is proportional to this difference.



Measuring Direction. In most airborne radars, direction is measured in terms of the angle between the line of sight to the target and a horizontal reference direction such as north, or the longitudinal reference axis of the aircraft’s fuselage. This angle is usually resolved into its horizontal and vertical components. The horizontal component is called azimuth; the vertical component, elevation (Fig. 17). 7



17. Angle between the fuselage reference axis and the line of sight to a target is usually resolved into azimuth and elevation components.



PART I Overview of Airborne Radar



Where both azimuth and elevation are required, as for detecting and tracking an aircraft, the beam is given a more or less conical shape (Fig. 18a). This is called a pencil beam. Typically it is three or four degrees wide. Where only azimuth is required, as for long-range surveillance, mapping, or detecting targets on the ground, the beam may be given a fan shape (Fig. 18b). Angular position may be measured with considerably greater precision than the width of the beam. For example, if echoes are received during a portion of the azimuth search scan extending from 30˚ to 34˚, the target’s azimuth may be concluded to be very nearly 32˚. With more sophisticated processing of the echoes, such as used for automatic tracking, the angle can be determined more accurately.



a. Pencil Beam 3 - 4°



b. Fan Beam



18. For detecting and tracking aircraft, a pencil beam is used. For long-range surveillance, mapping, or detecting targets on the ground, a fan beam may be used.



Automatic Tracking. Frequently it is desired to follow the movements of one or more targets while continuing to search for more. This may be done in a mode of operation called track-while-scan. In it, the position of each target of interest is tracked on the basis of the periodic samples of its range, range rate, and direction obtained when the antenna beam sweeps across it (Fig. 19).
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20. For tasks requiring precision, such as predicting the flight path of a tanker in preparation for refueling, a single-target tracking mode is generally provided.



19. In track-while-scan, any number of targets may be tracked simultaneously on the basis of samples of each target‘s range, range rate, and direction obtained when the beam sweeps across it in the course of the search scan.



Track-while-scan is ideal for maintaining situation awareness. It provides sufficiently accurate target data for launching guided missiles, which can correct their trajectories after launch, and is particularly useful for launching missiles in rapid succession against several widely separated targets. But it does not provide accurate enough data for predicting the flight path of a target for a fighter’s guns or of a tanker for refueling (Fig. 20). For such uses, the antenna is trained on the target continuously in a single-target track mode. To keep the antenna trained on a target in this mode, the radar must be able to sense its pointing errors. This may be 8
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done in several ways. One is to rotate the beam so that its central axis sweeps out a small cone about the pointing axis (boresight line) of the antenna (Fig. 21). If the target is on the boresight line (i.e., no error exists), its distance from the center of the beam will be the same throughout the conical scan, and the amplitude of the received echoes will be unaffected by the scan. However, since the strength of the beam falls off toward its edges, if a tracking error exists, the echoes will be modulated by the scan. The amplitude of the modulation indicates the magnitude of the tracking error, and the point in the scan at which the amplitude reaches its minimum indicates the direction of the error. In more advanced radars, the error is sensed by sequentially placing the center of the beam on one side and then the other of the boresight line during reception only, a technique called lobing (Fig. 22). To avoid inaccuracies due to pulse-to-pulse fluctuations in the echoes’ strength, more advanced radars form the lobes simultaneously, enabling the error to be sensed with a single pulse. In one such technique, called amplitudecomparison monopulse, the antenna is divided into halves which produce overlapping lobes. In another, called phasecomparison monopulse, both halves of the antenna produce beams pointing in the boresight direction. If a tracking error exists, the distance from the target to each half will differ slightly in proportion to the error θe. Consequently, the error can be determined by sensing the resulting difference in radio frequency phase of the signals received by the two halves (Fig. 23).
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21. Conical scan. Angle tracking errors are sensed by rotating the antenna‘s beam about the boresight line and sensing the resulting modulation of the received echoes.
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Position B Polar plot of antenna gain versus azimuth angle, θ.
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22. Lobing. For reception, antenna lobe is alternately deflected to the right and left of the boresight line to measure the angletracking error, θe.
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23. Phase comparison monopulse. Difference in distances from target to antenna’s two halves, ∆R; hence (for small angles), the difference in phases of outputs a and b, is proportional to the tracking error, θe.



By continuously sensing the tracking error with either of these techniques and correcting the antenna’s pointing direction to minimize the error, the antenna can be made to follow the target’s movement precisely. 9
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24. Target‘s relative velocity may be computed from measured values of range, range rate, and angular rate of line of sight.



While the target is being tracked in angle, its range and direction may be continuously measured. Its range rate may then be computed from the continuously measured range, and its angular rate (rate of rotation of the line of sight to the target) may be computed from the continuously measured direction. Knowing the target’s range, range rate, direction, and angular rate, its velocity and acceleration may be computed as illustrated in Fig. 24. For greater accuracy, both angular rate and range rate may be determined directly: Angular rate may be measured by mounting rate gyros sensitive to motion about the azimuth and elevation axes, on the antenna. Range rate may be measured by sensing the shift in the radio frequency of the target’s echoes due to the doppler effect. Exploiting the Doppler Effect



25. A common example of the doppler shift. Motion of car crowds sound waves propagated ahead, spreads waves propagated behind.



The classic example of the doppler effect is the change in pitch of a locomotive’s whistle as it passes by. Today, a more common example is found in the roar of a racing car, which deepens as the car zooms by (Fig. 25). Because of the doppler effect, the radio frequency of the echoes an airborne radar receives from an object is shifted relative to the frequency of the transmitter in proportion to the object’s range rate. Since the range rates encountered by an airborne radar are a minuscule fraction of the speed of radio waves, the doppler shift—or doppler frequency as it is called—of even the most rapidly closing target is extremely slight. So slight that it shows up simply as a pulse-to-pulse shift in the radio frequency phase of the target’s echoes. To measure the target’s doppler frequency, therefore, the following two conditions must be met: • At least several (and in some cases, a great many) successive echoes must be received from the target, and • The first wavefront of each pulse must be separated from the last wavefront of the same polarity in the preceding pulse by a whole number of wavelengths— a quality called coherence.



26. By cutting a radar‘s transmitted pulses from a continuous wave, the radio frequency phase of successive echoes from the same target will be coherent, enabling their doppler frequency to be readily measured.



Coherence may be achieved by, in effect, cutting the radar’s transmitted pulses from a continuous wave (Fig. 26). By sensing doppler frequencies, a radar can not only measure range rates directly, but also expand its capabilities in other respects. Chief among these is the substantial reduction, or in some cases complete elimination, of “clutter.” The range rates of aircraft are generally quite different from the range rates of most points on the ground, as well as of rain and other stationary or slowly moving sources of unwanted return. By sensing doppler frequencies, therefore, a radar can differentiate echoes of aircraft from clutter 10
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and reject the clutter. This feature is called moving target indication (MTI). In some cases, it may also be called airborne moving target indication (AMTI) to differentiate it from the simpler MTI used in ground based radars. MTI is of inestimable value in radars which must operate at low altitudes or look down in search of aircraft flying below them. The antenna beam then commonly intercepts the ground at the target’s range. Without MTI, the target echoes would be lost in the ground return (Fig. 27). MTI can also be of great value when flying at higher altitudes and looking straight ahead. For even then, the lower edge of the beam may intercept the ground at long ranges. A radar can similarly isolate the echoes of moving vehicles on the ground. In some situations where MTI is used, the abundance of moving vehicles on the ground can make aircraft difficult to spot. But echoes from aircraft and echoes from vehicles on the ground can usually be differentiated by virtue of differences in closing rates, due to the ground vehicles’ lower speeds. Where desired, by sensing the doppler shift, a radar can measure its own velocity. For this, the antenna beam is generally pointed ahead and down at a shallow angle. The echoes from the point at which the beam intercepts the ground are then isolated and their doppler shift is measured. By sequentially making several such measurements at different azimuth and elevation angles, the aircraft’s horizontal ground speed can be accurately computed (Fig. 28).



27. With MTI, echoes from aircraft and moving vehicles on the ground are separated from ground clutter on the basis of the differences in their doppler frequencies. Generally, echoes from aircraft and echoes from moving vehicles on the ground similarly may be differentiated as a result of the ground vehicles’ lower speed.



28. Radar‘s own velocity may be computed from doppler frequencies of three or more points on the ground at known angles.



Ground Mapping The radio waves transmitted by a radar are scattered back in the direction of the radar in different amounts by different objects—little from smooth surfaces such as lakes2 and roads, more from farm lands and brush, and heavily from most man-made structures. Thus, by displaying the differences in the intensities of the received echoes when the antenna beam is swept across the ground, it is possible to produce a pictorial map of the terrain, called a ground map. Radar maps differ from aerial photographs and road maps in several fundamental respects: In the first place, because of the difference in wavelengths, the relative reflectivity of the various features of the terrain may be quite different for radio waves than for visible light. Consequently, what is bright in a photograph may not be bright in a radar map, and vice versa. In addition, unlike road maps, radar maps contain shadows, may be distorted, and unless special measures are taken to improve azimuth resolution, may show very little detail. 11



2. This depends upon the lookdown angle. Water and flat ground directly below a radar produce very strong return.



PART I Overview of Airborne Radar Click for high-quality image



29. Shadows leave holes in radar maps. At steep lookdown angles, shadowing is minimized.



30. At steep lookdown angles, mapped distances are foreshortened. Except for distortion due to slope of the ground, foreshortening may be corrected before map is displayed.



Shadows are produced whenever the transmitted waves are intercepted—in part or in whole—by hills, mountains, or other obstructions. The effect can be visualized by imagining that you are looking directly down on a relief map illuminated by a single light source at the radar’s location (Fig. 29). Shadowing is minimal if the terrain is reasonably flat or if the radar is looking down at a fairly steep angle. Distortion arises, however, if the lookdown angle is large. Since the radar measures distance in terms of slant range, the apparent horizontal distance between two points at the same azimuth is foreshortened (Fig. 30). If the terrain is sloping, two points separated by a small horizontal distance can, in the extreme, be mapped as a single point. Usually, the foreshortening can be corrected on the basis of the lookdown angle, before the map is displayed. The degree of detail provided by a radar map depends upon the ability of the radar to separate (resolve) closely spaced objects in range and azimuth. Range resolution is limited primarily by the width of the radar’s pulses. By transmitting wide pulses and employing large amounts of pulse compression, the radar may obtain strong returns even from very long ranges and achieve range resolution as fine as a foot or so. Fine azimuth resolution is not so easily obtained. In conventional (real-beam) ground mapping, azimuth resolution is determined by the width of the antenna beam (Fig. 31).
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31. With conventional mapping, dimensions of resolution cell are determined by pulsewidth and width of the antenna beam.



32. Real-beam map enhanced for detection of seaborne targets. Map was made by the radar of a fighter aircraft. Although azimuth resolution is limited, map can be highly useful. (Courtesy Northrop Grumman).



With a beamwidth of 3º, for example, at a range of 10 miles azimuth resolution of a real-beam map may be no finer than half a mile (Fig. 32). Azimuth resolution may be improved by operating at higher frequencies or by making the antenna larger. But if exceptionally high frequencies are used, detection ranges are reduced by atmospheric attenuation, and there are prac12
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tical limitations on how large an antenna most aircraft can accommodate. However, an antenna of almost any length can by synthesized with a technique called synthetic array radar (or synthetic aperture radar), SAR. SAR. Rather than scanning the terrain in the conventional way, with SAR the radar beam is pointed out to the side to illuminate the patch of ground of interest. Each time the radar radiates a pulse, it assumes the role of a single radiating element. Because of the aircraft’s velocity, each such element is a little farther along on the flight path (Fig. 33). By storing the returns of a great many pulses and combining them—as a feed system combines the returns received by the radiating elements of a real antenna—the radar can synthesize the equivalent of a linear array long enough to provide azimuth resolution as fine as a foot or so (Fig. 34). Moreover, by increasing the length of the synthesized array in proportion to the range of the area being mapped, the same fine resolution can be obtained at a range of 100 miles as at a range of only a few miles. Moving targets tend to wash out in a SAR map because of their rotational motion. By taking advantage of it instead of the radar’s forward motion, target images can be made, a technique called inverse SAR (ISAR). Summary By transmitting radio waves and listening for their echoes, a radar can detect objects day or night and in all kinds of weather. By concentrating the waves into a narrow beam, it can determine direction. And by measuring the transit time of the waves, it can measure range. To find a target, the radar beam is repeatedly swept through a search scan. Once detected, the target may be automatically tracked and its relative velocity computed on the basis of either (a) periodic samples of its range and direction obtained during the scan or (b) continuous data obtained by training the antenna on the target. In the latter case, the target’s echoes must be singled out in range and/or doppler frequency, and some means such as lobing must be provided to sense angular tracking errors. Because of the doppler effect, the radio frequencies of the radar echoes are shifted in proportion to the reflecting object’s range rates. By sensing these shifts, which is possible if the radar’s pulses are coherent, the radar can measure target closing rates, reject clutter, and differentiate between ground return and moving vehicles on the ground. It can even measure its own velocity. Since radio waves are scattered in different amounts by different features of the terrain, a radar can map the ground. With SAR, detailed maps can be made. 13
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33. SAR principle. With its antenna trained on a patch to be mapped, each time the radar transmits a pulse, it assumes the role of a single radiator. When the returns of a great many pulses are added up, the result is essentially the same as would have been obtained with a linear array antenna of length L. The mode illustrated here is called spotlight.
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34. One-foot-resolution SAR map. Was made in real time in the spotlight mode from a long range, as indicated by radar shadows cast by trees. Regardless of the range, of course, radar maps always appear the same as if viewed from directly over head. (Crown copyright DERA Malvern)
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aving reviewed the basic radar concepts, we move on now to the practical consideration of their implementation. While there is an endless variety of radar designs, we can get a rough idea of what is involved by considering three generic radars. First is a radar of the sort used by the all-weather interceptors of the 1950s and 1960s, called simply a “pulsed” radar. In different configurations, it still is used today. The second generic type is a far more capable one, called a “pulse-doppler” radar. It is the kind used in the current generation of conventional fighter and attack aircraft. In various forms, it too has a variety of applications. The third generic type is a pulse-doppler radar tailored to meet the special requirements of stealth aircraft.
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Generic “Pulsed” Radar
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This radar (Fig. 1) is capable of automatic searching, single-target tracking, and real-beam ground mapping. In the previous chapter, we learned that a pulsed radar consists of four basic functional elements: transmitter, receiver, time-shared antenna, and display. As you might expect, to implement even a simple practical radar, several other elements are also required. The more important of these are included in Fig. 2. The implementation of each of the elements shown in this figure is briefly outlined in the following paragraphs.



Simple pulsed radar used in all-weather interceptors of 1950s and 1960s. In various forms, this generic type is in wide use even today.
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Synchronizer. This unit synchronizes the operation of the transmitter and the indicator by generating a continuous stream of very short, evenly spaced pulses. They designate the times at which successive radar pulses are to be transmitted and are supplied to the modulator and indicator. 15
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2.



Elements outlined in blue must be added to the transmitter, receiver, antenna, and display of even a simple generic pulsed radar.



PART I Overview Click for high-quality image



Modulator. Upon receipt of each timing pulse, the modulator produces a high power pulse of direct current (dc) energy and supplies it to the transmitter. Transmitter. This is a high-power oscillator, generally a magnetron (Fig. 3). For the duration of the input pulse from the modulator, the magnetron generates a high-power radio-frequency wave—in effect converting the dc pulse to a pulse of radio-frequency energy. (How it does this is illustrated in the panel on pages 18 and 19.) The wavelength of the energy is typically around 3 cm. The exact value may either be fixed by the design of the magnetron or tunable over a range of about 10% by the operator. The wave is radiated into a metal pipe (Fig. 4) called a waveguide, which conveys it the duplexer. Click for high-quality image



3.



1



Magnetron transmitter tube. Converts pulses of dc power to pulses of microwave energy. (Courtesy Litton Industries.)



1. Although you may not realize it, there is a good chance that you own a magnetron; their principal use today is in microwave ovens.
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A duplexer is a device which passes the transmitter’s highpower pulses to the antenna and the received echoes from the antenna to the receiver.



2. Active, gas-discharge switches, called TR (transmitreceive) and ATR (anti-transmit-receive) are also used.



Representative waveguide: a metal pipe down which radio waves may be ducted. Width is usually about three quarters of the wavelength; height roughly half the wavelength.



Duplexer. This is essentially a waveguide switch (Fig. 5). Like a “Y” in a railroad track, it connects the transmitter and the receiver to the antenna. Unlike a railroad switch, however, the duplexer is usually a passive device which needn’t be “thrown.”2 Sensitive to the direction of flow of the radio waves, it allows the waves coming from the transmitter to pass with negligible attenuation to the antenna, while blocking their flow to the receiver. Similarly, the duplexer allows the waves coming from the antenna to pass with negligible attenuation to the receiver, while blocking their way to the transmitter. Antenna. In simple radars, the antenna generally consists of a radiator and a parabolically shaped reflector (dish), mounted on a common support. In the most rudimentary form, the radiator is little more than a horn-shaped nozzle on the end of the waveguide coming from the duplexer. The horn directs the radio wave arriving from the transmit16
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ter onto the dish, which reflects the wave in the form of a narrow beam (Fig. 6). Echoes intercepted by the dish are reflected into the horn and conveyed by the same waveguide back to the duplexer, thence to the receiver. (Instead of a dish antenna, some pulsed radars use a simple version of the planar array antenna described on page 28). Generally, the antenna is mounted in gimbals, which allow it to be pivoted about both azimuth and elevation axes. In some cases, a third gimbal may be provided to isolate the antenna from the roll of the aircraft. Transducers on the gimbals provide the indicator with signals proportional to the displacement of the antenna about each axis. Receiver Protection Device. Because of electrical discontinuities (mismatch of impedances) between the antenna and the waveguide conveying the radio waves to it, some of the energy of the radio waves is reflected from the antenna back to the duplexer. Since the duplexer performs its switching function purely on the basis of direction of flow, there is nothing to prevent this reflected energy from flowing on to the receiver, just as the radar echoes do. The reflected energy amounts to only a very small fraction of the transmitter’s output. But because of the transmitter’s high power, the reflections are strong enough to damage the receiver. To prevent the reflections from reaching the receiver, as well as to block any of the transmitter’s energy that has leaked through the duplexer, a protection device is provided. This device (Fig. 7) is essentially a high-speed microwave switch, which automatically blocks any radio waves strong enough to damage the receiver. Besides leakage and energy reflected by the antenna, the device also blocks any exceptionally strong signals which may be received from outside the radar—echoes received when the radar is inadvertently fired up in a hangar or is operated while facing a hangar wall at point blank range, or the direct transmission of another radar which happens to be looking directly into the radar antenna. Receiver. Typically, the receiver is of a type called a superheterodyne (Fig. 8). It translates the received signals to a lower frequency at which they can be filtered and amplified more conveniently. Translation is accomplished by “beating” the received signals against the output of a low-power oscillator (called the local oscillator or LO) in a circuit called a mixer. The frequency of the resulting signal, called the intermediate frequency or IF, equals the difference between the signal’s original frequency and the local oscillator frequency. The output of the mixer is amplified by a tuned circuit (IF amplifier). It filters out any interfering signals, as well as 17
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Antenna for a simple pulsed radar consists of a single feed and a parabolic “dish” reflector, which forms the transmitted beam and reflects the returned echoes into the feed.
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Receiver protection device: (a) allows the weak echoes to pass from the duplexer to the receiver with negligible attenuation; but, (b) blocks any signals strong enough to damage the receiver.
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The receiver translates the received radio waves (signal) to a lower frequency (IF), amplifies them, filters out signals of other frequencies, and produces a video output proportional to the received signal’s amplitude.



PART I Overview



THE VENERABLE MAGNETRON



Click for high-quality image



Developed in the early years of World War 11, the magnetron was the breakthrough that first made high-power microwave radars practical. Because of its comparatively low cost, small size, light weight, high efficiency, and rugged simplicity—plus its ability to produce high output powers with moderate input voltages—the magnetron has been widely used in radar transmitters ever since.
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The magnetron is one of a family of vacuum tube oscillators and amplifiers which take advantage of the fact that when an electron moves through a magnetic field whose direction is normal to the electron’s velocity, the field exerts a force which causes the path of the electron to curve. Click for high-quality image



The greater the electron’s speed, the greater the curvature. (Because in these tubes the electric field that produces the electrons’ motion is normal to the magnetic field, the tubes are called cross-field tubes.)



If we were to slice a magnetron in two, we would see that it consists of a cylindrical central electrode (cathode) ringed by a second cylindrical electrode (anode), with a gap (called the interaction space) in between.



Evenly distributed around the inner circumference of the anode are resonant cavities opening into the interaction
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space. The cathode is heated so that it emits electrons, which form a dense “cloud” around it. An externally mounted permanent magnet produces a strong magnetic field within the interaction space, normal to the axis of the electrodes.



The electrons forming the spokes are gradually slowed down by their interaction with the traveling wave and in the process give up energy to the wave, thereby increasing its power. The slowing, of course, reduces the curvature of each electron’s path, with the result that the electron soon reaches the anode. By the time it does, however, it has transferred to the radio wave up to 70 percent of the energy it acquired in being accelerated by the inter-electrode voltage. (What remains of the energy is absorbed as heat in the anode and must be carried away by the cooling system.) The spent electrons are returned to the cathode by the external power source. So the transfer of energy from the power source to the radio wave continues as long as the dc power is supplied. Meanwhile, a tiny antenna inserted in one of the cavities bleeds the energy of the radio wave off into a waveguide which is the output “port” of the tube. A magnetron’s frequency may be varied over a limited range by changing the resonant frequency of the cavities through such techniques as lowering plungers into them. Over the years a number of refinements have been made to the basic magnetron design. In one, a coaxial resonant output cavity is added.



To cause the tube to generate radio waves, a strong dc voltage is applied between the electrodes—cathode negative, anode positive. Attracted by the positive voltage, the electrons accelerate toward the anode. But as the velocity of each electron increases, the magnetic field produces an increasingly strong force on the electrons, causing them to follow curved paths that carry them past the openings of the cavities.



Much as a sound wave builds up in a bottle when you blow air across its mouth, an oscillating electromagnetic field (radio wave) builds up as a result of the electrons sweeping past the cavity openings. As with the sound wave, the frequency of the radio wave is the resonant frequency of the cavities. It all starts with a minute, random disturbance which initiates an electromagnetic oscillation in one of the cavities. This oscillation propagates from cavity to cavity via the interaction space. The electric field of this incipient radio wave causes those electrons sweeping past the cavity openings during one peak of each cycle to slow down and move out toward the anode and those sweeping past during the other to speed up and move in toward the cathode. Consequently, the electrons quickly bunch up and form swirling spokes whose rotation is synchronized with the travel of the radio wave around the interaction space.



Energy is bled into it through slots in alternate cavities. The magnetron is tuned by changing the output cavity’s resonant frequency.
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the electrical background noise lying outside the band of frequencies occupied by the received signal. Finally, the amplified signal is applied to a detector which produces an output voltage corresponding to the peak amplitude (or envelope) of the signal. It is similar to the signal that in a TV varies the intensity of the beam which paints the images on the picture tube. Consequently, the detector’s output is called a video signal. This signal is supplied to the indicator.
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How range is displayed. Triggered by timing pulses from synchronizer, linear increase in vertical deflection voltage produces range sweep. Video output of receiver intensifies beam, producing target blip. (Strong video spikes are leakage of transmitted pulse through duplexer.)
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10. Cockpit of a fighter/attack aircraft. Radar display is in upper right side of instrument panel. Combining glass for head-up display is in center of windscreen. Stored map for navigation is projected on display at lower center.



Indicator. The indicator contains all of the circuitry needed to: (a) display the received echoes in a format that will satisfy the operator’s requirements; (b) control the automatic searching and tracking functions; and (c) extract the desired target data when tracking a target. Any of a variety of display formats may be used (see panel, on facing page). Only one of these, the B display will be described here. For it, a video amplifier raises the receiver output to a level suitable for controlling the intensity of the display tube’s cathode ray beam. The operator generally sets the gain of the amplifier so that noise spikes make the beam barely visible (Fig. 9). Target echoes strong enough to be detected above the noise will then produce a bright spot, or “blip.” The vertical and horizontal positions of the beam are controlled as follows. Each timing pulse from the synchronizer triggers the generation of a linearly increasing voltage that causes the beam to trace a vertical path from the bottom of the display to the top. Since the start of each trace is thus synchronized with the transmission of a radar pulse, if a target echo is received, the distance from the start of the trace to the point at which the target blip appears will correspond to the round-trip transit time for the echo, hence to the target’s range. For this reason the trace is called the range trace and the vertical motion of the beam, the range sweep. Meanwhile, the azimuth signal from the antenna is used to control the horizontal position of the range trace, and the elevation signal may be used to control the vertical position of a marker on the edge of the display, where an elevation scale is provided. As the antenna executes its search scan, the range trace sweeps back and forth across the display in unison with the azimuth scan of the antenna. Each time the antenna beam sweeps across a target, a blip appears on the range trace, providing the operator with a plot of the range versus the azimuth of the target. (The typical location of the displays in a cockpit is shown in Fig. 10.) 20
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COMMON RADAR DISPLAYS



“A” Display. Plots amplitude of receiver output versus range on horizontal line, called a range trace. Simplest of all displays, but little used because it does not indicate azimuth.



PPI (Plan Position Indicator) Display. Targets displayed in polar plot centered on radar’s position. Ideal for radars that provide 360 degree azimuth coverage. Click for high-quality image



“B” Display. Targets displayed as blips on a rectangular plot of range versus azimuth. Widely used in fighter applications, where horizontal distortion near zero range is of little concern.



Sector PPI Display. Gives undistorted picture of region being scanned in azimuth. Commonly used for sector ground mapping.



Click for high-quality image



Patch Map. In high resolution (SAR) ground mapping, a rectangular patch map is commonly displayed. This is a detailed map of a specific area of interest at a given range and azimuth angle. The range dimension of the patch is displayed vertically, the cross range dimension (i.e., dimension normal to the line of sight to the patch), horizontally.



“C” Display. Shows target position on plot of elevation angle versus azimuth. Useful in pursuit attacks since display corresponds to pilot’s view through windshield. Commonly projected on windshield as Head-Up Display.
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Antenna Servo. This unit positions the antenna in response to control signals which may be provided by any one of the following. • The search scan circuitry in the indicator • A hand control with which the operator can point the antenna manually
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• The angle tracking system Actual Position
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11. Antenna servo compares actual position of antenna with desired position, amplifies resulting error signal, and uses it to drive antenna in direction to reduce error to zero.



12. The antenna’s search scan is stabilized in pitch and roll so that region searched will be unaffected by changes in aircraft attitude.



A separate servo channel is provided for each gimbal. Their operation is illustrated in Fig. 11. The voltage obtained from the transducer on the gimbal is subtracted from the control signal, thereby producing an error signal proportional to the error in the antenna’s position. This signal is then amplified and applied to a motor which rotates the antenna about the gimbal axis in such a way as to reduce the error to zero. So that the search scan, which is usually much wider in azimuth than in elevation, will be unaffected by the attitude of the aircraft, stabilization may be provided (Fig. 12). If the antenna has a roll gimbal, the roll position of the antenna is compared with a reference provided by a vertical gyro and the resulting error signal is used to correct the roll position of the antenna. Otherwise, the azimuth and elevation error signals are resolved into horizontal and vertical components on the basis of the reference provided by the gyro. Power Supply. This element converts the power from the aircraft’s typical 115 volt, 400 hertz primary power source to the various dc forms required by the radar. It first transforms the 400 hertz power to the standard voltages required; then converts them to dc, smooths them, and when necessary “regulates” them so they will remain constant in the face of changes in both the voltage of the primary power and the amounts of current drawn by the system. Though superficially mundane, elegant techniques have been devised to accomplish these tasks at a minimum cost in weight and dissipated power. (The antenna servo is generally operated directly off the 400 hertz supply and the relays off the aircraft’s 28 volt dc supply.) Automatic Tracking. Not all radars perform automatic tracking. Most of the simpler pulsed radars do not. Where automatic tracking is required, three additions must be made to the system just described. First, some means must be provided for isolating the target echoes in time (range). Second, a tracking scan such as the conical scanning or lobing described in the preceding chapter must be added to 22
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the antenna. Third, controls must be provided in the cockpit with which the operator can lock the radar onto the target’s echoes. For lock on, a pistol-grip hand control (Fig. 13) is generally designed so the operator can position a marker at any desired point on the range trace, and a button is provided with which he can tell the system that he has aligned the marker with the target he wishes to track. To lock onto a target, the operator takes control of the antenna with the hand control, aligns the antenna in azimuth so as to center the range trace on the target blip, adjusts the elevation of the antenna to maximize the brightness of the blip, runs the marker up the trace until it is just under the blip, and presses the lock-on button. In the indicator, the circuit that controls the position of the marker on the display synchronizes the opening of an electronic switch, called a range gate, with the exact point in time after the start of the range sweep that an echo from the target will be received. The gate stays open (switch closed) just long enough to allow the target echo to pass through and into the automatic tracking circuit. When the lock-on switch is depressed, control of the range gate is transferred to an automatic range tracking circuit (see panel below) which keeps the gate continuously centered on the target.



Click for high-quality image



13. Hand control for a simple pulsed radar. Operator gains control of antenna by pressing trigger. For and aft motion controls position of range maker. Right and left motion controls antenna azimuth. Tilt switch on top controls elevation. Lock-on button is on side.



AUTOMATIC RANGE TRACKING To control the timing of a range gate so it automatically follows (tracks) the changes in a target’s range, a range tracking servo is provided.



when the tracking gate opens, hence sampling the return passed by the first half of the tracking gate. The other, called the late gate, opens when the early gate closes and so samples the returns passed by the second half of the tracking gate.



Typically, it samples the returns passed by the tracking gate with two secondary gates, each of which remains open only half as long as the tracking gate. One, called the early gate, opens



The range servo continuously adjusts the timing of the tracking gate so as to equalize the outputs of the early and late gates, thereby keeping the tracking gate centered on the target.
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14. For automatically tracking a target, its echoes are isolated by closing an electronic switch (called the range gate) at the exact time each echo will be received.



15. In early radars, ground clutter was avoided by keeping the radar beam from striking the ground, but this limited the radar’s tactical capability.



Simultaneously, the tracking scan of the antenna is activated and control of the antenna servo (Fig. 14) is transferred to the automatic angle tracking system. It extracts signals proportional to the azimuth and elevation tracking errors from the output of the range tracker, and supplies these signals to the antenna servo. Where extremely precise tracking is desired, rate integrating gyros (RIG) may be mounted on the antenna. They inertially establish azimuth and elevation axes to which the antenna servo is slaved, thereby holding the antenna solidly in the same position regardless of disturbances due to the aircraft’s maneuvers. (This feature is called space stabilizations.) The tracking error signals are smoothed and have corrections added to them to anticipate the effect of the aircraft’s acceleration on the target’s relative position. They are then applied to torque motors, which precess the gyros, thereby changing the directions of the reference axes they provide, so as to reduce the tracking errors to zero. The principal shortcoming of the simple pulsed radar is that, since successive transmitted pulses are not coherent, it cannot easily differentiate between airborne targets and ground clutter. In early radars (Fig. 15), clutter was avoided simply by keeping the radar beam from striking the ground. But this seriously limited the radar’s tactical ability. In initial attempts to provide a lookdown capability, the radar detected the beat between the frequencies of the target echoes and the simultaneously received clutter (Fig. 16).
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16. In initial attempts to provide a lookdown capability, the radar detected the “beat” between the frequency of the target echo and the simultaneously received clutter; performance was poor.



But since the clutter is generally spread over many frequencies, there were also beats between various clutter frequencies, as well as between these frequencies and the frequency of the target echoes. Hence, performance was marginal. These problems were completely circumvented with the advent of pulse-doppler operation. 24
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Generic Pulse-Doppler Radar Physically, this radar (Fig. 17) is no larger than many radars of the sort just described. Yet it provides a quantum improvement in performance. It can detect small aircraft at long ranges, even when their echoes are buried in strong ground clutter. It can track them either singly or several at a time, while continuing to search for more. If desired, it can detect and track moving targets on the ground. And it can make realtime high-resolution SAR ground maps providing the same resolution at long ranges as at short. Moreover, besides these performance improvements the radar also achieves a quantum increase in reliability. What makes the difference? The radar features three basic innovations:
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17. No larger than many “pulsed” radars, the pulse-doppler radar has vastly greater capabilities.



• Coherence—enables detection of doppler frequencies • Digital processing—ensures accuracy and repeatability • Digital control—enables extreme flexibility A simplified functional diagram of the radar is shown in Fig. 18. Comparing it with the corresponding diagram of the simple pulsed radar (Fig. 5), you will notice the following differences: • Addition of a computer called the radar data processor
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• Addition of a unit called the exciter
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• Elimination of the modulator (its task is reduced to the point where it can be performed in the transmitter)
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• Elimination of the synchronizer (its function is absorbed partly by the exciter but mostly by the data processor)
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• Addition of a digital signal processor • Elimination of the indicator (its functions are absorbed partly by the signal processor and partly by the data processor) The added elements, as well as some important differences in the transmitter, antenna, and receiver, are briefly described in the following paragraphs. Exciter. This element generates a continuous, highly sta3 ble, low-power signal of the desired frequency and phase for the transmitter; and, precisely offset from it, local oscillator signals and a reference-frequency signal for the receiver. 25
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18. Principal elements of a pulse-doppler radar. Boxes with heavy borders were introduced with this generic system. Data processor controls all elements, verifies their operation, and isolates faults.



3. The frequency is selectable over a fairly wide range by the operator.



PART I Overview



THE REMARKABLE GRIDDED TWT The gridded traveling wave tube amplifier, or GTWT, is one of the key developments of the 1960’s that made possible the truly versatile multimode airborne radar. With it, for the first time both the width and repetition frequency of a radar’s high power transmitted pulses could not only be controlled precisely but be readily changed almost instantaneously to virtually any values within the power handling capacity of the tube. Added to these capabiiities were those of the basic TWT: the high degree of coherence required for doppler operation; versatile, precise control of radio frequency; and the ability to conveniently code the pulse’s radio frequency or phase for pulse compression.



happen to be in positive nodes are speeded up by this field,and those in the negative nodes are slowed down. The electrons therefore tend to form bunches around the electrons at the nulls whose speed is unchanged.



Click for high-quality image



The Basic TWT. The TWT is one of a family of “linear beam” vacuum tube amplifiers (including the klystron), which convert the kinetic energy of an electron beam into microwave energy. In simplest form a TWT consists of four elements: • Electron gun—produces the high-energy electron beam. • Helix—guides the signal that is to be amplified. • Collector—absorbs the unspent energy of the electrons, which are returned to the gun by a dc power supply. • Electromagnet (solenoid)—keeps the beam from spreading as a result of the repulsive forces between electrons. (Often used instead is a chain of permanent magnets, called a periodic permanent magnet (PPM) since polarities of adjacent magnets are reversed.)



The microwave input signal is introduced at one end of the helix. Although the speed of the signal is essentially that of light, because of the greater distance the signal must cover in spiraling down the helix, its linear speed is slowed to the point where it travels slightly slower than the electrons in the beam. (For this reason, the helix is called a slow-wave structure.) As the signal progresses, it forms a sinusoidal electric field that travels down the axis of the beam. Those electrons which



The traveling bunches in turn produce a strong electromagnetic field. Since it travels slightly faster than the signal, this field transfers energy from the electrons to the signal, thereby amplifying it and slowing the electrons. The longer the helix,the more the signal is amplified. In high gain tubes, attenuators “severs” must be placed at intervals (of 20 to 35 dB gain) along the helix to absorb backward reflections which would cause self-oscillation. They reduce the gain somewhat (about 6 dB each) but have only a small effect on efficiency. When the signal reaches the end of the helix, it is transferred to a waveguide which is the output port of the tube. The remaining kinetic energy of the electrons—which may amount to as much as 90 percent of the energy originally imparted by the gun—is absorbed as heat in the collector and must be carried away by cooling. Much of the unspent energy, though, can be recovered by making the collector negative enough (depressed collector) to decelerate the electrons before they strike it. (Kinetic energy is thus converted back to potential energy.) High Power TWTs. Both the average and the peak power of helix TWTs are somewhat limited. As the average power is increased, an increasing number of electrons are intercepted by the helix, and it becomes difficult to remove enough of the resulting heat to avoid damage to the helix. As the required peak power is increased, the beam velocity must be increased, and a point is soon reached where the helix must be made too coarse to provide good interaction with the beam. In high power tubes, therefore, other slow wave structures are generally used. The most popular is a series of coupled cavities.



The Control Grid. While a pulsed output can be obtained by turning the tube “on” and “off”, the pulses can be formed much more conveniently by interposing a grid between the cathode 26
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that emits the electrons and the anode whose positive voltage relative to the cathode accelerates them. A low voltage control signal applied to this grid can turn the beam “on” and “off.” To keep the grid from intercepting electrons and being damaged, it is placed in the shadow of a second grid which is electrically tied to the cathode. To eliminate all output between pulses, the low voltage microwave input signal may be pulsed, Advantages. Besides the advantages listed earlier, the TWT can provide high-power outputs with gains of up to 10,000,000 or more and efficiencies of up to 50 percent. Lowpower helix tubes have the added advantage of providing bandwidths of as much as two octaves (maximum frequency four times the minimum). In high-power tubes, though, where other slow-wave structures must be used, this is generally reduced to 5 to 20 percent, although some coupled cavity tubes having much greater bandwidths have been built.



Transmitter. The transmitter is a high-power amplifier of a type called a gridded traveling-wave tube, TWT (Fig. 19). Keyed on and off to cut coherent pulses from the exciter’s signal, it amplifies the pulses to the desired power level for transmission. As explained in the panel on the opposite page and above, the tube is turned on and off by a lowpower signal applied to a control grid. By appropriately modifying this signal, the width and repetition frequency of the high-power transmitted pulses can easily be changed to satisfy virtually any operating requirement. Similarly, by modifying the exciter’s low power signal, the frequency, phase, and power level of the high-power pulses can readily be changed, modulated, or coded for pulse compression (Fig 20).
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Low-Power Control Signal 20. By keying the TWT with a low power control signal, the width and PRF of the high power pulses can readily be changed. And by modifying the low-power input provided by the exciter, the frequency, phase, and power of the pulses can readily be changed or modulated.
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19. Gridded traveling-wave tube amplifies low-power wave from exciter to power required for transmission. Can readily be turned on and off with low-power control signal.
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Antenna. The antenna is of a type called a planar array. Instead of employing a central feed that radiates the transmitted wave into a reflector, it consists of an array of many individual radiators distributed over a flat surface (Fig. 21). The radiators are slots cut in the walls of a complex of waveguides behind the antenna’s face. Though a planar array is more expensive than a dish antenna, its feed can be designed to distribute the radiated power across the array so as to minimize the radiated sidelobes, as is essential in some MTI modes. Also, the feed can readily be adapted to enable monopulse measurement of angle-tracking errors.



Click for high-quality image



21. Planar array antenna. Radio waves are radiated though slots cut in a complex of waveguides behind the face of the antenna.
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23. Synchronous detector. Vector sum of I and Q outputs is proportional to amplitude, A, of received signal. Ratio of outputs indicates the signal’s phase, φ. Direction in which φ changes with time indicates whether the frequency of the signal is higher or lower than the reference frequency.



Receiver. This receiver (Fig. 22, bottom of page) differs in many respects from that described earlier. First, a lownoise preamplifier ahead of the mixer increases the power of the incoming echoes so that they can better compete with the electrical noise inherently generated in the mixer. Second, more than one intermediate frequency translation is generally performed to avoid problems with image frequencies (see Chapter 5, page 64). Third, the video detector is of a special type called a synchronous detector (Fig. 23). To detect doppler frequency shifts—which show up as pulse-to-pulse phase shifts—it beats the doppler-shifted received echoes against a reference signal from the exciter. Two bipolar video outputs are produced: the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) signals. Their amplitudes are sampled at intervals on the order of a pulse width. The vector sum of the I and Q samples is proportional to the energy of the sampled signal: their ratio indicates the phase of the signal. The samples are converted into numbers by the analog-to-digital (A/D) converter and supplied to the signal processor. Finally, to enable monopulse tracking, at least two parallel receiver channels must be provided.
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22. Receiver of generic pulse-doppler radar. To enable digital doppler filtering, synchronous video detector provides in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) video outputs. To enable monopulse tracking, two receiver channels such as this must be provided.
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Signal Processor. This processor (Fig. 24) is a digital computer specifically designed to efficiently perform the vast number of repetitive additions, subtractions, and multiplications required for real-time signal processing. Into it, the data processor loads the program for the currently selected mode of operation. As required by this program, the signal processor (Fig. 25, bottom of page) sorts the incoming numbers from the A/D converter by time of arrival, hence range; stores the numbers for each range interval in memory locations called range bins; and filters out the bulk of the unwanted ground clutter on the basis of its doppler frequency. By forming a bank of narrowband filters for each range bin, the processor then integrates the energy of successive echoes from the same target (i.e., echoes having the same doppler frequency) and still further reduces the background of noise and clutter with which the target echoes must compete. By examining the outputs of all the filters, the processor determines the level of the background noise and residual clutter, just as a human operator would by observing the range trace on an “A” display. On the basis of increases in amplitude above this level, it automatically detects the target echoes. Rather than supplying the echoes directly to the display, the processor temporarily stores the targets’ positions in its memory. Meanwhile, it continuously scans the memory at a rapid rate and provides the operator with a continuous bright TV-like display of the positions of all targets (Fig. 26). This feature, called digital scan conversion, gets around the problem of target blips fading from the display during the comparatively long azimuth scan time. The target positions are indicated by synthetic blips of uniform brightness on a clear background, making them extremely easy to see. In the SAR ground mapping modes, the ground return is not clutter; rather it is signal, so it is not filtered out. To
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24. Signal processor. Stored program for the selected mode of operation is automatically entered by the data processor.



26. Scan converter provides continuous clean bright display of positions of all targets. In contrast, video signals drawn on conventional display-tube face by range trace, vary in brightness and rapidly fade away.
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25. Signal processor sorts radar returns by range, storing them in range bins; filters out the strong clutter; then sorts the returns in each range bin by doppler frequency. Targets are detected automatically.
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27. To provide a truly pictorial ground map, actual digital filter outputs are stored in the scan converter and continuously scanned for display.



28. Principal inputs to the data processor.
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provide fine range resolution without limiting detection range, the radar transmits wide pulses and employs large amounts of pulse compression. To provide fine azimuth resolution, the processor stores the returns of thousands of pulses from each range increment and integrates them to form very large banks of doppler filters having extremely narrow passbands. The filter outputs themselves are stored in the scan converter, which is scanned to produce a pictorial map on the radar display (Fig. 27). Data Processor. A general-purpose digital computer, the data processor controls and performs routine computations for all units of the radar (Fig. 28). Monitoring the positions of selector switches on the control panel, it schedules and carries out the selection of operating modes, e.g., longrange search, track-while-scan, SAR mapping, close-in combat, etc. Receiving inputs from the aircraft’s inertial navigation system, it stabilizes and controls the antenna during search and track. On the basis of inputs from the signal processor, it controls target acquisition, making it necessary for the operator only to bracket the target to be tracked, with a symbol on the display. During automatic tracking, the data processor computes the tracking error signals in such a way as to anticipate the effects of all measurable and predictable variables—the velocity and acceleration of the radar bearing aircraft, the limits within which the target can reasonably be expected to change its velocity, the signal-to-noise ratio, and so on. This process yields extraordinarily smooth and accurate tracking. Throughout, the data processor monitors all operations of the radar, including its own. In the event of a malfunction, it alerts the operator to the problem, and through built-in tests, isolates the failure to an assembly that can readily be replaced on the flight line. Generic Radar for Stealth



29. B-2 bomber. Even a fairly large stealth aircraft has a radar cross section no larger than that of a bird.



In 1974 while reviewing the air battles of Vietnam and the Middle East, the U.S. Air Force concluded that in the future its aircraft would have great difficulty in getting through strong air defenses unless their detectability by radar could be reduced. Consequently, development was begun on what have come to be called low observable, or stealth, aircraft. Loosely speaking, a conventional fighter has a radar reflectivity—radar cross section (RCS)—comparable to that of a van. By contrast, even a fairly large stealth aircraft has an RCS no greater than that of a bird (Fig. 29). What does that have to do with the design of radars for such aircraft? 30
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Viewed broadside, the antenna of a conventional fighter’s radar alone has an RCS many times that of the fighter. To put such an antenna in the nose of a stealth aircraft would be grossly counterproductive, to say the least. Furthermore, even if the aircraft managed to avoid being detected, the signals radiated by the radar would be intercepted by the enemy at long ranges, revealing both the aircraft’s presence and its location. For these reasons, the first U.S. stealth fighter (Fig. 30) didn’t even carry a radar. Severe as these problems are, both can be acceptably resolved. Reducing Antenna RCS. The first of several measures which must be taken to minimize the RCS of a radar’s antenna is to mount it in a fixed position on the aircraft structure, tilted so that its face will not reflect radio waves back in the direction of an illuminating radar (Fig. 31). The radar beam cannot then, of course, be steered mechanically. This requirement significantly influences the radar’s front-end design. There are several possible approaches to nonmechanical beam steering. The simplest and most widely used is the passive electronically steered array (ESA). It is a planar array antenna, in which a computer-controlled phase shifter is inserted in the feed system immediately behind each radiating element (Fig. 32). By individually controlling the phase shifters, the beam formed by the array can be steered anywhere within a fairly wide field or regard.4 A more versatile, but considerably more expensive, implementation is the active ESA. It differs from the passive ESA in having a tiny transmitter/receiver (T/R) module inserted behind each radiating element (Fig. 33). To steer the beam, provisions are included in each module for controlling both the phase and the amplitude of the signals the module transmits and receives.
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30. Since no radar at the time had both a low-RCS antenna and a low probability of its signals being usefully intercepted by an enemy, the first U.S. stealth fighter, the F-117, was not equipped with a radar.
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31. A first step in reducing the RCS of a radar antenna is to mount it in a fixed position, tilted so its face won’t reflect radiation back to a radar.



4. Another name for this sort of antenna, commonly used in ground-based radars, is phased array.
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33. Active electronically steered array antenna (ESA). Transmitreceive (T/R) modules steer the radar beam by controlling the phase and amplitude of the signals radiated and received by each radiator.



32. Passive electronically steered array antenna (ESA). By controlling the phase of the signals transmitted and received by each radiating element, the phase shifters can steer the radar beam anywhere within the field of regard.
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34. Since the radar beam has no inertia, with electronic steering it can be jumped anywhere within the field of regard in less than a millisecond.



35. With an active ESA, the radar can even simultaneously radiate multiple, independently steerable beams on different frequencies.



Another approach, still in its infancy, is photonic truetime-delay (TTD) beam steering. In it, the phase of the signals radiated and received by the individual T/R modules of an active ESA is controlled by introducing variable time delays in the elements’ feeds, which are optical fibers. Their lengths, hence the time the signals take to pass through them, are varied by switching segments of fiber of selectable length into and out of each feed. This greatly broadens the span of frequencies over which the antenna can operate. As will be explained in Chaps. 37 and 38, ESAs have many advantages. One of the more important is extreme beam agility (Fig. 34). Because the beam—as opposed to the conventional gimbaled antenna—has no inertia, it can, for example, interactively jump to one or another of several targets whenever and for whatever length of time is optimum for tracking it, without appreciably interrupting the beam’s search scan. Among the special advantages of the active ESA is the ability to radiate multiple individually steerable beams on different frequencies (Fig. 35). Avoiding Detection of the Radar’s Signals. Keeping a radar’s signals from being usefully intercepted by an enemy is especially challenging. As we saw in Chap. 1, because of the spreading of the radio waves occurring both on the way out to a target at a range, R, and on the way back to the 4 radar, the strength of the target’s echoes decreases as 1/R . The strength of the radar’s signals received by the target, 2 however, decrease only as 1/R (Fig. 36). To get around this huge handicap, an entire family of lowprobability-of-intercept, LPI, features has been developed. • Taking full advantage of the radar’s ability to coherently integrated the target echoes
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• Interactively reducing the peak transmitted power to the minimum needed at the time for target detection • Spreading the radar’s transmitted power over an immensely broad band of frequencies



Radar Signal Received by Target: P ∝ 1/R2



• Supplementing the radar data with target data obtained from infrared and other passive sensors and offboard sources
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• Turning the radar on only when absolutely necessary



Target Echoes Received by Radar: P ∝ 1/R4 Range, R



36. Handicap surmounted by a radar designed to have a low probability of its signals being usefully intercepted.



Astonishing as it may seem, by combining these and other LPI techniques, the radar can detect and track targets without its signals being usefully intercepted by the enemy. Meeting Stealth’s Processing Requirements. Electronic beam steering and LPI, along with other advanced techniques, depend critically on immensely high digital processing throughputs. Despite the limited space available in 32
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high performance tactical aircraft, orders-of-magnitude increases in throughput have been realized through the use of very large scale integrated circuits. CMOS technology, and the distribution of processing tasks among a great many (up to a hundred or more) individual processing elements, operating in parallel and sharing bulk memories. Further enhancing processing efficiency is integrated processing. Rather than providing separate processors for the aircraft’s radar, electro-optical, and electronic warfare systems, a single integrated processor serves them all (Fig. 37). Size, weight, and cost are thereby reduced. Further, with dramatically reduced memory costs, it has become possible to perform both signal and data processing in real time with commercial processing elements. Summary
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37. A technician inserts a module into the integrated processor which jointly serves the radar, electro-optical, and electronic warfare systems of the F-22.
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Illustrative of the various approaches to implementation are three generic designs: a simple “pulsed” radar, a “pulsedoppler” radar, and a radar for stealth. The pulsed radar employs a magnetron transmitter, a parabolic-reflector antenna, and a superheterodyne receiver. Triggered by timing pulses from a synchronizer, a modulator provides the magnetron with pulses of dc power, which it converts into high-power microwave pulses. These are fed through a duplexer to the antenna. Echoes received by the antenna are fed by the duplexer through a protection device to the receiver, which amplifies and converts them into video signals for display on a range trace. The pulse-doppler radar differs from the simple pulsed radar primarily in being coherent and largely digital. The transmitter, a gridded traveling-wave-tube amplifier, cuts pulses of selectable width and PRF from an exciter’s lowpower continuous wave—codable for pulse compression. The antenna is a planar array having a monopulse feed. The receiver features a low-noise preamplifier and a video detector, whose I and Q outputs are sampled at intervals on the order of a pulse width, digitized, and provided to a digital signal processor. It sorts them by range and doppler frequency, filters out the ground clutter, and automatically detects the target echoes, storing their locations in a memory continuously scanned to provide a TV-like display. All operations of the radar are controlled by a digital computer (radar data processor), which loads the program for the selected mode of operation into the signal processor. Implementation of a pulse-doppler radar for stealth differs from the foregoing principally in (a) having a fixed, low-RCS electronically steered antenna (ESA) and (b) incorporating features which minimize the possibility of its signals being usefully intercepted by an enemy.
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Representative Applications



H



aving become acquainted with the basic radar principles and approaches to their implementation, in this chapter we’ll briefly look at representative practical uses of airborne radar. Some of these—such as air-to-air collision avoidance, ice patrol, and search and rescue (Fig. 1)—are primarily civil applications. Others—such as early warning and missile guidance—are military. Still others—such as storm avoidance and windshear warning—are both.
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Representative



AIRBORNE RADAR APPLICATIONS Hazardous Weather Detect. ● Storm avoidance ● Windshear warning Navigational Aid ● Marking remote facilities ● Facilitating air traffic control ● Avoiding air-to-air collisions ● Blind low-altitude flight ● Forward altitude msmt. ● Precision velocity update Ground Mapping ● Ice patrol ● Terrain mapping ● Environmental monitoring ● Law enforcement ● Blind landing guidance Short-Range Sea Search ● Search and rescue ● Submarine detection ■ Civil and military



1.



Coast Guard helicopter, equipped with a multi-function radar having search, weather, and beacon modes.
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Recon./Surveillance Long-range surveillance ● Early warning ● Sea surveillance ● Ground battle mgmt. ● Low-altitude surveillance ●



Fighter/Interceptor Sup. ● Air-to-air search ● Raid assessment ● Target identification ● Gun/missile fire control ● Missile guidance Air/Gnd. Weapon Delivery ● Blind tactical bombing ● Strategic bombing ● Defense suppresion Proximity Fuses ● Artillery ● Guided missile ■ Primarily military
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Hazardous-Weather Detection Three common threats to the safety of flight are turbulence, hail, and—particularly at low altitudes—windshears or microbursts, all of which are common products of thunder storms. One of the most common uses of airborne radar is alerting pilots to these hazards.
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Storm Avoidance. If the radio frequency of a radar’s transmitted pulses is appropriately chosen, the radar can see through clouds yet receive echoes from rain within and beyond them. The larger the rain drops, the stronger their echoes. So by sensing the rate of change of the strength of the echoes with range, the radar can detect thunder storms. And by scanning a wide sector ahead, the radar can display those regions in which hazardous weather and turbulence are apt to be encountered, hence should be avoided (Fig. 2). 2.



Display of a weather radar employed on commercial airliners. Color coding indicates intensity of precipitation and turbulence.



3.



Flow of air in a typical windshear. As an aircraft approaches the down draft, it encounters increasing head winds. As it emerges from the down-draft, it encounters strong tail winds.



Windshear Warning. Windshears are strong down drafts which can occur unexpectedly in thunder storms. At low altitudes the outflow of air from the core of the down draft can cause an aircraft to encounter an increasing headwind when flying into the down draft and a strong tail wind when emerging from it (Fig. 3). Without warning, this combination of conditions can cause an aircraft taking off or landing to crash. Pulse doppler weather radars are sensitive not only to the intensity of the rainfall but also to its horizontal velocity, hence to the winds within a storm. By measuring the rate of change of the horizontal winds, these radars can detect a wind shear embedded in rain as much as 5 miles ahead, giving the pilot up to around 10 seconds of warning to avert it. Navigational Aid
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4.



Simple beacon transponder. Upon receiving a pulse from a radar, the transponder transmits a reply on another frequency.



Among common navigational uses of airborne radar are marking the locations of remote facilities, assisting air traffic control, preventing air-to-air collisions, measuring absolute altitude, providing guidance for blind low altitude flight, and measuring the range and altitude of points on the ground ahead. Marking Remote Facilities. For approaching helicopters and airplanes, the locations of off-shore drilling platforms, remote air fields, and the like may be marked with radar beacons. The simplest beacon—called a transponder—consists of a receiver, a low-power transmitter, and an omnidirectional antenna (Fig. 4). The transponder receives the pulses of any radar whose antenna beam sweeps over it and transmits “reply” pulses on a different frequency. Even 36
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though low powered, the replies are much stronger than the radar’s echoes. And since their frequency is different from the radar’s, they are not accompanied by clutter, but stand out clearly on the radar display. A more capable beacon system (Fig. 5) includes an interrogator. It transmits coded interrogating pulses in response to which transponders return coded replies. The most common beacons of this sort are those of the air traffic control beacon system (ATRBS). Assisting Air-Traffic Control. ATRBS transponders are carried on all but the smallest private aircraft. An ATRBS interrogator operates in conjunction with the air traffic control radar at every major airport. The interrogator’s monopulse antenna is mounted atop the radar antenna, hence scans with it (Fig. 6), and the interrogator’s pulses are synchronized with the radar’s. Consequently, the operator can interrogate an incoming aircraft simply by touching its “blip” on the radar display with a light pen. Ordinarily the interrogator uses only two of several possible codes. One requests the identification code of the aircraft carrying the transponder. The other requests the aircraft’s altitude. Every beacon-equipped aircraft can thus be positively identified and its position accurately determined in three dimensions.1 Avoiding Air-to-Air Collisions. Another use of the ATRBS transponders is made by the traffic alert and collision avoidance system (TCAS II). Typically, integrated with an aircraft’s weather radar, TCAS interrogates the air traffic control transponders in whatever aircraft happen to be within the search scan of the radar. From a transponder’s replies, TCAS determines the aircraft’s direction, range, altitude separation, and closing rate. Based on this information, TCAS prioritizes threats, interrogates high-priority threats at an increased rate, and if necessary give vertical and horizontal collision avoidance commands. Measuring Absolute Altitude. In a great many situations, it is desirable to know an aircraft’s absolute altitude.2 Since beneath the aircraft there is usually a large area of ground at very nearly the same range (Fig. 7), a small low-power, broad-beam, downward-looking CW radar employing FM ranging can provide a continuous precise reading of absolute altitude. Interfaced with the aircraft’s autopilot, the altimeter can ensure smooth tracking of the glide slope for instrument landings. Altimeters may also be pulsed. For military uses, the probability of the altimeter’s radiation being detected by an enemy is minimized by transmitting pulses at a very low 37
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A complete radar beacon system. Interrogator is typically synchronized with a search radar, and the transponder’s replies are shown on the radar’s display.
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Antenna of ATRBS beacon interrogator is mounted atop antenna of air traffic control radar. Through coding of beacon pulses and replies, radar identifies approaching aircraft and obtains their altitudes and other flight data.



1. Sixteen million identification codes are available; so, every aircraft can be assigned a unique code.



2. Distance to the ground.
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An aircraft’s absolute altitude can be precisely determined by measuring the range to the ground beneath it with a small low-powered broad-beamed radar.



PART I Overview



PRF and employing large amounts of pulse compression to spread the pulses’ power over a very wide band of frequencies.
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For terrain following, a radar scans the terrain ahead vertically with a pencil beam.



9.



For terrain avoidance, the radar alternately scans terrain ahead vertically and horizontally.



Enabling Blind Low-Altitude Flight. To enable an attack fighter to avoid observation and enemy fire through “hedgehopping” tactics, two basic radar modes have been developed: terrain following, and terrain avoidance. In terrain following (Fig. 8), an aircraft’s forward-looking radar scans the terrain ahead by sweeping a pencil beam vertically. From the elevation profile thus obtained vertical steering commands are computed. Supplied to the flight control system, they automatically fly the aircraft safely at terrain-skimming altitude. Terrain avoidance (Fig. 9) is similar to terrain following, except that periodically the radar scans horizontally, enabling the aircraft not only to hug the ground but to fly around obstacles in its path. The aircraft is generally flown manually. For pilotless aircraft a mode called TERCOM, for terrain contour mapping, is also available. It flies the aircraft on a precisely timed, preprogrammed ground-hugging trajectory along a known contour on a map. Ground clearance is measured with a very low power radar altimeter. Since it illuminates only the ground beneath the aircraft, the possibility of enemy detection is low. That may be further reduced by operating at frequencies for which atmospheric attenuation is high. Forward Range and Altitude Measurement. On a bombing run over ground that is neither flat nor level, it is often necessary to precisely determine the range and altitude of the aircraft relative to the target. That can be done by training the radar beam on the target and measuring



θ



(a) the antenna depression angle and



h = R sin θ R



(b) the range to the ground at the center of the radar beam (Fig. 10). Target



10. Measurement of the range and the relative altitude of a point on the ground. The range the radar measures is that at which the elevation tracking-error signal is zero.



3. Damp out the earth’s radius oscillation inherent in inertial systems.



This range may be identified by the return from it producing a nearly zero elevation tracking-error signal from a monopulse (or lobing) antenna. Precision Velocity Update (PVU). As we saw in Chap. 1, by measuring the doppler frequency of the returns from three points on the ground ahead, a forward-looking radar can measure the radar’s velocity. Such measurements can be used to ‘update’3 the aircraft’s inertial navigation system. If the inertial system fails, the radar serves as a doppler navigator.
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Ground Mapping Radar ground-mapping applications are legion. They range from ice patrol and high resolution terrain mapping, to law enforcement and autonomous blind landing guidance, to name just a few. Ice Patrol. One of the oldest civil radar mapping applications is charting passages through the ice in waters that freeze over during the winter. For this, patrol aircraft are equipped with real-beam mapping radars called SLARs, having long linear array antennas that look out on both sides of an aircraft. While the aircraft flies in a straight line, an optical scanner records the radar returns on film, thereby making a strip map of the passing scene. Although SLAR resolution is limited, at short ranges it is quite adequate for mapping ice (Fig. 11). Moreover, because the radar is simple and its antennas are fixed, it is comparatively inexpensive. High Resolution Terrain Mapping. For such applications as navigation, environmental monitoring, and geological exploration, SAR has the advantage of providing high resolution even at long ranges. Interferometric, 3-D SAR has proved especially useful for highly accurate, low cost terrain mapping (Fig 12). It also has military applications. When mapping areas covered with dense tropical rain forests, a radar that transmits extremely short pulses may measure the distance to the ground under the canopy of trees—a technique called sounding. Law Enforcement. Both SLAR and SAR have played important roles in oil-spill detection, fishery protection, and the interdiction of smugglers and drug traffickers. Since SAR can provide fine resolution at long ranges, it has the advantage of uncovering illicit activities without alerting the law breakers (Fig. 13).



11. Ice flow on Lake Erie, mapped by a real-beam side-looking array radar (SLAR) having long, fixed array antennas that look out on either side of the aircraft.
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12. A representative interferometric, 3-D SAR map. (Crown copyright DERA Malvern)
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13. SAR map, such as might be used to interdict smugglers, shows a convoy of trucks on an off-road trail. As indicated by radar shadows of trees, map was made from a long stand-off range.
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Blind-Landing Guidance. The ground directly ahead of an aircraft cannot be mapped with SAR. So, for landing guidance, other techniques must be employed. One is to scan the narrow region ahead with a monopulse antenna. At the short ranges involved sufficiently fine azimuth resolution may be obtained to enable an aircrew to locate runways and markers (Fig. 14) and so make autonomous approaches to small or unimproved landing strips at night or in bad weather. Reconnaissance and Surveillance



14. Forward-looking radar with monopulse antenna fills in gap in SAR map with real-beam mapping. Provides sufficient resolution to enable blind approaches at landing strips where navigation aids may not be available. (Courtesy Northrop Grumman)
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15. Long-range, long-endurance unmanned reconnaissance aircraft, may relay 1-foot resolution SAR maps via satellite directly to users in the field.
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16. The U. S. Navy carrier based E-2C Hawkeye early warning and sea surveillance aircraft has a large antenna housed in a circular radome (rotodome), which rotates continuously to provide 360° coverage.



In military operations, airborne radar has proved invaluable for its ability to see through smoke, haze, clouds, and rain; to rapidly search vast regions; to detect targets at long ranges, and to simultaneously track a great many targets which may be widely dispersed. We’ll consider four representative applications here: long-range air-to-ground reconnaissance, early warning, airto-ground battle surveillance, and balloon-borne low-altitude surveillance. Long-Range Air-to-Ground Reconnaissance. Throughout the cold war, very high resolution SAR radars in the U2 and later the higher flying TR-1 provided all-weather surveillance over the military buildup in the Soviet Union. During the war in the Persian Gulf, SAR also proved invaluable in pinpointing ground targets for fighters and bombers. In the late 1990s, SAR radars were developed for both such missions in small pilotless reconnaissance aircraft capable of long-range endurance flight (Fig. 15). These radars may relay radar images of one-foot resolution via satellite directly to users in the field. Early Warning and Sea Surveillance. An airborne radar can detect low-flying aircraft and surface vessels at far greater ranges than can a radar on the ground or the mast of a ship. Accordingly, to provide early warning of the approach of hostile aircraft and missiles and to maintain surveillance over the seas, radars are placed in high-flying loitering aircraft, such as the U.S. Navy Hawkeye and the U.S. Air Force AWACS (Figs. 16 and 17). Because these aircraft are large and slow, the radars they carry can employ antennas large enough to provide high angular resolution while operating at frequencies low enough that atmospheric attenuation is negligible. And they can transmit very high powers. Providing 360˚ coverage, they can detect low-flying aircraft out to the radar horizon—which at an altitude of 40
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30,000 feet is more than 200 nautical miles—and detect higher altitude targets at substantially greater ranges. In addition, they can simultaneously track hundreds of targets. Air-to-Ground Surveillance and Battle Management. Very much as AWACS provides surveillance over a vast air space, an airborne radar can also provide surveillance over a vast area on the ground. Equipped with a long electronically steered side-looking antenna (Fig. 18), the U. S. Joint STARS radar detects and tracks moving targets on the ground with MTI and detects stationary targets with SAR.
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17. The U.S. Air Force E-3 AWACS aircraft carries a high-power pulse doppler radar. Its 24-foot-long antenna is also housed in a rotodome.
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18. Passive ESA of joint STARS radar is housed in a 24-foot-long radome. Radar performs SAR mapping and ground-moving target detection and tracking for surveillance and battle management.



Flying in a race-track pattern at an altitude of 35,000 feet a hundred miles behind a hostile border, the radar can maintain surveillance over a region extending a hundred or more miles into enemy territory. Through secure communication links, Joint STARS can provide fully processed radar data to an unlimited number of control stations on the ground. Low Altitude Air and Sea Surveillance. A novel surveillance application of airborne radar arose in the U.S. war on drugs. The Customs Service undertook to implement a radar “fence” along the southern border of the U.S. by placing large-reflector, long-range surveillance radars in tethered balloons (Fig. 19). Fighter/Interceptor Mission Support The fighter/interceptor mission is twofold: to thwart attacks by aircraft and missiles, and to achieve control of the airspace over a given region. In both, the fighter’s radar typically plays four vital roles: search, raid assessment, target identification, and fire control. 41
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19. Aerostat carrying lightweight solid-state surveillance radar having a large parabolic reflector antenna. Tethered at 15,000 feet altitude, radar can detect small low altitude aircraft at ranges out to 200 miles. Aerostat can stay aloft for 30 days, remain operational in 70 mph winds, survive 90 mph winds.
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Air-to-Air Search. The extent to which a fighter’s radar must search for targets varies. At one extreme, the fighter may be “vectored” to intercept a target which has already been detected and is being precisely tracked. At the other extreme, the radar may be required to search a huge volume of air space for possible targets (Fig. 20).



20. Equipped with a high-power pulse-doppler radar, U.S. Navy F–14 air superiority fighter can provide surveillance over a huge volume of airspace. (Courtesy Grumman Aerospace Corp.)
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21. 1–D and 2–D signatures of aircraft in flight obtained with a noncooperative target identification system.
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22. Lead-pursuit course for firing guns. Fighter’s radar automatically locks onto target in an air-combat mode and tracks it in a single-target tracking mode.



Raid Assessment. Even if a radar has a narrow pencil beam, at long ranges it may not be able to resolve a close formation of approaching aircraft. Consequently, the fighter’s radar is generally provided with a raid assessment mode. In one version of this mode, the radar alternates between (a) track-while-scan to maintain situation awareness and (b) single target tracking of the suspect multiple target in a mode providing exceptionally fine range and doppler resolution. Target Identification. To identify targets that are beyond visual range, some means of radar identification is generally desired. The classical means is IFF, the World War II system upon which the civil-air-traffic-control beacon system was patterned. An IFF interrogator synchronized with the fighter’s radar transmits interrogating pulses to which transponders carried in all friendly aircraft respond with coded replies. Despite use of sophisticated codes, the possibility of compromise is always present. So additional means of “noncooperative” target identification have been devised. One of these is signature identification. It takes advantage of the unique characteristics of the echoes received from various aircraft to identify radar targets by type. Another technique (Fig. 21) involves providing sufficiently fine range resolution that targets may be identified by their 1-D range profiles. Going a step further, by employing ISAR imaging, 2-D profiles may be provided. Fire Control. Depending upon a target’s range, the pilot may attack it with either the aircraft’s guns or its guided missiles. For firing guns, a selection of close-in combat modes may be provided in which the radar automatically locks onto the target in a single-target tracking mode and continuously supplies its range, range rate, angle, and angular rate to the aircraft’s fire-control computer. The latter directs the pilot onto a lead-pursuit course against the target (Fig. 22) and at the appropriate range gives a firing command. Both steering instructions and firing command are presented on a head-up display; so the pilot need never take his eyes off the target. 42
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Radar guided missiles, however, are often fired from beyond visual range. Representative examples are Phoenix and AMRAAM. Phoenix is a long-range missile used by the U.S. Navy F-14 air superiority fighter (Fig. 23). AMRAAM is a medium-range missile used by a wide variety of fighters. Both are generally launched while the fighter’s radar is operating in a track-while-scan or search-while-track mode. Hence, several missiles may be launched in rapid succession and be in flight simultaneously against different targets. Initially, Phoenix is guided inertially on a lofted trajectory. It then transitions to semi-active guidance, in which a radar seeker it carries homes on the periodic target illumination provided by the fighter’s scanning radar. At close range, the seeker switches to active guidance, in which it provides its own target illumination. AMRAAM (Fig. 24) is equipped with a command-inertial guidance system. It steers the missile on a preprogrammed intercept trajectory based on target data obtained by the fighter’s radar prior to launch. If the target changes course after launch, target update messages are relayed to the missile by coding the radar’s normal transmissions. Picked up by a receiver in the missile, the messages are decoded and used to correct the course set into the inertial guidance system.4 For terminal guidance, the missile switches control to a short-range active radar seeker that it carries. A third commonly used radar-guided missile is Sparrow. It is launched in a single-target-track mode and throughout its flight semiactively homes on the target illumination provided by the radar.
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23. Long-range Phoenix missile is launched from F-14 air-superiority fighter. Missile homes semi-actively on periodic target illumination provided by fighter’s scanning radar; converts to active guidance at close range.
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24. AMRAAM is inertially guided on preprogrammed intercept trajectory; receives update messages from radar if target maneuvers after launch. (Length. 12 ft.; range, 17+nmi)



4. If the missile is not in the radar beam at the time, the messages are received via the radar antenna’s side lobes.
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Air-to-Ground Weapon Delivery Radar may play an important role in a wide variety of airto-ground attacks. To illustrate, we’ll look briefly at hypothetical missions of four different types: tactical-missile targeting, tactical bombing, strategic bombing, and groundbases-defense suppression. In each, the basic strategy is to take advantage of radar’s unique capabilities, while minimizing radiation from the radar. Tactical-Missile Targeting. In this hypothetical mission, an attack helicopter lurks behind a hill overlooking a battle field. With only the antenna pod of a short-range, ultra high-resolution (millimeter wave) radar atop the rotor mast showing (Fig. 25), the radar quickly scans the terrain for potential targets. Automatically prioritizing the targets it detects, the radar hands them off to a fire control system which fires small independently guided “launch and leave” missiles against them. 43



25. Small antenna of high-resolution millimeter-wave radar atop rotor mast enables attack helicopter to detect targets for its launch and leave missiles, while keeping out of sight from the battlefield.
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Blind Tactical Bombing. In this hypothetical mission, a strike aircraft is guided by an inertial navigator on a terrainskimming offset course to an area where a mobile missile launcher is believed to have been set up (Fig. 26, below). Upon reaching the area, the operator turns on the fighter’s radar to update the navigator, then makes a single SAR map. With the map frozen on the radar display, the operator places a cursor over the target’s approximate location. Turning the radar on again, he makes a detailed SAR map centered on the spot designated by the cursor. Having identified the target, the operator places the cursor over it. Immediately, the pilot starts receiving steering instructions for the bombing run. At the optimum time, the bomb is automatically released. By briefly breaking radio silence just three times, the radar has provided all the information needed to score a direct hit on the target, under conditions of zero visibility.
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26. Representative blind bombing run. By turning radar on just three times, strike aircraft scores a direct hit from an offset approach course.
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Precision Strategic Bombing. In this hypothetical mission, the flight crew of a stealth bomber, flying at some 20,000-feet altitude, turns the bomber’s radar on just long enough to make a high-resolution map of an area where an enemy command center has been activated. This map, too, is frozen, but it is scaled to GPS coordinates. Upon identifying the target, the operator places a cursor over it, thereby entering the target’s GPS coordinates into the GPS guidance 6 system of a two thousand pound glide bomb. Automatically released at the optimum time, it glides out until it is almost directly over the target (Fig. 27), then dives vertically onto it with an accuracy of two or three feet. Ground-Based-Defense Suppression. Ground-based enemy air-search radars and surface-to-air missile (SAM) sites, when radiating, may be put out of action with highspeed anti-radiation missiles (HARM). In one hypothetical scenario, a specially equipped aircraft, lurking at low altitude outside the field of view of an enemy defense radar, determines its direction and range on the basis of data received via data link from other sources. The flight crew preprograms a HARM to search for the radar’s signals. Launched in the direction of the radar, the missile soon acquires the radar’s signals. Homing on them, it zooms in and destroys the radar before the enemy even realizes it is under attack.



27. GPS guided bomb glides until it is almost directly over the target designated prior to launch on a SAR map made by the bomber’s radar, then dives vertically onto it.



6. As a hedge against a GPS failure, alternate means of delivery are provided.



Short-Range Air-to-Sea Search Since its birth, airborne radar has played a key role in searching for both surface vessels and submarines. Coast Guard aircraft typically are equipped with multifunction search and weather radars. Since virtually all vessels carry radar reflectors that return strong echoes, and since sea clutter is generally moderate compared to ground clutter, these radars, whether pulsed or pulse-doppler, can pick up small craft at long ranges. While unable to see beneath the surface, radars providing fine resolution are widely used to detect periscopes and snorkels; ISAR is particularly useful for this.



PROXIMITY FUSES Then and Now The earliest of these was the VT fuse of World War II. A tiny ultra-short-range CW radar, it detonated an artillery shell, when the return from the ground reached a predetermined amplitude, and an anti-aircraft shell, on the basis of the change in amplitude of the received signal as the shell approached an aircraft.



Proximity Fuses Another important application of airborne radar, which should not be overlooked, is proximity fuses (see panel alongside). Conclusion While we’ve looked only briefly at some of airborne radar’s many applications, further information on radars for several of them is given in Chap. 44. 45



In guided missiles, much more sophisticated fuses are employed. They not only detect the presence of a target but time the detonation by such techniques as measuring the change in doppler frequency of the radar return as the missile approaches the target.



Radio Waves and Alternating Current Signals
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ince radio waves and alternating current (ac) signals are vital to all radar functions, any introduction to radar logically begins with them. Indeed, many radar concepts which at first glance may appear quite difficult are simple when viewed in the light of a rudimentary knowledge of radio waves and ac signals. In this chapter we will consider the nature of radio waves and their fundamental qualities. Nature of Radio Waves Radio waves are perhaps best conceived as energy that has been emitted into space. The energy exists partly in the form of an electric field and partly in the form of a magnetic field. For this reason, the waves are called electromagnetic. Electric and Magnetic Fields. While neither field can be perceived directly, fields of both types are familiar to everyone. A common example of an electric field is that due to the charge which builds up between a cloud and the ground and produces lightning (Fig. 1). On a much smaller scale, another example of an electric field is that due to the charge which builds up on a comb on a particularly dry day, enabling the comb to attract a scrap of paper. Examples of magnetic fields are equally common. At one extreme is the magnetic field that encircles the earth and to which compasses react. At the opposite extreme is the field surrounding a toy magnet, or the field produced by current flowing through the coil in a telephone ear piece, causing the diaphragm to vibrate and produce sound waves.
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A common example of an electric field is that which builds up between a cloud and the ground.
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Whenever an electric current flows, a magnetic field is produced.



1. An electric current is a stream of charged particles, usually electrons.



3.



Dynamic relationships giving rise to radio waves. If electric field varies sinusoidally, so will the magnetic field it produces. And if magnetic field varies sinusoidally, so will electric field it produces.
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Whenever an electric charge accelerates, a changing magnetic field is produced, and electromagnetic energy is radiated.



5.



Because of thermal agitation, everything around us radiates electromagnetic energy, a tiny portion of which is at radio frequencies.



In several important respects, the two types of fields are inextricably interrelated. For an electric current to flow— whether in a lightning bolt or in a telephone wire—an electric field must exist. And whenever an electric current flows (Fig. 2), a magnetic field is produced. The electromagnet is a common example. If the fields vary with time, the interrelationship extends further. Any change in a magnetic field—increase or decrease in magnitude or movement relative to the observer—produces an electric field. We observe this relationship in the operation of electric generators and transformers. Similarly, although not so readily apparent, any change in an electric field produces a magnetic field. The effect is exactly the same as if an electric current actually flowed through the space in which the changing electric field exists. Interestingly enough, the idea that a changing electric field might produce a magnetic field was conceived in the second half of the 19th century by James Clerk Maxwell. On the basis of this concept (Fig. 3) and the already demonstrated characteristics of electric and magnetic fields, he hypothesized the existence of electromagnetic waves and described their behavior mathematically (Maxwell’s equations). Not until some 13 years later was their existence actually demonstrated (by Heinrich Hertz). Electromagnetic Radiation. The dynamic relationship between the electric and magnetic fields—changing magnetic field produces an electric field and changing electric field produces a magnetic field—is what gives rise to electromagnetic waves. Because of this relationship, whenever a charge, such as that carried by an electron, accelerates— changes the direction or rate of its motion, hence changes the surrounding fields—electromagnetic energy is radiated (Fig. 4). The change in the motion of the charge causes a change in the surrounding magnetic field that is produced by the particle’s motion. That change produces a changing electric field a bit further out, which in turn produces a changing magnetic field just beyond it, and on, and on, and on. It follows that the sources of radiation are countless. As a result of thermal agitation, electrons in all matter are in continual random motion. Consequently, everything around us radiates electromagnetic energy (Fig. 5). Most of the energy is in the form of radiant heat (long wavelength infrared). But a tiny fraction invariably is in the form of radio waves. Radiant heat, light, and radio waves are, in fact, all the same thing: electromagnetic radiation. They differ only in wavelength. 50
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In contrast to natural radiation, the waves radiated by a radar are produced by exciting a tuned circuit with a strong electric current. The waves, therefore, all have substantially the same wavelength and contain vastly more energy than that fraction of the natural radiation having the same wavelength. How an Antenna Radiates Energy. The radiating element of most radar transmitters is generally buried at the origin of the system of waveguides that feed the radiation to the radar antenna. Consequently, we can get a clearer picture of how the radiation takes place by considering, instead, a simple elemental antenna in free space. For this purpose no better model can be found than the dipole used by Heinrich Hertz in his original demonstration of radio waves. This antenna consists of a thin straight conductor, with flat plates like those of a capacitor at either end (Fig. 6). An alternating voltage applied at the center of the conductor causes a current to surge back and forth between the plates. The current produces a continuously changing magnetic field around the conductor. At the same time, the positive and negative charges that alternately build up on the plates as a result of the current flowing into and out of them produce a continuously changing electric field between the plates. The fields are quite strong in the region immediately surrounding the antenna. And, as with the field of an electromagnet or the field between the plates of a capacitor, most of the energy each field contains returns to the antenna in the course of every oscillation. But a portion does not. For the changing electric field between the plates produces a changing magnetic field just beyond it. That field in turn produces a changing electric field just beyond it; and so on. Similarly, the changing magnetic field surrounding the conductor produces a changing electric field just beyond it; that field produces a changing magnetic field just beyond it, and so on. By thus mutually interchanging energy, the electric and magnetic fields propagate outward from the antenna. Like ripples in a pond around a point where a stone has been thrown in (Fig. 7), the fields move on, long after the current that originally produced them has ceased. They and the energy they contain have escaped. Visualizing a Wave’s Field. Although the two fields can’t be seen, both can be visualized quite easily. The electric field may be visualized as the force it would exert on a tiny electrically charged particle suspended in 51
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Simple dipole antenna such as that used by Hertz to demonstrate radio waves.
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Like ripples on a pond, radio waves move on, long after the disturbance that produced them has ceased.
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Electric field is best visualized as the force it exerts on a charged particle.



the wave’s path. The magnitude of the force corresponds to the field’s strength (E); the direction of the force, to the field’s direction. As in Fig. 8, the electric field is commonly portrayed as a series of solid lines whose directions indicate the field’s direction and whose density (number of lines per unit of area in a plane normal to the direction) indicates the field strength. The magnetic field may similarly be visualized as the force it would exert on a tiny magnet suspended in the wave’s path. Again, the magnitude of the force corresponds to the field strength (H) and the direction, to the field’s direction. This field is portrayed in the same way as the electric field, except that the lines are dashed (Fig. 9).



9.



Magnetic field is best visualized as the force it would exert on a tiny magnet.



Characteristics of Radio Waves A radio wave has several fundamental qualities: speed, direction, polarization, intensity, wavelength, frequency, and phase. Speed. In a vacuum, radio waves travel at constant speed—the speed of light, represented by the letter c. In the troposphere, they travel a tiny bit slower. Moreover, their speed varies slightly not only with the composition of the atmosphere, but with its temperature and pressure. The variation, however, is extremely small—so small that for most practical purposes radio waves can be assumed to travel at a constant speed, the same as that in a vacuum. This speed is very nearly equal to 300 x 106 meters per second.



10. Direction of propagation is always perpendicular to directions of both electric and magnetic fields.



Direction. This is the direction in which a wave travels— the direction of propagation (Fig. 10). It is always perpendicular to the directions of both the electric and the magnetic fields. These directions, naturally, are always such that the direction of propagation is away from the radiator. When a wave strikes a reflecting object, the direction of one or the other of the fields is reversed, thereby reversing 52
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THE SPEED OF LIGHT AND RADIO WAVES Speed in the Atmosphere. The dielectric constant of the atmosphere varies slightly with the composition, temperature and pressure of the atmosphere. The variation is such that the speed of light is slightly higher at higher altitudes. The dielectric constant of the atmosphere also varies to some extent with wavelength. As a result, the speeds of light and radio waves are not quite the same, and the speed of radio waves is slightly different in different parts of the radio frequency spectrum.



The speed of light in a nonmagnetic medium, such as the atmosphere, is



where κe is a characteristic, called the dielectric constant, of the medium through which the radiation is propagating. The dielectric constant for air is roughly 1.000536 at sea level.



*From Maxwell’s equation, c = (⑀)– 1 / 2 , where  = o m, and ⑀ = ⑀o e. But, (o ⑀o )– 1 / 2 = 299.7925 ⫻ 106 and, in a nonmagnetic medium, the permeability m = 1.



the direction of propagation. As will be made clear in the panel on the next page, which field reverses depends upon the electrical characteristics of the object. Polarization. This is the term used to express the orientation of the wave’s fields. By convention, it is taken as the direction of the electric field—the direction of the force exerted on an electrically charged particle. In free space, outside the immediate vicinity of the radiator, the magnetic field is perpendicular to the electrical field (Fig. 11), and, as just explained, the direction of propagation is perpendicular to both. When the electric field is vertical, the wave is said to be vertically polarized. When the electric field is horizontal, the wave is said to be horizontally polarized. If the radiating element emitting the wave is a length of thin conductor, the electric field in the direction of maximum radiation will be parallel to the conductor. If the conductor is vertical, therefore, the element is said to be vertically polarized (Fig. 12); if horizontal, the element is said to be horizontally polarized. A receiving antenna placed in the path of a wave can extract the maximum amount of energy from it if the polarization (orientation) of the antenna and the polarization of the wave are the same. If the polarizations are not the same, the extracted energy is reduced in proportion to the cosine of the angle between them. 53



11. In free space, a wave’s magnetic field is always perpendicular to its electric field. Direction of travel is perpendicular to both.



12. If the radiating element is vertical, the element is said to be vertically polarized.
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REFLECTION, REFRACTION, AND DIFFRACTION Any of three mechanisms may cause a radio wave to change directions: reflection (which makes radar possible), refraction, and diffraction—or a combination of the three. Reflection from a Conductive Surface. When a wave strikes a conducting surface, its electric field is “short circuited.- The resulting current causes the wave’s energy to be reradiated, i.e., reflected.



From a flat surface (irregularities small compared to a wavelength), reflection is mirror-like, hence is called specular. From an irregular or complex surface, such as that of an aircraft, reflection is diffuse, hence is called scattering.



Reflection from a Nonconductive Surface. When a wave enters a nonconducting medium (such as Plexiglas) having a different dielectric constant from the medium through which the wave has been propagating, some of the wave’s energy is reflected just as from a conducting surface. The reason is that the dielectric constant (e) of the medium determines the division



of energy between the wave’s electric and magnetic fields. (In a vacuum, where Ke = 1, the energy is divided equally between the two fields.) To adjust the balance to the new dielectric constant, some of the incident energy must be rejected. That energy is reflected. Refraction. If the angle of incidence (01) is greater than zero, when a wave enters a region of different dielectric constant the energy passing through is deflected, a phenomenon called refraction. The deflection increases with the angle of incidence and the ratio of the two dielectric constants, i.e., with the difference between the speeds in the two media. 54



The reason is that the portion of the wave entering the new medium first travels briefly at a different speed than the portion entering next; that portion travels briefly at a different speed than the portion entering next; and so on. The ratio of the velocities in the two media is called the index of refraction. Atmospheric Refraction. A form of refraction occurs in the atmosphere. Because of the increase in the speed of light (decrease in Ke) with altitude, the path of a horizontally propagating wave gradually bends toward the earth. This phenomenon enables us to see the sun for a short time after it has set. It similarly enables a radar to see somewhat beyond the horizon. Diffraction. A wave spreads around objects whose size is comparable to a wavelength and bends around the edges of larger obstructions. For a given size of obstruction, the longer the wavelength, the more significant the effect. That is why AM



broadcast stations (operating at wavelengths of a few hundred meters) can be heard in the shadows of buildings and mountains, whereas TV stations operating at wavelengths of only a few meters cannot. This phenomenon, called diffraction, stems from the fact that the energy at each point in a wave is passed on just as if a radiator actually existed at that point. The wave as a whole propagates in a given direction only because the radiation from all points in every wavefront reinforces in that direction and cancels in others. If the wavefronts are broken by an obstruction, cancellation at the edge of the wave is incomplete.
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When a wave is reflected, the polarization of the reflected wave depends not only upon the polarization of the incident wave but upon the structure of the reflecting object. The polarization of radar echoes can, in fact, be used as an aid in discriminating classes of targets. For the sake of simplicity, the discussion here has been limited to linearly polarized waves—waves whose polarization is the same throughout their length. In some applications, it is desirable to transmit waves whose polarization rotates through 360° in every wavelength (Fig. 13). This is called circular polarization. It may be achieved by simultaneously transmitting horizontally and vertically polarized waves which are 90° out of phase. In the most general case, polarization is elliptical—circular and linear polarization being extremes of elliptical polarization. Intensity. This is the term for the rate at which a radio wave carries energy through space. It is defined as the amount of energy flowing per second through a unit of area 2 in a plane normal to the direction of propagation (Fig. 14).
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13. Polarization of a circularly polarized wave at points separated by 1/8 wavelength. Wave is produced by combining two equal-amplitude waves that are 90° out of phase.



2. Other terms for this rate are energy flux and power flow.



14. Intensity of a wave is the amount of energy flowing per second through a unit of area normal to the direction of propagation.



The intensity is directly related to the strengths of the electric and magnetic fields. Its instantaneous value equals the product of the strengths of the two fields times the sine of the angle between them. As previously noted, in free space outside the immediate vicinity of the antenna, that angle is 90˚; so the intensity is simply the product of the two field strengths (EH). Generally, what is of interest to us is not the instantaneous value of the intensity but the average value. If an antenna is interposed at some point in a wave’s path, for example, multiplying the wave’s average intensity at that point by the area of the antenna gives the amount of energy per second intercepted by the antenna (Fig. 15). In an electrical circuit, the term used for the rate of flow of energy is power. Consequently, in considering the transmission and reception of radio waves, the term power density is often used for the wave’s average intensity. (The two terms are equivalent.) The power of the received signal, then, is the power density of the intercepted wave times the area of the antenna. 55



15. Power of received signal equals power density of intercepted wave times area of antenna. (Power density is another term for intensity.)
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16. The fields of a radio wave, at points of maximum intensity, frozen in space. When intensities go through zero, directions of fields reverse.



3. A radio wave will have a pure sinusoidal shape, though, only if it is continuous and its peak amplitude, frequency, and phase are constant–i.e., the wave is unmodulated.



Wavelength. If we could freeze a linearly polarized radio wave and view its two fields from a distance, we would observe two things. First, the strength of the fields varies cyclically in the direction of the wave’s travel. It builds up gradually from zero to its maximum value, returns gradually to zero, builds up to its maximum value again, and so on. (The fields in the planes of two successive maxima are shown in Fig. 16.) Second, we would see that each time the intensity goes through zero, the directions of both fields reverse. The intensity of the fields is plotted versus distance along the direction of travel in Fig. 17. (It’s plotted as negative when the directions of the forces exerted by the fields are reversed.) As you can see, the curve has an undulating shape very much like that of a shallow swell on the surface of the ocean. Assuming that the wave is continuous, the shape is the same as a plot of the sine of an angle versus the angle’s size. Because of this, radio waves are referred to as sinusoidal, or sine waves.3



17. Variation in intensity of fields in direction of travel. Distance between crests is wavelength.



Referring again to Fig. 17, the distance between successive “crests” (or between points at which the intensity of the field goes through zero in the same direction) is the wavelength. The wavelength is usually represented by a lower case Greek letter lambda, λ, and expressed in meters, centimeters, or millimeters, depending upon its length.



18. Just as a buoy rises and falls when a swell passes under it, so the strengths of a radio wave’s fields vary cyclically as the wave passes. Number of cycles per second is the frequency.



Frequency. The frequency of a radio wave is directly related to the wavelength. To see the relationship, visualize if you will a radio wave traveling past a fixed point in space. The intensity of the electric and magnetic fields at this point increases and decreases cyclically as the wave goes by, just as the level of a buoy in the ocean rises and falls as a swell passes beneath it (Fig. 18). If we place a receiving antenna in the wave’s path and observe the voltage developed across the antenna terminals on an oscilloscope, we will see that it has the same shape (amplitude versus time) as our earlier plot of the intensity of the fields versus distance along the direction of travel. 56
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The number of cycles this signal completes per second is the wave’s frequency. Incidentally, the signal observed at the antenna terminals is similar to ordinary ac household power. The only difference is that it is generally far weaker and is usually of vastly higher frequency. Frequency is usually represented by the lower case “f ” and expressed in hertz, in honor of Heinrich Hertz. A hertz is one cycle per second. One thousand hertz is a kilohertz; one million hertz, a megahertz; one thousand megahertz, a gigahertz. Since a radio wave travels at a constant speed, its frequency is inversely proportional to its wavelength. The shorter the wavelength—the more closely spaced the crests—the greater the number of them that will pass a given point in a given period of time; hence, the greater the frequency (Fig. 19). The constant of proportionality between frequency and wavelength is, of course, the wave’s speed. Expressed mathematically, c f = λ



19. Since a radio wave travels at a constant speed, the shorter the wavelength, the higher the frequency.



where f = frequency c = speed of the wave (300 X 106 meters/second) λ = wavelength With this formula, we can quickly find the frequency corresponding to any wavelength. A wave having a wavelength of 3 centimeters, for example, has a frequency of 10,000 megahertz. Knowing the frequency we can find the wavelength simply by inverting the formula. λ =



c f



Period. Another measure of frequency is period, T. It is the length of time a wave or signal takes to complete one cycle (Fig. 20). If the frequency is known, the period can be obtained by dividing 1 second by the number of cycles per second. Period =



1 second f



20. Period is length of time a signal takes to complete one cycle.



For example, if the frequency is 1 megahertz—i.e., the wave or signal completes one million cycles every second— 57
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it will complete one cycle in one-millionth of a second. Its period is one-millionth of a second: 1 microsecond.



21. Phase is the degree to which the cycles of a wave or signal coincide with those of a reference signal of the same frequency.



Phase. A concept that is essential to understanding many aspects of radar operation is phase. Phase is the degree to which the individual cycles of a wave or signal coincide with those of a reference of the same frequency (Fig. 21). Phase is commonly defined in terms of the points in time at which the amplitude of a signal goes through zero in a positive direction. The signal’s phase, then, is the amount that these zero-crossings lead or lag the corresponding points in the reference signal. This amount can be expressed in several ways. Perhaps the simplest is as a fraction of a wavelength or cycle. However, phase is generally expressed in degrees—360° corresponding to a complete cycle. If, for instance, a wave is lagging a quarter of a wavelength behind the reference, its phase is 360º x 1/4 = 90º. Summary



Some Relationships To Keep In Mind • Speed of radio waves = 300 x 106 m/s = 300 m/µs



• Wavelength =



300 x 106 Frequency



• Period =



1 Frequency



Radio waves are radiated whenever an electric charge accelerates—whether due to thermal agitation in matter or a current surging back and forth through a conductor. Their energy is contained partly in an electric field and partly in a magnetic field. The fields may be visualized in terms of the magnitude and direction of the forces they would exert on an electrically charged particle and a tiny magnet, suspended in the wave’s path. The polarization of the wave is the direction of the electric field. The direction of propagation is always perpendicular to the directions of both fields. In free space at a distance of several wavelengths from the radiator, the magnetic field is perpendicular to the electric field, and the rate of flow of energy equals the product of the magnitudes of the two fields. In an unmodulated wave, the intensity of the fields varies sinusoidally as the wave passes by. The distance between successive crests is the wavelength. If a receiving antenna is placed in the path of a wave, an ac voltage proportional to the electric field will appear across its terminals. The number of cycles this signal completes per second is the wave’s frequency. The length of time the signal takes to complete one cycle is its period. Phase is the fraction of a cycle by which a signal leads or lags a reference signal of the same frequency. It is commonly expressed in degrees.
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Key to a Nonmathematical Understanding of Radar



O



ne of the most powerful tools of the radar engineer—and certainly the simplest—is a graphic device called the phasor. Though no more than an arrow, the phasor is the key to a nonmathematical understanding of a great many seemingly esoteric concepts encountered in radar work: the formation of real and synthetic antenna beams, sidelobe reduction, the time-bandwidth product, the spectrum of a pulsed signal, and digital filtering, to name a few. Unless you are already skilled in the use of phasors, don’t yield to the temptation to skip ahead to chapters “about radar.” Having mastered the phasor, you will be able to unlock the secrets of many intrinsically simple physical concepts which otherwise you may find yourself struggling to understand. This chapter briefly describes the phasor. To demonstrate its application, the chapter goes on to use phasors to explain several basic concepts which are, themselves, essential to an understanding of material presented in later chapters. How a Phasor Represents a Signal A phasor is nothing more than a rotating arrow (vector); yet it can represent a sinusoidal signal completely (Fig. 1). The arrow is scaled in length to the signal’s peak amplitude. It rotates like the hand of a clock and is positive in the counterclockwise direction, making one complete revolution for every cycle of the signal. The number of revolutions per second thus equals the signal’s frequency. The length of the projection of the arrow on a vertical line through the pivot point equals the peak amplitude



1. A phasor rotates counterclockwise, making one complete revolution for every cycle of the signal it represents.
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2.



For a sine wave, projection on y axis is signal‘s instantaneous amplitude.



Click for high-quality image



3.



As a phasor rotates, projection on y axis lengthens to maximum positive value, returns to zero, lengthens to maximum negative value, and returns to zero again.



times the sine of the angle between the arrow and the horizontal axis (Fig. 2, above). Consequently, if the signal is a sine wave, this projection corresponds to the signal’s instantaneous amplitude. As the arrow rotates (Fig. 3), the projection lengthens until it equals the arrow’s full length, shrinks to zero, then lengthens in the opposite (negative) direction, and so on— exactly as the instantaneous amplitude of the signal varies with time. If the signal is a cosine wave, the projection on the horizontal axis through the pivot corresponds to the instantaneous amplitude. In the interest of simplicity, the arrow is drawn in a fixed position. It can be thought of as being illuminated by a strobe light that flashes “on” at exactly the same point in every cycle. That point is the instant the arrow would have crossed the horizontal axis had the signal the arrow represents been in phase with a reference signal of the same frequency (Fig. 4). In fact, the light of the strobe is the reference signal. Click for high-quality image



4.
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A phasor can be thought of as illuminated by a strobe light that flashes “on” at the same time as a reference phasor would be crossing the x axis. Strobe provides the phase reference.
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The angle the arrow makes with the horizontal axis, therefore, corresponds to the signal’s phase—hence, the name phasor. If the signal is in phase with the reference, the phasor will line up with the horizontal axis (Fig. 5). If the signal is 90˚ out of phase with the reference—i.e., is in quadrature with it—the phasor will line up with the vertical axis. For a signal which leads the reference by 90˚, the phasor will point up; for a signal that lags behind the reference by 90˚, the phasor will point down. Generally, the rate of rotation of a phasor is represented by the Greek letter omega, ω. While the value of ω can be expressed in many different units—e.g., in revolutions per second or degrees per second—it is most commonly expressed in radians per second. As you may recall, a radian is an angle which, if drawn from the center of a circle, is subtended by an arc the length of the radius. Since the circumference of a circle is 2π times the radius, the rate of rotation of a phasor in radians per second is 2π times the number of revolutions per second (Fig. 6). Thus,



Click for high-quality image



5.



If the signal a phasor represents is in phase with the reference (strobe light), phasor will line up with x axis. If signal is in quadrature, phasor will line up with y axis.



6.



Rate of rotation, ω, is generally expressed in radians/second. Since there are 2π radians in a circle, ω = 2πf.



7.



To add phasors A and B, you simply slide B to the tip of A. The sum is a phasor drawn from the origin to the tip of B.



ω = 2πf



where f is the frequency of the signa, in hertz. Representing individual signals graphically and concisely is not, of course, an end in itself. The real power of phasors lies in their ability to represent the relationships between two or more signals clearly and concisely. The following pages will briefly explain how phasors may be manipulated to portray (a) the addition of signals of the same frequency but different phases, (b) the addition of signals of different frequencies, and (c) the resolution of signals into in-phase and quadrature components. To illustrate the kind of insights which may be gained with phasors, several common but important aspects of radar operation will be used as examples: target scintillation, frequency translation, image frequencies, creation of sidebands, and the reason inphase and quadrature channels are required for digital doppler filtering. Combining Signals of Different Phase To see how radio waves of the same frequency but different phases will combine, you draw two phasors from the same pivot point. Sliding one laterally, you add it to the tip of the other, then draw a third phasor from the pivot point to the tip of the second arrow. This phasor, which rotates counterclockwise in unison with the others, represents their sum (Fig. 7). 61
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8.



Phasors can also be added by constructing a parallelogram with them and drawing arrow from pivot to opposite corner.



9. Situation in which a radar receives return primarily from two points on a target. Distances to the points are d1 and d2.



10. If distances d1 and d2 to the two points on the target are roughly equal, the combined return will be large; yet, if the distances differ by roughly half a wavelength, the combined return will be small.



You can also obtain the sum, without moving the second phasor, by constructing a parallelogram, two adjacent sides of which are the phasors you wish to add. The sum is a phasor drawn from the pivot point to the opposite corner of the parallelogram (Fig. 8). To illustrate the value of such a seemingly superficial representation of the sum of two signals, we will use it to explain target scintillation. Scintillation. Consider a situation where reflections of a radar’s transmitted waves are received primarily from two parts of a target (Fig. 9). The fields of the reflected waves, of course, merge. To see what the resulting wave will be like under various conditions, we represent the waves with phasors. To begin with, we assume that the target’s orientation is such that the distances from the radar to the two parts of the target are almost the same (or differ by roughly a whole multiple of a wavelength). The two waves, therefore, are nearly in phase. As illustrated by the first diagram in Fig. 10, the amplitude of the resulting wave very nearly equals the sum of the amplitudes of the individual waves. Next, we assume that the orientation of the target changes ever so slightly—as it might in normal flight—but enough so that the reflected waves are roughly 180˚ out of phase. The waves now (second diagram) largely cancel. Clearly, if the phase difference is somewhere in between these extremes, the waves neither add nor cancel completely, and their sum has some intermediate value. Thus the sum may vary widely from one moment to the next. Recognizing, of course, that appreciable returns may be reflected from many different parts of a target, we can begin to see why a target’s echoes scintillate and why the maximum detection range of a target can be predicted only in statistical terms. What happens to the rest of the reflected energy when the waves don’t add up completely? It doesn’t disappear. The waves just add up more constructively in other directions for which the distances to the two parts of the target are such that the phases of the returns from them are more nearly the same. Combining Signals of Different Frequency The application of phasors is not limited to signals of the same frequency. Phasors can also be used to illustrate what happens when two or more signals of different frequency are added together or when the amplitude or phase of a signal of one frequency is varied—modulated—at a lower frequency. 62
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To see how two signals of slightly different frequency combine, you draw a series of phasor diagrams, each showing the relationship between the signals at a progressively later instant in time. If you choose the instants so they are synchronized with the counterclockwise rotation of one of the phasors (i.e., if you adjust the frequency of the imaginary strobe light so it is the same as the frequency of one of the phasors), that phasor will occupy the same position in every diagram (Fig. 11).



11. How signals of different frequencies combine. If strobe light is synchronized with rotation of phasor A, it will appear to remain stationary and phasor B will rotate relative to it.



The second phasor will then occupy progressively different positions. The difference from diagram to diagram corresponds to the difference between the two frequencies. (Usually, by indicating the relative rotation of the second phasor with a circle and/or a curved arrow in a single diagram, you can mentally visualize the effect of the difference in frequency.) If the difference is positive—second frequency higher— the second phasor will rotate counterclockwise relative to the first (Fig. 12). If the difference is negative—second frequency lower—the second phasor will rotate clockwise relative to the first. As the phasors slip into and out of phase, the amplitude of their sum fluctuates—is modulated—at a rate equal to the difference between the two frequencies. The phase of the sum also is modulated at this rate. It falls behind during one half of the difference-frequency cycle and slides ahead during the other half. As the phase changes, the rate of rotation of the sum phasor changes: the frequency of the signal is also modulated. By representing signals of different frequencies in this way, many important aspects of a radar’s operation can easily be illustrated graphically: image frequencies, creation of sidebands, and so forth. Frequency Translation. As you may have surmised, since the amplitude of the sum of two phasors fluctuates at a rate 63



12. If the frequency of B is greater than that of A, phasor B will rotate counterclockwise relative to A. Otherwise it will appear to rotate clockwise.1



1. For larger frequency differences, these relationships do not necessarily hold. If a phasor’s frequency is less than half the reference frequency or is between 11/2 and 2, 21/2 and 3, 31 / 2 and 4, etc. times the reference frequency, the phasor’s apparent rotation will be reversed.
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13. A received signal may be translated to a lower frequency fIF by adding it to a local oscillator signal and extracting the amplitude modulation of the sum.



equal to the difference between the rates of rotation of the phasors, you can readily shift a signal down in frequency by any desired amount. You simply add the signal to a signal of a suitably different frequency and extract the amplitude fluctuation. We encounter this process all of the time. In the early stage of virtually every radio receiver, and a radar receiver is no exception, the received signal is translated to a lower “intermediate” frequency (Fig. 13). Translation is accomplished by “mixing” the signal with the output of a “local” oscillator, whose frequency is offset from the signal’s frequency by the desired intermediate frequency (fIF). In one mixing technique, the signal is simply added to the local oscillator output, as in Fig. 14, and the fluctuation in the amplitude of the sum is extracted (detected). In another mixing technique, the amplitude of the received signal itself is modulated by the local oscillator output. As will be explained shortly, amplitude modulation produces sidebands. In this case, the frequency of one of the sidebands is the difference between the frequencies of the received signal and local oscillator signal fIF. Image Frequencies. The phasor diagram of Fig. 15 (below) illustrates a subtler aspect of frequency translation. The same amplitude modulation will be produced by a signal whose frequency is above the local oscillator frequency as by one whose frequency is an equal amount below it. The phasors representing the two difference signals rotate in opposite directions, but the effect on the amplitude of the sum is essentially the same. It fluctuates at the difference frequency in either case. Consequently, if a spurious signal exists whose frequency is the same amount below the local oscillator frequency as the desired signal is above it (or vice versa), both of the



14. If local oscillator signal is stronger than received signal, fluctuation in amplitude of sum is virtually identical to received signal except for being shifted to fIF.



15. Amplitude modulation of sum by signals whose frequencies are above and below fLO by the same amount.
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signals will be translated to the same intermediate frequency. The spurious signal will thus interfere with the desired signal even though their original frequencies are separated by twice the intermediate frequency. The spurious signal is called an image and its frequency is called the image frequency (Fig. 16). Another consequence of images is that noise occurring at the image frequency is added to the noise with which the desired signal must compete. As we shall see in a bit—also with the help of phasors—there are solutions to both of these image problems. Creation of Sidebands. When phasors representing two signals of different frequency are added, the phase modulation of the sum can be eliminated completely by adding a third phasor, which is the same length as the second and rotates at the same rate relative to the first phasor but in the opposite direction (Fig. 17, below). If the counter-rotating phasors pass through the axis on the first phasor (vertical axis in Fig. 17) simultaneously, the phase modulation will cancel and only the amplitude of the sum will fluctuate. The sum will be a pure amplitude modulated, or AM signal—the same sort of signal one receives from an AM broadcast station when it is transmitting, say, a 400 hertz test signal. As in the earlier examples of modulation, the frequency at which the amplitude of the sum is modulated is the difference between the frequency of either one of the counter-



Click for high-quality image



16. If operating frequency is higher than fLO, the image frequency is fLO - fIF, and vice versa.



Click for high-quality image



17. If two counter-rotating phasors, SL and SU, are added to a third phasor, C, and their phases and frequencies are such that all pass through the same axis together, their sum will be a pure amplitude modulated signal.
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18. If amplitude of a carrier signal C is varied sinusoidally at rate, fm, two new signals are produced, SL and SU.



19. Since the frequencies of SL and SU are fm hertz above and below fc, they are called sidebands.



Click for high-quality image



20. Frequency and phase modulation differ from amplitude modulation in that the phase of the sideband signals is shifted by 90˚.



rotating phasors and the frequency of the “fixed” phasor. All three phasors, of course, rotate in unison with that phasor. But this rotation doesn’t show up in the diagram because the imaginary strobe light which illuminates the phasors flashes “on” only once in every cycle of that phasor’s rotation. In some instances amplitude modulation is actually produced by generating the signals represented by the counterrotating phasors separately and adding them to the signal that is to be modulated. Generally, though, it is the other way around. The signals represented by the counter-rotating phasors are the inevitable result of amplitude modulation. As is illustrated by the phasor diagram of Fig. 18 and may be readily demonstrated with actual signals, whenever the amplitude of a signal of a given frequency (fc) is modulated at a lower frequency (fm), two new signals are invariably produced. One of these, represented by the phasor SU in Fig. 18, has a frequency fm hertz above fc; the other, a frequency fm hertz below it. Since the frequencies of these signals lie on either side of fc (Fig. 19), the signals are called sideband signals, or simply sidebands. Since the signal that is modulated carries the modulation—i.e., the modulation is added to and subtracted from the amplitude of this signal— it is called the carrier. The light lines that join the crests of the modulated wave in Fig. 18 delineate what is called the modulation envelope. The frequency of the sidebands, you will notice, is the modulation frequency. The average separation of the sidebands from the baseline is the amplitude of the carrier. Sidebands are similarly produced when the phase or frequency of a carrier signal is modulated. Only then, the phase relationship of the sidebands to the carrier is different (Fig. 20). If the percentage by which the phase or frequency is varied is large, many sideband pairs separated by multiples of the modulation frequency are created. The generation of sidebands is an important consideration in the design of virtually every radar. As will be explained in detail in Chap. 9, for example, it is to avoid interference from sidebands due to the random fluctuation (noise modulation) of the output of the radar transmitter that one generally must employ pulsed transmission when the same antenna is used for both transmission and reception. And, as will be explained in Chap. 23, it is the production of sidebands by the pulsed modulation of the transmitter that in some cases causes echoes from a target and a ground patch to be passed by the same doppler filter even though they have different doppler frequencies.
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Resolving Signals into I and Q Components Sometimes it is advantageous to resolve a signal into two components having the same frequency and peak amplitude but differing in phase by 90˚. Since a cosine wave reaches its positive peak 90˚ before a sine wave does, the most convenient way of picturing the two components is as a sine wave (A sin ωτ) and a cosine wave (A cos ωτ). By convention, the cosine wave is called the in-phase or I component.2 Since 90˚ is a quarter of a circle, the sine wave is called the quadrature or Q component. If the signal is represented by a phasor, the instantaneous amplitude of the I component can be found simply by projecting the phasor onto the horizontal (x) axis. The instantaneous amplitude of the Q component can be found by projecting the phasor onto the vertical (y) axis (Fig. 21).



21. Instantaneous values of the I and Q components of a signal are obtained by projecting phasor representation of signal onto x as well as y axis.



For a phasor whose apparent rotation is counterclockwise—frequency of signal (represented by phasor) is higher than frequency of reference signal (strobe light)—the I component goes through its positive maximum 90˚ before the Q component. On the other hand, for a phasor whose apparent rotation is clockwise—frequency of signal represented by phasor is lower than that of reference—the Q component goes through its maximum in a positive direction 90˚ before the I component. Distinguishing Direction of Doppler Shifts. One of the more striking examples of a requirement for resolving signals into I and Q components is found in radars that employ digital doppler filtering. For digital filtering, the IF output of the receiver must be converted to video frequencies. To preserve the sense (positive or negative) of a target’s doppler shift once this conversion has been made, two video signals must be provided: one, corresponding to the cosine of the doppler frequency (I); the other, to the sine (Q). The reason is as follows. 67



2. This convention was adopted because current passing through a resistance is in phase with the voltage across the resistance, whereas a current passing through a reactance either leads or lags behind the voltage by 90˚.
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As will be explained in detail in Chap. 15, a target’s doppler frequency shows up as a progressive shift in the radio frequency phase, φ, of successive echoes received from the target, relative to the phase of the pulses transmitted by the radar. This echo-to-echo phase shift is illustrated by the phasor diagram in Fig. 22. By sensing the porgressive phase shift, the radar can produce a video signal whose amplitude fluctuates at the target’s doppler frequency. The signal is illustrated for positive and negative doppler shifts in Fig. 23. Click for high-quality image



22. A target‘s doppler frequency shows up as a pulse-to-pulse shift in phase.



23. Video signal proportional to in-phase component of target echoes fluctuates at target‘s doppler frequency; but fluctuation is same for both positive and negative doppler shifts.



Click for high-quality image



24. If the doppler frequency shift is positive and both I and Q video signals are provided, Q will lag I by 90˚.



But as is clear from the figure, the fluctuations in the amplitude if this signal are the same for both positive and negative doppler shifts. If both I and Q components of the phase shift are sensed, however, the difference between positive and negative doppler frequencies may be readily determined. For the fluctuation of the Q components will lag behind the fluctuation of the I component if the doppler shift is positive (Fig. 24). And it will lead the fluctuation of the I component if the doppler shift is negative. Click for high-quality image



25. But if the doppler frequency shift is negative, Q will lead I by 90˚.
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KEY TO A MATHEMATICAL UNDERSTANDING OF RADAR Phasors are also the key to a mathematical understanding of radar. For they enable one to visualize phase and frequency relationships in the domain of the complex variable.



The sum e j t + e –j t equals the sum of the projections of the two phasors onto the x axis. This sum, of course, is 2 cos t.



Sine and cosine functions can be expressed in exponential as well as trignometric forms*



– The letter “j” in the exponential terms stands for 公 –1. – Because 公 –1 alone cannot be evaluated, it is said to be an “imaginary” number. A variable having an imaginary part and a real part is called a complex variable.



The difference e j t – e –j t equals the projection of the first phasor on the y axis minus the projection of the second phasor on the y axis. This difference is 2 sin t.



Often, sinusoidal functions are more easily manipulated in the exponential form than in the trigonometric form. Yet, for many of us, the exponential terms, e jt and e –j t, alone, have little physical meaning. The functions they represent, however, can be visualized quite easily with phasors. For this, e j is taken to mean rotation in a counterclockwise direction and e –j , rotation in a clockwise direction. The term e jt then is represented by a phasor of unit length rotating counterclockwise at a rate of  radians per second.



Using these basic relationships as building blocks and remembering the values of j raised to various powers,



The term e –jt is similarly represented by a phasor of unit length rotating clockwise at a rate . one can easily visualize virtually any relationships involving the complex vanable.



* The equivalence can be demonstrated by expanding the functions sin x, jx cos x, and e into power series with Maclaurin’s theorem.
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Differentiating Between Signals and Images. Just as positive and negative doppler frequencies can be differentiated by resolving the received signals into I and Q components when they are converted from IF to video frequencies, so also, images can be differentiated from signals when the radar return is translated from the radar’s operating frequency to IF. As can be seen from the phasor diagram of Fig. 26, if a signal’s frequency is higher than the local oscillator frequency, the Q component of the mixer’s output will lag 90˚ behind the I component. Yet, if the signal’s frequency is lower than the local oscillator frequency, the Q component will lead the I component by 90˚. By taking advantage of this difference, a receiver’s mixer stage can be designed to reject images. Summary 26. Quadrature component of mixer output will lead in-phase component if frequency of received signal is lower than fLO and lag behind it if frequency of received signal is higher than fLO.



A powerful tool for visualizing phase and frequency relationships is the phasor. Its length corresponds to amplitude; its rate of rotation, to frequency; its angle, to phase. The phasor can be drawn in a fixed position by thinking of it as being illuminated by a strobe light which flashes on at the same point in every cycle. If the signal is in phase with the reference, it is drawn horizontally. If signals of the same frequency are combined, the amplitude of the sum will depend on the relative phases of the signals. Because of this dependence, even a very slight change in target aspect can cause a target’s echoes to scintillate. If signals of different frequency are combined, their sum can be visualized by assuming the strobe is synchronized with the rotation of one of the phasors, causing it to appear fixed. The other then rotates at the difference frequency. The amplitude and phase of the sum will be modulated at a rate equal to the difference between the frequencies. The phase modulation can be minimized by making the second signal much stronger than the first. By extracting the amplitude modulation, the first signal can be translated to the difference frequency. At the same time, however, a signal whose frequency is offset from that of the first signal by the same amount in the opposite direction (image) will also be translated to the difference frequency. Whenever a carrier signal’s amplitude is modulated, two sideband signals are produced. Their frequencies are separated from the carrier by the modulation frequency. Resolution of a signal into in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components can be visualized by projecting the phasor representing the signal onto the x and y coordinates. Resolving the IF output of a receiver into I and Q components when it is converted to video enables a digital filter to differentiate between positive and negative doppler frequencies. 70



The Ubiquitous Decibel



T



he decibel—or dB, as it is called—is one of the most widely used tools of those who design and build radars. If you are already familiar with decibels, can readily translate to and from them, and feel at ease when the experts start throwing them about, then skip this short chapter. Otherwise, you will find the few minutes it takes you to read it well worthwhile. What Decibels Are



The decibel is a logarithmic unit originally devised to express power ratios but used today to express a variety of other ratios, as well. Specifically, Power ratio in dB = 10 log 10



P2 P1



where P2 and P1 are the two power levels being compared. For example, if P2 /P1 is 1,000 then the power ratio in decibels is 30. Origin. Named for Alexander Graham Bell, the unit originated as a measure of attenuation in telephone cable—the ratio of the power of the signal emerging from a cable to the power of the signal fed in at the other end. It so happened that one decibel almost exactly equaled the attenuation of one mile of standard telephone cable, the unit used until the decibel came along (Fig. 1). Also, one decibel relative to the threshold of hearing turned out to be very nearly the smallest ratio of audio-power levels that could be discerned by the human ear; so the dB was soon adopted in acoustics, too. From telephone communications, the dB was quite naturally passed on to radio communications; thence, to radar.
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1.



Conceived for use in communications, the decibel was the attenuation of one mile of standard telephone cable.
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A SHORT COURSE IN LOGARITHMS For years, logarithms to the base 10 were widely used to simplify the multiplication and division of large numbers. With the advent of the pocket calculator, however, logarithms to the base 10 became largely obsolete. Consequently, many people are today unfamiliar with them. For those who are (or have forgotten), this brief review is provided. What a Logarithm Is. Suppose that a number has a value, N. Now suppose that n is the power to which 10 must be raised to equal N.



Consequently, numbers expressed as logarithms can be multiplied or divided simply by adding or subtracting the logarithms. log10 1000 . . . . . . . . .



3



log10 1000 . . . . . . . . .



 log10 100 . . . . . . . . . 2 log10 (10(3  2)) . . . . . .



3



 log10 100 . . . . . . . . . 2 (3  2)



5



log10 (10



)......



1



Similarly, a number can be raised to any power by multiplying its logarithm by that power. log10 1000  3 4



log10 1000  3  4  12 And any root of a number can be taken by dividing its logarithm by that root. log10 1000  3



The exponent n is the logarithm to the base 10 of N.



1/4



log10 1000



Logarithms of numbers that are whole multiples of 10 are whole numbers. N = 103 N = 102



These are the characteristics that made logarithms to the base 10 so useful, prior to the era of the pocket calculator.



log10 N = 3 log10 N = 2



Logarithm of a Number Expressed in Scientific Notation. Expressed in scientific notation, a number such as 200 is 2  102. The logarithm of the number, therefore, is the sum of the logarithms of the two parts.



Since 101 = 10 and 100 = 1, logarithms of numbers between 10 and 1 are decimal fractions. N = 10 . . . . .



log10 N = 1 . . . . .
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↓



1



log10 N = 0



N =



200  2  102 log10 200  log10 2  log10 102



0.3



(3 + 2)



10  10 = 10
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log10 200  2.3 10 log10 200  10  2.3  23 dB



5



= 10



And one number can be divided by the other by subtracting the exponent of the second from the exponent of the first. 103  102 = 10(3 –



2



2.3



Converting from a Logarithm to dB. Going from the logarithm of a power ratio to the value of the ratio in dB is but a short step. You just multiply by 10. For example, if the number 200 was a power ratio (P2/P1  200/1), the ratio expressed in dB would be:



Multiplying and Dividing with Logarithms. If two numbers are expressed as powers of the same number, say 10, they can be multiplied together by adding exponents. 2







To express a number as a logarithm, therefore, one needs to know only the logarithms of numbers between 1 and 10.



The logarithm of 2, for example, is 0.3.



3



 3  4  0.75



= 101
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Advantages. Several features of the decibel make it particularly useful to the radar engineer. First, since the decibel is logarithmic, it greatly reduces the size of the numbers required to express large ratios (Fig. 2). A power ratio of 2 to 1 is 3 dB; yet a ratio of 10,000,000 to 1 is only 70 dB. Since the power levels encountered in a radar cover a tremendous range, the compression in the sheer size of numbers that decibels provide is extremely valuable. Another advantage also stems from the decibel’s logarithmic nature: two numbers expressed as logarithms can be multiplied simply by adding the logarithms. Expressing ratios in decibels, therefore, makes compound power ratios easier to work with. Multiplying 2500/1 by 63/1 in your head for example, isn’t particularly easy. Yet when these same ratios are expressed in decibels, there is nothing to it: 34 + 18 = 52 dB (Fig. 3). Similarly, with logarithms, the reciprocal of a number (one divided by the number) can be obtained simply by giving the logarithm a negative sign. By merely changing the sign of a ratio expressed in decibels, the ratio can instantly be turned upside down. If 157,500 is 52 dB, then 1/157,500 is –52 dB (Fig. 4). When it comes to raising ratios to higher powers or taking roots, these advantages are magnified. If a ratio such as 63 is expressed in decibels, you can square it by multiplying by two: 63 2 = 18 dB x 2 = 36 dB. You can take its fourth root by dividing by four: 4 63 = 18 dB ÷ 4 = 41/2 dB. True, you can compress numbers by expressing them in scientific notation (e.g., 20,000,000 = 2 x 107 ). And you can quickly multiply, divide, and take roots of numbers of any size with a pocket calculator. But the decibel has the advantage of incorporating the power of 10 right in its value, thereby reducing the possibility of serious errors in keeping track of decimal places. And you can manipulate numbers that are expressed in decibels right in your head. Furthermore, by tradition, many radar parameters are commonly expressed in decibels. Perhaps the most compelling advantage is this. In the world of radar, where detection ranges vary as the onefourth power of most parameters, target signal powers may vary by factors of trillions, and losses of 20 or 30 percent may be negligible, it is a lot easier to talk and think in terms of decibels than in terms of numbers expressed in scientific notation or ground out of a calculator. To be able to throw decibels about as deftly as a seasoned radar engineer, you only need to know two things: (1) how to convert from power ratios to decibels and vice versa; (2) how to apply decibels to a few basic characteristics of a 73
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Being logarithmic, the decibel greatly reduces the size of the numbers required to express large power ratios.



3.



Power ratios can be compounded simply by adding up their decibel equivalents.



4.



A power ratio can be inverted by changing the sign of its decibel equivalent.
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radar. If you know the system, both things are surprisingly easy. And the system is really quite simple. Converting from Power Ratios to dB You can convert any power ratio (P2 / P1) to decibels, with any desired degree of accuracy, by dividing P2 by P1, finding the logarithm of the result, and multiplying by 10. Table 1. Basic Power Ratios dB
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P2 = dB P1



Nevertheless, for the accuracy you will normally want, you don‘t need a calculator. With the method outlined below, you can do it all in your head—provided you have memorized a few simple numbers. The first step is to express the ratio as a decimal number, in terms of a power of 10 (scientific notation). A ratio of 10,000/4, for example, is 2500. In scientific notation, 2500 = 2.5 x 103 When converting to decibels, two portions of this expression are significant: the number 2.5, which we will call the basic power ratio; and the number 3, which is the power of 10. Now, a ratio expressed in decibels similarly consists of two basic parts: (1) the digit in the “one’s place” (plus any decimal fraction) and (2) the digit or digits to the left of the one’s place. The digit in the one’s place expresses the basic power ratio: 2.5, in the foregoing example. The digits, if any, to the left of the one’s place express the power of 10: in this case, 3. Incidentally, as you may already have observed, if the power ratio P2 /P1 is rounded off to the nearest power of 10—e.g., 2.5 x 103 ≈ 103— converting it to decibels is a trivial operation. The basic power ratio then is zero (log101 = 0); so the decibel equivalent of P2/P1 is simply 10 times the power of 10, in this case, 30. Thus, Power Ratio
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70



The basic power ratio, of course, may have any value from 1 to (but not including) 10. So, the digit in the one’s place can be any number from 0 through 9.999… 74
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Table 1 (opposite page) gives the basic power ratios for 0 to 9 dB. To simplify the table, all but the ratio for 1 dB have been rounded off to two digits. If you want to become adroit in the use of decibels, you should memorize these ratios. Returning to our example, if we look up the decibel equivalent of the basic power ratio, 2.5, in Table 1 (or better yet, our memory) we find that it is 4 dB. So, expressed in deci3 bels, the complete power ratio, 2.5 x 10 , is 34 dB (Fig. 5).



5.



Conversion of a power ratio (2,500) to decibels.



6.



Conversion of decibels (36 dB) to a power ratio.



7.



Negative decibels represent power ratios less than one; positive decibels, ratios greater than one; 0 dB, a ratio of 1.



Converting from dB to Power Ratios To convert from decibels to a power ratio, you can also use a calculator. In this case, you divide the number of decibels by 10 to get the power of 10; then raise 10 to that power to get the power ratio. Power ratio = 10



dB/10



But you can make the conversion just as easily in your head, using the procedure outlined in the preceding paragraphs in reverse. Suppose, for example, you want to convert 36 dB to the corresponding power ratio. The digit in the one’s place, 6, is the dB equivalent of a power ratio of 4. The digit to the left of the one’s place, 3, is the power of 10. The power ratio, 3 then, is 4 x 10 = 4,000 (Fig. 6). As outlined here, the process may seem a bit laborious. But once you’ve tried it a few times, there is really nothing to it, if you remember the power ratios corresponding to decibels 1 through 9. An easy way to remember them is outlined in the panel on page 78. Representing Power Ratios Less Than One If 0 dB corresponds to a power ratio of one (1/1), how do you convert power ratios that are less than one to decibels? You use negative decibels, of course (Fig. 7). As previously noted, a ratio expressed in decibels can be inverted by putting a negative sign before it. 3 dB = 2 –3 dB =



1/ 2



= 0.5



What about a power ratio of zero? The smaller the power ratio is, the larger the number of negative decibels required to represent it. As a ratio approaches zero, the number of negative decibels increases without limit. For example, a power ratio of 0.000,000,000,000,000,001 = –180 dB There is no decibel equivalent of a power ratio of zero. 75
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Using Decibels



1. Assuming properly matched source and load impedances.



A common use of decibels in radar work is expressing power gains and power losses. Gain is the term for an increase in power level. In the case of an amplifier—such as might raise a low power microwave signal to the desired level for radiation by an antenna—gain is the ratio of the power of the signal coming out of the amplifier to the power of the signal going into it.1 Gain =



8.



Gain is the ratio of output power to input power.



If the output power is 250 times the input power, the gain is 250. This ratio (250 to 1) is 24 dB (Fig. 8). Loss is the term for a decrease in power. According to convention, it is the ratio of input power to output power— just the opposite of gain.



Loss =



9.



Loss is the ratio of input power to output power.



Output power Input power



Input power Output power



To illustrate, let us assume that the amplifier of the preceding example is connected to the antenna by a waveguide that absorbs some 20 percent of the power. The ratio of input to output power, therefore, is 10 to 8 (1.25), making the loss 1 dB (Fig. 9). (Some people prefer to consider gain and loss as being synonymous and think only in terms of the ratio of output to input. Looked at this way, a 1 dB loss is a gain of –1 dB.) Suppose, now, that we wish to find the total gain (GT) between the input to the amplifier and the input to the antenna. To do this in terms of straight power ratios, we divide the gain of the amplifier (250) by the loss of the waveguides (1.25). GT = GAMP ÷ LW.G. = 250 ÷ 1.25 = 200 On the other hand, to determine the gain and loss in dB (Fig. 10), we simply subtract the loss from the gain. GT = 24 dB – 1 dB = 23 dB



10. In decibels, the overall gain is the gain minus the loss.



A decibel value of 23 dB is a power ratio of 200. So the answer is the same either way. 76
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Following this same general procedure, we could take into account any number of gains and losses—additional stages of amplification inserted on either side of the original amplifier, losses in the antenna, losses in the radome, reductions in gain (losses) due to degradation in the field, etc. (Fig. 11). And by multiplying the total gain by the input power, we could quickly tell how much power would be supplied to the antenna.



11. Any number of gains and losses can readily be compounded.



Power Gain in Terms of Voltage Sometimes it is convenient to express power in terms of voltages. The power dissipated in a resistance equals the voltage, V, applied across the resistance times the current, I, flowing through it: P = VI. But the current is equal to the voltage divided by the resistance: I = V/R. So the power is equal to (V2/R). Accordingly, the power output of a circuit equals (V 0)2/R, and the power input equals (V i)2/ R. If the circuit’s input and output impedances are the same, the gain is (V 0)2/(V i)2 (Fig. 12). Expressed in decibels, then, the gain is



G = 10 log10



2



() Vo Vi



= 20 log10



() Vo Vi



12. Expressed in terms of voltage, gain = (VoVi)2, provided input and output resistances are the same.



Decibels as Absolute Units While decibels were originally used only to express power ratios, they can also be used to express absolute values of power. All that is necessary is to establish some absolute unit of power as a reference. By relating a given value of power to this unit, that value can be expressed with decibels. An often used unit is 1 watt. A decibel relative to 1 watt is called a dBW. A power of 1 watt is 0 dBW; a power of 2 watts is 3 dBW; a power of 1 kilowatt (103 watts) is 30 dBW (Fig. 13). Another common reference unit is 1 milliwatt. A decibel relative to 1 milliwatt is called a dBm. The dBm is widely used for expressing small signal powers, such as the powers of radar echoes. They vary over a tremendous range. Echoes from a small, distant target may be as weak as –130 dBm, or less; while echoes from a short range target may be as strong as 0 dBm, or more. The dynamic range of echo powers is thus at least 130 dB. Considering that –130 dBm is 10–13, or 0.000,000,000,000,1 millliwatt, the convenience of expressing absolute powers in dBm is striking (Fig. 14). This advantage of decibels is so compelling that they have been applied to other variables than power. One example is radar cross section. 77



13. A decibel relative to 1 watt is called a dBW.



14. Power received from a large, short-range target can be 10,000,000,000,000 or more times that received from a small distant target. Advantage of expressing such powers in decibels relative to a milliwatt is obvious.
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REMEMBERING THE BASIC POWER RATIOS Whole Decibels. The table of equivalent power ratios has two characteristics that make it surprisingly easy to remember. First, 3 dB corresponds almost exactly to a ratio of 2. Since adding decibels has the same effect as multiplying the ratios they represent, we can obtain the ratios for 6 dB and 9 dB directly from that for 3 dB. 3 dB  2 6 dB  3 dB  3 dB  2  2  4 9 dB  6 dB  3 dB  4  2  8 Second, 1 dB corresponds to about 11/4 (5/4). Since a negative sign inverts the ratio, –1 dB corresponds to 4/5 = 0.8. On the basis of these two ratios—11/4 and 0.8—we can determine all of the remaining ratios. 2 dB  3 dB  1 dB  2  0.8  1.6



So, if you were stranded on a desert island and the batteries in your pocket calculator were dead, if you could remember just: two ratios—those for 1 dB and 3 dB—you could reconstruct the entire table right in your head. You might starve, but you could talk in decibels until you did.



4 dB  3 dB  1 dB  2  11/4  2.5 5 dB  6 dB  1 dB  4  0.8  3.2 7 dB  6 dB  1 dB  4  11/4  5



Oh yes . . . in case you forgot the ratio for 1 dB, you could find it by subtracting 9 dB from 10 dB.



8 dB  9 dB  1 dB  8  0.8  6.4



1 dB  10 dB  9 dB  10  8  11/4



Fractions of a decibel. When you round off to the nearest whole decibel, the error in the power ratio is at most only 1 part in 7. While such accuracy is usually sufficient, greater precision is often required—as, for example, in compounding radar losses, which though small individually may be significant collectively. So, it is helpful to have a way of remembering the ratios for fractions of a decibel. A plot of decibels versus power ratio in the interval between 0 and 1 dB is practically a straight line. Since 0 dB corresponds to a ratio of 1 and 1 dB to a ratio of 11/4, the power ratio corresponding to any fraction of a decibel between 0 and 1 very nearly equals 1 plus 1/4 th of the fraction. Power ratio  1 



Fraction of dB 4



Remembering the “quarter-dB rule,” you not only can round off to the nearest half dB, but could easily scratch out a table like this in the sand of a desert island.



The ratio for 1/2 dB, for example, is 1 + 1/2 /4 = 11/8, or approximately 1.12.



0.8 dB 0.6 dB 0.5 dB 0.4 dB 0.2 dB
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The radar cross section of a typical target can easily vary from 1 to 1000 square meters as the aspect of the target changes. A decibel relative to 1 square meter of radar cross section is called a dBsm (Fig. 15). Another example is antenna gain. It is the ratio of the power per unit of solid angle radiated in a given direction to the power per unit of solid angle which would have been radiated had the same total power been distributed uniformly in all directions, i.e., isotropically. A decibel relative to isotropically radiated power is called a dBi.



15. Because they vary widely in value, radar cross sections are conveniently expressed in decibels relative to 1 square meter.



Summary The decibel was devised to express power ratios. Being logarithmic, it greatly compresses the numbers needed to express values having a wide dynamic range. Decibels also make compounding ratios easy. Ratios can be multiplied by adding their decibel equivalents, divided (inverted) by giving them a negative sign, and raised to a power by multiplying them by that power. A ratio expressed in dB can be thought of as consisting of two parts. The digit in the one’s place expresses the basic ratio. The digit to the left of it is the power of 10. To translate from dB to a power ratio in your head, you convert the basic ratio; then, place a number of zeros to the right of it equal to the power of ten. To translate to decibels, you do the reverse. Positive decibels correspond to ratios >1; zero decibels to a ratio of 1; negative decibels, to ratios BIF • Jammer is in center of radar antenna’s main lobe



Mean Power of the Jamming in the Receiver’s output, per unit of receiver gain is:



PJR =



PJ GJ AeR BIF RJ L
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= Power output of the jammer = Gain of jammer’s antenna in radar's direction = Equivalent area of radar antenna = Bandwidth of receiver IF amplifier = Range from jammer to radar = Total losses: L J L a L POL L R
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= Bandwidth of jammer’s output = RF losses in jammer feed and antenna = Atmospheric loss (function of radar's operating frequency and RJ) = Loss due to antenna polarization misalignment = RF losses in radar antenna & receiver front end



Note: If the radar antenna is not trained on the jammer, AeR will be reduced by the ratio of the antenna gain in the jammer’s direction to the gain at the center of the antenna’s mainlobe.
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As derived on the preceding page, the power of the noise jamming in the receiver’s output, per unit of receiver gain, is PJ GJ A eR BIF PJR = 2 4π RJ L BJ



∝ R R



RJ Noise
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For an aircraft which is screening another aircraft from a standoff position, RJ may be much longer than R. This difference is generally more than made up for by the jamming traveling only one way, whereas the radar signal travels both out and back.
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where PJ GJ / BJ is the power spectral density of the jammer’s radiation, R J is the jammer’s range, AeR is the equivalent area of the victim radar’s antenna, and BIF is the bandwidth of the receiver. For an aircraft which is screening itself, the range, R J, from the jammer to the victim radar is the same as the range, R, of the screened aircraft from the radar. However, for an aircraft which is screening another aircraft from a standoff position (Fig. 5), R J may be much longer than R. In either case, whereas the received signal power varies as 1/R4, the power of the jamming (which travels only one way) varies only as 1/R J2. As the range, R, of the screened aircraft decreases, therefore, the signal-to-jamming ratio rapidly increases. Eventually, a point may be reached where the signal “burns through” the jamming (Fig. 6).
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6.



As the range of a target decreases, a point eventually is reached where the power of the target return exceeds the power of the received jamming by enough—8 to 12 dB—to “burn through” the jamming and be detected.



Assuming that the jammer’s noise quality is high (i.e., equivalent to thermal noise), we can determine the burnthrough range by modifying the radar range equation as follows. To the expression for thermal noise power (FnkT0BIF or equivalent) in the denominator of the equation, add the expression for the mean jamming power in the receiver output (PJR). Provided the jamming is sufficiently noiselike, beyond the receiver the jamming and thermal noise will be processed identically, regardless of the radar’s design. 442
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A radar’s detection range, you will recall, varies inversely as the one-fourth power of the mean thermal-noise power in the receiver’s output. Consequently, we can determine the fraction to which noise jamming will reduce the radar’s detection range, simply by taking the one-fourth power of the ratio of FnkT0BIF to (FnkT0BIF + E JR ). If the jamming is strong and the jammer is in the radar’s mainlobe or close-in sidelobes, burn-through ranges may be negligible (Fig. 7). However, if the jammer is in the radar antenna's far sidelobes, targets in the vastly higher-gain mainlobe may burn through the jamming at appreciably long ranges.
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Problem: Suppose a given radar has a 50% probability of detecting a given target at 100 nmi. Find the range at which the target returns will burn through the jamming when the radar is jammed by an aircraft in the radar’s main lobe at a range of 200 nmi. Radar’s Characteristics



Jammer’s Characteristics



AeR = 4 square ft. BIF



Cooperatively Blinked Noise Jamming. If several closely grouped aircraft equipped with noise jammers are operating together, as in a coordinated raid, the effectiveness of their jamming may be greatly enhanced by turning each aircraft's jammer on and off sequentially in accordance with a prearranged plan (Fig. 8).
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Burn-Through Range = 0.0014 x 100 x 6000 = 840 ft 8.



Cooperatively blinking the noise jamming from several closely grouped aircraft causes the centroid of the jamming as seen by the victim radar to oscillate erratically in angle.



7.



The blinking handicaps a victim radar in several significant ways:



Reduction in detection range produced by a noise jammer in a radar’s mainlobe. Although in this case burn-through range is negligible, it would be significant if either the jammer were in the radar’s sidelobes or the radar were in the jammer’s sidelobes.



• If the radar is searching, it seriously degrades resolution of the aircraft in angle • If the radar is operating in a track-while-scan or search-while-track mode, it may also create false target tracks, possibly saturating the radar’s track file • If multiple jammers are in the radar's mainlobe, it makes the radar’s angle tracking oscillate erratically • If the radar is employing passive ranging, it seriously degrades that.
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Jamming More Than One Radar. So far, we have considered only the jamming of a single radar. For that, the spectral density of the jamming power is maximized by making the passband of the jammer's narrowband filter only wide enough to effectively jam that radar’s operating frequency— a technique called spot jamming (Fig.9). If more than one radar is to be jammed and the radars are operating at different radio frequencies, any of three alternative techniques may be used. 443
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9.



Spot noise jamming. Maximum efficiency may be achieved by making the bandwidth of the jamming only slightly wider than the spectrum of the radar signal to be jammed. Because of mechanization limitations, however, the bandwidth is generally made much wider—between 3 and 20 MHz.



PART VIII Radar in Electronic Warfare A. BARRAGE JAMMING
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Continuously covers all radar signals, but the jamming power is diluted.



B. SWEPT SPOT JAMMING
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Noise, repeatedly swept through frequencies occupied by radar signals, jams each signal intermittently with maximum power. If properly timed, the jamming may also produce myriad false targets. C. MULTIPLE SPOT JAMMING
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A separate spot of jamming is provided for each radar that is to be disabled. Radio Frequency



10. Alternatives for jamming more than one radar operating on different frequencies. Although requiring complex RF switching, multiple spot jamming is the most effective.



The simplest, called barrage jamming, is to spread the jammer’s power over a broad enough frequency band to simultaneously blanket the frequencies of all the radars (Fig.10A). A large number of radars can thus be jammed. The spreading, however, greatly reduces the spectral density of the jamming power with which each radar must contend. This may, in fact, result in burn-through ranges becoming unacceptably long. To get around that problem, spot jamming may be repeatedly swept through the band of frequencies occupied by the victim radars (Fig.10B), a technique, called swept-spot jamming. Although not delivering any more average power than barrage jamming, swept-spot jamming periodically brings the maximum possible power to bear on each radar. If a radar has a long-time-constant AGC loop, the jamming may drive the receiver gain down to such an extent that the radar will not have recovered its full sensitivity by the time the jamming sweeps over the radar’s frequency again. In practice, though, swept-spot jamming has proven to be more useful in producing false targets. For this, the best results are obtained by making the jamming “spiky,” rather than uniform, and by adjusting the sweep rate to keep the jamming in each radar’s passband for a period roughly equal to the width of the radar’s transmitted pulses. Against scanning radars, swept-spot jamming may produce enough creditable false targets to prevent detection of real aircraft. 444
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Be that as it may, if the threat radars are widely spaced in frequency, swept-spot jamming will leave them uncovered much of the time. Consequently, a more efficient technique is multiple spot jamming (Fig. 10C). That is, jamming enough spots to continuously desensitize each threat radar. The cost of implementation may be mitigated by using the same noise source for all of the spots. Cost may be further reduced by jamming only a few spots at a time and optimally jumping each of them from one radar’s frequency to another’s at a very high rate.2 Bin Masking. Even spot jamming uses power inefficiently. For the jamming power is blindly spread over the entire interpulse period and over all possible doppler frequencies. The waste can be reduced with a technique called bin masking. This form of jamming is of two basic types: range bin masking (RBM) formerly called “cover pulse” and velocity (doppler) bin masking (VBM) also known as “doppler noise.” Against low and medium PRF radars—which resolve target returns primarily in range—range bin masking is the more effective. For it, the jamming is transmitted in short bursts timed to fall within the range interval in which the aircraft to be screened may lie (Fig.11). If started early enough in a radar’s coherent integration period, the jamming can completely mask any targets in the selected interval.3 Against high PRF radars—which resolve returns in doppler frequency—velocity bin masking is the more effective. It is useful, too, against medium PRF radars. One of the most efficient implementations is a “straight-through” repeater. Designed to receive the transmissions from the victim radar, shift their radio frequency, and retransmit them to the radar, the repeater consists of a receiving antenna, a modulator, a traveling-wave-tube (TWT) amplifier, and a transmitting antenna (Fig. 12).
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12. A straight-through repeater such as used to provide coherent jamming signals for velocity bin masking. Modulator sweeps frequency of retransmitted signals through band of doppler frequencies to be masked.
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2. The jammer might, for example, cycle through up to four spots at a rate of 100 to 250 kHz. Received Signal
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N 11. With range bin masking, the jamming is timed to fall within a block of range bins covering the range interval in which the aircraft to be screened may lie.



3. Range-bin masking is especially useful against radars employing PRF jittering. For, despite the jitter, the jamming will always cover the target’s echoes.
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The time a signal takes to pass through a TWT depends to some extent on the velocity of the tube's electron beam, hence on the voltage applied to the anode of its electron gun. φ Signal The phase, φ, of the tube's TWT output, therefore, can be varied by modulating the anode voltage. Anode Voltage In essence, frequency, f, is a continuous phase shift, e.g., a phase dφ f = shift of 360° per second is a frequency dt of 1 cycle per second. By linearly advancing the phase of the TWT's output, therefore, the signal’s frequency can be increased.
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13. One approach to doppler bin masking. Continuously sweep a straight-through repeater’s frequency through the desired band of doppler frequencies, Fd, in a triangular pattern.
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By advancing the phase at a geometrically increasing rate, the signal’s frequency can be linearly swept through a band of frequencies. t
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The modulator shifts the frequency of the signal passing through the TWT by appropriately varying the voltage applied to the tube’s anode, a process called serrodyne modulation—see panel (left). For bin masking, the frequency generally is swept in a sawtooth pattern through that portion of the doppler spectrum in which returns from the aircraft to be protected may lie (Fig. 13).
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The repeated signals thus saturate the block of doppler bins spanning those frequencies. Another useful approach is to transmit multiple false targets whose doppler frequencies are staggered to cover the desired frequency band (Fig. 14).
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14. Another approach to doppler bin masking. Transmit multiple false targets whose doppler frequencies are staggered to cover the desired band.
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15. Upon receiving a pulse from a threat radar, the transponder delays for a period corresponding to the desired difference in range of the false target; then, transmits an RF pulse simulating a target echo back to the radar.



With the exception of those false targets produced by swept-spot noise jamming, most false targets are produced with transponders and repeaters. A transponder for false-target generation (Fig. 15) consists of a receiver, a variable delay circuit, a signal generator, a power amplifier, and an antenna. Upon receiving a pulse from a threat radar, the transponder waits for a period corresponding to the desired additional range of the false target; then, transmits back to the radar an internally generated signal simulating a target echo. A repeater for generating false targets generally includes a memory, enabling it to produce much more realistic targets. The memory stores the actual pulse received from the radar. 446
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After the desired delay, the pulse is read out, amplified, and transmitted back to the radar (Fig. 16). Repeater For Producing False Targets Trigger Delay Memory
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16. A repeater produces more realistic false targets. When a pulse from a threat radar is received, it is stored in the repeater’s memory. After the desired time delay, the pulse is read out of memory, amplified, and transmitted back to the radar. A time-shared antenna may be used, but isolation of transmission and reception is simplified by using separate antennas.



With either a repeater or a transponder, by providing multiple time delays, it is possible to create any number of false targets and make them appear on the victim radar’s display at widely different ranges. By making the time delays enough longer than the radar’s interpulse period, false targets may be made to appear at shorter, as well as longer, ranges than the originating aircraft. With a repeater, the false targets may also be given widely different apparent doppler frequencies. The repeater’s memory may be simply a recirculating delay line. However, much higher fidelity can be obtained with a digital RF memory (DRFM). It temporarily stores a digitized sample4 of each received pulse. From these samples, the repeater may synthesize highly realistic, deceptively timed, and doppler-shifted false echoes. Going a step further, by sensing the victim radar’s search scan and delaying the repeater’s response until sometime after the radar has scanned past the repeater-bearing aircraft, false targets can be “injected” into the radar’s side lobes and so be made to appear on the radar’s display at angles offset from the repeater’s direction.5 Against CW and high-PRF radars, which don’t employ pulse-delay ranging (and even against some medium-PRF radars, which do), a straight-through repeater, such as described earlier (Fig. 13), may be used. By creating large numbers of false targets having different doppler frequencies and appearing at different ranges and different azimuths, a repeater can greatly increase an opposing force’s response time and may also prevent the detection of true targets. 447



4. These samples may be the usual I and Q components of the pulse, or samples taken at twice the normal sampling rate to likewise fully define the pulse’s phase.



5. This requires lots of memory, especially when multiple radars are encountered and many different signals must be stored simultaneously.
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Gate Stealing Deception If, despite noise jamming, bin masking, and false targets, a threat radar manages to lock onto a screened target, a gate stealer may keep the radar from usefully tracking the target. In essence, the stealer disrupts tracking by transmitting false target returns contrived to capture the gate which the radar places around the aircraft’s skin return for clutter reduction and tracking. Having captured the gate, the stealer may do one of the following: • “Walk” it off the skin return, causing the radar to provide false range and range-rate data • Break lock, by pulling the gate off the skin return, and dropping or transferring it to chaff return or clutter • Facilitate angle deception countermeasures by increasing the jamming-to-signal ratio By repeatedly breaking lock every time the victim radar relocks on the skin return, the stealer can drastically reduce the radar’s tracking accuracy. Gate stealers are of two basic types: range-gate stealers (RGS) and velocity-gate stealers (VGS).6



6. Another type of gate stealer is the so-called chirp-gate stealer. It shifts the chirp frequency used for pulse compression up or down, thereby moving the range gate out or in, in range.



Range Gate Stealers. These are typically used against radars operating at low or medium PRFs. Against noncoherent radars (low PRF only), the stealer may be mechanized with a transponder. It detects the leading edge of each radar pulse and, after a delay, transmits an RF pulse7 back to the radar. Initially the delay is made short enough that successive pulses cover the skin return. Being very much stronger than it, they capture the range gate. The time delay is then gradually increased, pulling the gate out in range and off the skin return (Fig. 17).



7. Or possibly gated spot noise.
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Initially. Delay is set so that successive transponder pulses cover the skin return and thus capture the radar’s range gate.



Time



Then: The delay is gradually increased, so the transponder pulse will pull the radar’s range gate out in range.



Time



Finally: The delay has been increased enough for the range gate to be pulled completely off the skin return.



17. Against a noncoherent radar, the range-gate stealer may be mechanized with a transponder. Upon receipt of each radar pulse, the transponder transmits a delayed RF pulse to the radar.
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If the radar’s PRF is known or has been measured by the stealer’s logic, by initially making the delay equal to the interpulse period and then gradually reducing it, the gate can instead be pulled in in range. Against coherent radars—for which the doppler frequency of the skin return must be matched—the range-gate stealer is implemented with a repeater. Older designs, using circulating-delay-line memories, • Sample the leading edge of each received pulse 8. Or a pulse-compression code memory.



• Delay the sample for the desired length of time • Amplify and beam the sample back to the radar Since only the leading edge of the pulse is stored, any pulse compression coding is not repeated. Newer designs repeat the coding with a DRFM8 (Fig. 18). Holds Pulses In DRFM
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18. A more capable range-gate stealer for use against a coherent radar. DRFM stores each received pulse enabling stealer to match doppler frequency and pulse-compression coding of skin return. Antenna is trained on radar by ECM receiver.
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Operation of the Retrodirective Repeater is best explained by first considering a simple passive retrodirective antenna. It consists of a linear array of radiating elements, interconnected in pairs by coaxial cables. Radiation received by each Face Plate element is reradiated by the Equal 1 other element of the pair. In Length Cables the array shown here, for in2 stance, radiation received by 3 element #1 is reradiated by element #6, and radiation 4 received by element #6 is reradiated by element #1. 5 The delay incurred in passing through the cables is 6 equalized by making all of the cables the same length. Thus, the progressive phase lag in the radiation received by successive elements from a direction not normal to the array is reversed in the reradiated signal. To illustrate, the radiation 1 emitted from element #6 leads the radiation emit2 ted from element #1 by 3 the same length of time (∆t)—hence phase—that 4 the radiation received by element #6 lags the radi5 ation received by #1. Accordingly, the composite 6 ∆t radiation from all elements propagates in a direction exactly opposite that of the 1 1 received radiation. Line



Velocity-Gate Stealers. These are typically used against high-PRF and CW radars and missile guidance seekers. Consisting of a straight-through repeater, such as was illustrated in Fig. 12, the velocity-gate stealer performs essentially the same function in the frequency domain as a rangegate stealer does in the time domain. Initially the received radar signal is amplified and transmitted back without modification. Thus synchronized with the skin return in doppler frequency, the much stronger repeater signal captures the gate the radar uses to isolate and track the skin return in doppler frequency (velocity). The radio frequency of the repeated signal is then gradually shifted up, or down, pulling the gate off the skin return. In some mechanizations, the retransmitted pulses are automatically beamed toward the victim radar by a retrodirective antenna (see panel, right). It, unfortunately, requires much more space than a simple antenna, such as a spiral, and so has limited applicability.
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By replacing each pair of radiators and its interconnecting cable in the above-described antenna with a pair of repeaters, a retrodirective repeater may be implemented.
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Coordinated Range/Velocity Gate Stealing. While described here singly, range and velocity gate stealing may be performed in concert. By employing a repeater having a DRFM, the combined techniques may be made much more difficult to counter than either technique alone. Angle Deception The object of this countermeasure is to introduce angletracking errors in an enemy’s fire-control radar or radarguided missiles, causing his weapons to miss. Errors were introduced in early angle-tracking systems that employed lobing simply by sending back suitably timed false returns. Several techniques have been devised for introducing errors in the more advanced, monopulse tracking systems. All of these, however, require fine-grain information on the victim radar’s parameters, which may not be available. More robust techniques capable of defeating both monopulse and lobing are terrain bounce, crosseye, cross polarization, and double cross.
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19. Terrain bounce. Downward deflected antenna in target bounces false echoes off terrain in front of missile, causing it to steer for a virtual image.



9. Plus directly received sidelobe radiation from the repeater.
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Crosseye. For this deception, the aircraft to be protected is equipped with a repeater having exceptionally high gain and receiving and transmitting antennas installed as close as practical to each wing tip (Fig. 20). The repeater is mechanized in such a way that
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Terrain Bounce Jamming (TBJ). Intended for low-altitude short-range engagements, terrain bounce is an effective defense against an approaching radar guided missile. A repeater in the threatened aircraft is equipped with a directional antenna whose beam is deflected downward to bounce false returns off the terrain in front of the missile (Fig. 19). Overpowering the directly received skin returns,9 the bounced signal causes the missile to head for a virtual target image beneath the surface and miss the aircraft.



• Signals received from the threat radar by the receiving antenna on the left wing tip are shifted in phase, amplified, and returned to the radar by the transmitting antenna on the right wing tip



Transmit



• Signals simultaneously received from the radar by the receiving antenna on the right wing tip are similarly shifted in phase, amplified, and returned to the radar by the transmitting antenna on the left wing tip



Receive



• Phase shifts incurred in passing through the repeater are such that the signal retransmitted from one wing tip is very nearly 180° out of phase with the signal retransmitted from the other wing tip.



20. Crosseye is implemented with a repeater having transmit and receive antennas on both wing tips. Signals received at right wing tip are retransmitted from the left wing tip and vice versa. To ensure extreme stability of gain and phase, both signals time share the same TWT amplifier chain.
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To left of the phase center, path A is longer; path B is shorter. So signals are partially in phase and produce a sum. A
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At antenna’s phase center, distances traveled via paths A and B are equal. So, signals are out of phase. Sum ≈ 0 Victim Radar
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To right of the phase center, path B is longer; path A is shorter. So signals are partly in phase, but sum is reversed.
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21. How the reradiated crosseye signals combine upon returning to the victim radar.



As illustrated in Fig. 21, in going from the radar antenna’s phase center, through the repeater, and back to the phase center, the two signals traverse exactly the same round-trip distance. Because of the nearly 180° phase difference imparted by the repeater, they essentially cancel.10 But at points to the right and left of the phase center, the round-trip distances traversed are increasingly different. As a result, the phase difference imparted between the signals by the repeater is correspondingly reduced, and they combine to produce an appreciable sum. The magnitude of the 451



10. The reason for making the signals nearly but not exactly 180º out of phase is to ensure that there will be some output from the “sum” channel of a monopulse radar’s antenna. Otherwise, crosseye would not be able to drive the antenna off the target.
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sum increases with the distance of the points from the phase center. What’s more, the sum on the right is 180° out of phase with the sum on the left. Consequently, when the crosseye signals merge with the skin return, they warp the return’s phase front so that it is not quite normal to the line of sight to the Crosseye-bearing aircraft. Consequently, in aligning the face of the antenna with the warped phase front, the radar’s angle tracking system trains the antenna in a direction offset to one side. Victim Radar



Phase front of combined skin return and Crosseye signals.



Radar trains its antenna in direction normal to phase front.



NORMAL RESPONSE 0 dB = 36.4 dBi



Line of sight to Crosseye-bearing aircraft 22. When crosseye’s signals combine with the skin return, they warp its phase front, causing the victim radar to train its antenna off to one side of the crosseye-bearing aircraft.



CROSSPOL RESPONSE 0 dB = 11.0 dBi



23. Effect of a strong cross-polarization—such as crosspol’s—on the receive pattern of a planar array antenna in its radome. Mainlobe is replaced by four lobes, on the diagonal axes, whose peak gain is reduced by more than 25 dB. Such distortion results in large and erratic tracking errors.



Up to a limit that depends primarily on the separation of the crosseye antennas, the stronger the crosseye signals are relative to the skin return, the greater the warp; hence, the greater this offset will be. By slowly varying the amplitude or phase of the crosseye signals, it is possible to walk the radar antenna off the target. Cross Polarization. “Crosspol,” or polarization-exchange cross modulation (PECM) as this countermeasure is also called, takes advantage of a distortion in the polarization of a radar’s received signals due to several possible causes: the curvature of the radome; the diffraction occurring at the edges of the antenna; and, in parabolic reflector antennas, the curvature of the reflector. Because of this distortion, when an antenna is illuminated with a very strong signal whose polarization is rotated 90° relative to that of the antenna, the antenna’s receive pattern becomes distorted (Fig. 23). As a result, large and erratic tracking errors build up. 452
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Crosspol is implemented with a repeater employing a high-gain TWT-amplifier chain and oppositely polarized receiving and transmitting antennas. If the victim radar is linearly polarized, in order for the repeater’s operation to be independent of the direction of the polarization, circularly polarized antennas may be used—right-hand for reception; left-hand for transmission; or vice versa (Fig. 24a). If the victim radar is circularly polarized, the repeater may employ two channels of roughly equal gain and orthogonal linearly polarized antennas (Fig. 24b). So that the deception can be unobtrusively introduced, the repeaters’ gain is adjustable.
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(a) Against a linearly polarized radar, Crosspol would use circularly polarized antennas of opposite hand. Hor.
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Double Cross. As the name implies, double cross is a combination of crosseye and crosspol. Though more complex, it can be more difficult to counter. Radar Decoys



(b) Against a circularly polarized radar, Crosspol would use linearly polarized antennas of opposite sense.



24. Possible implementations of crosspol. To make implementation independent of direction of victim radar’s polarization, two channels are used.



Radar decoys may be deployed to confuse an enemy and draw his radar, or the seeker of an approaching radar guided missile, away from the deploying aircraft. Decoys are of two basic types: towed and expendable. A towed decoy is attached to a thin cable, which can gradually be reeled out as much as 300 feet behind the aircraft (Fig. 25). Click for high-quality image



25. A towed decoy and the launcher/launch controller used in the F-16. Decoy is packaged in a sealed canister which also contains the payout reel (Courtesy of Raytheon Company)



Towing has the advantage that the decoy is reusable, but restricts the aircraft’s maneuverability. The restriction is minimized by designing the decoy to have very little drag, and possibly by incorporating control surfaces in the decoy to control its position relative to the towing aircraft. Expendable decoys (Fig. 26) are more versatile. They can, for example, pull ahead of the deploying aircraft, fall behind it, or gradually assume a radically different course. This capability is gained at the expense of providing selfcontained propulsion and navigation systems and of the decoys not being recoverable. 453
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26. An active expendable decoy used by the U.S. Navy and RAF. (Courtesy of Raytheon Company)
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Metal Coating



26. In simplest form, a Luneberg lens reflector consists of a dielectric sphere. Its index of refraction increases from 1 at the surface to a maximum at the center, bending the rays of an incoming plane wave so that they converge at a point on the opposite surface. There, a metal coating reflects the wave back in the direction from which it came.



Decoys of both types may be designed to produce the desired radar returns either passively or actively. Since a decoy is necessarily quite small, for passive operation its radar cross-section must generally be augmented. This may be accomplished with a corner reflector or a Luneberg lens (Fig. 26), both of which are comparatively simple and inexpensive. Active decoys generally carry a repeater and need a control system and power supply. Also, for small decoys, isolating transmit and receive antennas is a challenging problem—all of which makes the decoys more expensive. Regardless of the mechanization, to achieve its purpose a decoy must: • Have an RCS greater than twice that of the aircraft • Initially, match the deploying aircraft’s speed • For tracking-gate pull-off, initially appear in conjunction with the deploying aircraft as a single target • Not exceed reasonably expected accelerations Provided these conditions are met, an appropriately controlled decoy deployed in synchronism with a critically timed evasive maneuver may save an aircraft from almost certain destruction by a radar guided missile. Future Trends As radar capabilities grow, they will, as always, be matched by more severe and increasingly sophisticated ECM. The RF coverage and responsiveness of noise jammers will increase. Their effectiveness in standoff and escort missions will undoubtedly grow. Deception ECM will similarly advance. False targets will become increasingly deceptive, electronically flying realistic profiles and exhibiting the electronic signatures of friendly, neutral, or hostile aircraft. The present gate-stealing, terrain-bounce, crosseye, and crosspol techniques will be refined. New angle deception techniques, not presently envisioned, may also evolve. ECM systems will become more intelligent, more responsive. They will adjust agilely to changes in the encounter scenario, to changing radar characteristics, even to new waveforms and ECM thwarting radar responses. Summary Chaff, the simplest of all ECM, can screen an entire raid from radars operating over a wide range of frequencies. But moving-target indication rejects chaff return. Noise jamming screens targets by swamping out all but 454
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the strongest target returns. For maximum efficiency it must be concentrated at the radar’s frequency (spot jamming) and in those range or doppler bins where the returns to be masked may appear (bin masking). Against multiple radars operating on different frequencies, the jamming may be spread over the entire operating band (barrage jamming), swept through that band (swept spot jamming), or concentrated at each radar’s frequency (multiple spot jamming). Jamming prevents a threat radar from measuring target range and range rate and assessing raid size. By cooperatively blinking their jamming, closely grouped aircraft may confound the enemy’s attempts both to track the jamming accurately in angle and to passively measure range. To delay and possibly prevent acquisition by an enemy, multiple false targets may be produced with swept-spot jamming or be realistically simulated with repeaters having digital RF memories. If a threat radar achieves lockon, its range or velocity tracking gates may be captured by a gate-stealing repeater and pulled off the target’s skin return. Should these measures fail, the radar’s tracking may be compromised through these robust deceptions: • Terrain bounce—a repeater in a low-flying aircraft deceives an approaching missile by bouncing false returns off the ground • Crosseye—a time-shared repeater with receiving and transmitting antennas on opposite wing tips, warps the phase front of the aircraft’s skin return • Crosspol—a repeater returns a strong cross-polarized signal which distorts a hostile radar’s receive pattern • Double cross—combines crosseye and crosspol. As a last resort, a well timed burst of chaff coupled with a maneuver may disrupt a missile’s tracking, or a towed or expendable decoy may draw the missile off.
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ACRONYMS OF ECM Bin Masking Techniques • RBM — Range-Bin Masking, or “Cover Pulse” • VBM — Velocity-Bin Masking, or “Doppler Noise” Gate Stealing • RGS — Range-Gate Stealer • VGS — Velocity Gate Stealer • VGPO — Velocity-Gate Pull-Off • VGWO — Velocity-Gate Walk-Off False Targets • DRFM — Digital Radio Frequency Memory Angle Deception • TBJ — Terrain Bounce Jamming •



PECM — Polarization-Exchange CrossModulation (Crosspol)



Electronic Counter Countermeasures (ECCM)



I



n the previous chapter, we examined the principal types of electronic countermeasures (ECM). We learned how each type is implemented and what its limitations are. In this chapter, we will examine some of the important electronic counter-countermeasures (ECCM) which have been devised to exploit the limitations of ECM and so defeat them. We will begin by examining the conventional techniques for combating noise jamming, gate stealing, and angle deception. We will then look at some significant advanced ECCM developments which promise quantum jumps in a radar’s ability to contend with severe noise jamming, as well as with various other ECM. Conventional Measures for Countering Noise Jamming Over the years three basic techniques have been used in airborne radars to counter noise jamming: • Frequency agility • Detection and angle tracking on the jamming • Passive ranging These techniques and certain conventional clutter reduction features which also reduce vulnerability to noise jamming, are discussed briefly in the following paragraphs. Frequency Agility. Prior to the advent of coherent pulse-doppler radars, a common means of countering noise jamming was frequency agility. At the low PRFs used by noncoherent radars, the interpulse period is sufficiently long that even a simple magnetron transmitter can be tuned to widely different operating frequencies from one pulse to the next. While an enemy’s ECM receiver can quickly determine the frequency of each pulse it receives, 457
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By changing its operating frequency from pulse to pulse, a noncoherent radar can keep a jamming aircraft from masking both itself and targets at shorter ranges. But it cannot keep the jammer from masking targets at longer ranges.



Jamming Strobe



Radar Display



2.



In angle-on jamming, as the radar beam scans across a jamming aircraft in search, the jamming produces a bright line (strobe) on the radar display in the jammer’s direction.



it cannot predict the frequency of the next pulse the radar will transmit. To jam the radar, therefore, the enemy has but two options, neither of which is entirely effective. The first is to quickly tune the jammer to the frequency of the last received pulse. The jamming then will mask the returns from targets at greater ranges than the jammer from the radar (Fig. 1). But it cannot mask the jamming aircraft itself or targets at shorter ranges. The enemy’s second option is to use barrage jamming— i.e., spread the jammer’s power throughout the entire band of frequencies over which the radar happened to be operating or, in the case of a simple preset jammer, is known to be capable of operating. The jamming then will similarly mask the weak returns from long-range targets. But, if the jammer is in a stand-off position, unless the jamming is extremely powerful, it generally will be spread so thin that the returns from shorter-range targets would burn through. In a coherent radar, however, frequency agility is of limited value in countering jamming. For a coherent radar’s ability to perform predetection integration depends upon the operating frequency remaining constant throughout the integration period, which frequently is comparatively long. A fast-set-on jammer can concentrate its power at the radar’s frequency during virtually all of this period. Detection and Angle-Tracking on the Jamming. Although coherent radars cannot easily avoid noise jamming, they can exploit it. Early on, a mode—variously called angle-on jamming (AOJ), jam angle track (JAT), and angle track-on jamming (ATOJ)—was provided which is still implemented in radars today. In this mode, the radar’s automatic detection function is adjusted so that the jamming produces a bright line, or strobe, on the radar display as the antenna scans across the jammer in search (Fig. 2). By observing the strobe, the operator can determine the jamming aircraft’s direction and, by locking the radar onto the jamming, track the aircraft in angle. By then launching IR-guided missiles or radar-guided missiles capable of homing in on the jamming, a feature called home-on jamming (HOJ), the pilot has a good chance of shooting the aircraft down. But, to avoid blindly wasting missiles, by launching them at too long a range, or unnecessarily extending the attack and increasing the risk of getting shot down, the crew of the launch aircraft must at least have a rough idea of the target’s range. One way of obtaining that is through passive ranging. 458
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Passive Ranging. Of various passive techniques for estimating range, four are listed in Table 1. While all have limitations, the limitations are all different. The first technique, angle-rate ranging, is attractive for being quick and autonomous—though applicable only at short ranges. It takes advantage of the relationship between the target’s range, R, and the angular rate of rotation, ω, of the line of sight to the target. As illustrated in Fig. 3, R is equal to the component of the target’s relative velocity normal to the line of sight to the target, Vn , divided by ω. Target’s Own Ship’s Contribution Contribution



Vn



Vn = R ω



Type



Basis for Range Estimate



ω



Change in jamming strobe’s angular rate of rotation in response to change in direction of own-ship’s velocity.



Practical only at short ranges. Also, jammer’s velocity may change unpredictably.



Triangulation (Own ship only)



Change in jammer’s bearing due to own-ship course deviation. Deviation is measred by INS*. Change in bearing is adjusted for measured angular rate.



Jammer’s velocity may change unpredictably during own-ship’s maneuver.



Triangulation (With other aircraft)



Bearing of jammer measured in own ship and in another aircraft (received via secure data link). Positions of both aircraft measured with INS.*



A suitably equipped aircraft may not be present, or in a location enabling accurate triangulation.



SignalStrength



Rate of increase of target’s RF or IR signal strength, both of which vary as 1/R2.



Factors besides range (e.g., multipath or change in look angle) also affect signal strengths.



* Preferably GPS supervised



3.



The angle-rate ranging technique takes advantage of the relationship between a target’s range, R, and the angular rate of rotation, ω, of the line of sight to the target.



While Vn is not known, a change in the radar-bearing aircraft’s contribution to Vn can readily be determined. Knowing that and measuring the resulting change in ω, the range, R, can be computed. In essence, the procedure is this: 1. The radar-bearing aircraft maneuvers to change the direction of its velocity 2. The resulting change in the component of the aircraft’s velocity normal to the line of sight to the target, ∆Vn , is computed 3. The concomitant change in angular rate, ∆ω, is sensed 4. From ∆Vn and ∆ω, the range, R, is then computed R =



∆Vn ∆ω



While for clarity the technique is described here as a series of incremental steps, it is actually performed continuously. 459



Limitations



Angle-Rate



Off-board Data Target coordinates obtained via secure data link from ground-based tracking radar or other source. Ownship’s position obtained by INS.*



Vn R = ω R



TABLE 1. PASSIVE RANGING TECHNIQUES



Suitably equipped and located ground-based radars may not be available.
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At longer ranges, ∆ω may be immeasurably small. If it is, then, the second technique listed earlier in Table 1 might logically be used: triangulation, own-ship only. With it, the radar-bearing aircraft deviates from its course for a considerably longer period, ∆t, than for angular-rate range measurement. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the aircraft’s own position is measured by the aircraft’s inertial navigation system (INS) both before and after the deviation. The range to the jammer is then estimated by triangulation on the basis of:



Jamming Aircraft t1



t2



1. The true bearing of the jammer at the start of the maneuver (extrapolated for ∆t seconds in accordance with the initially measured angular rate, ω) R



2. The true bearing of the jammer ∆t seconds later 3. The vector distance between the two measured positions The range estimate obtained with either this or the anglerate ranging technique is of questionable accuracy. For there is nothing to prevent the target itself from simultaneously changing its velocity. Still, to a pilot faced with determining when a target is within an acceptable launch range and what settings of missile-gain and g-bias to use, a crude estimate of a target’s range is far better than none at all. Depending upon the tactical situation, of course, a more accurate estimate may be obtained with one of the other methods listed in Table 1.



ω ∆t ω



t2



= ∆t



(t 2



–



t 1)



ECCM System Measures own position with INS. Measures jammer’s t1 bearing and angular A rate, ω, with radar.



4.



B



ECCM System • Again measures own position and jammer’s bearing. • Extrapolates bearing taken at A, to account for rotation, ω, during ∆t.



RadarBearing Aircraft



• Determines range, R, from vector distance between A and B and intersection of the two bearings.



Clutter Reduction Features That Reduce Vulnerability to Noise Jamming. In modern radars, vulnerability to noise jamming is materially reduced by certain conventional design features provided to enhance the radars’ ability to contend with strong ground clutter: • Low antenna sidelobes



How range is determined by triangulation from own ship only.



• Wide dynamic range, with fast-acting AGC • Constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detection



Burn-Through Range



x2



Antenna Gain (dB)



–12 dB
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Reducing the sidelobe gain by 12 dB doubles target burnthrough range.



• Sidelobe blanking Just as reducing antenna sidelobes reduces vulnerability to strong sidelobe clutter, so too it reduces vulnerability to sidelobe jamming. A reduction in sidelobe gain of 12 dB, for example, doubles target burn-through ranges (Fig. 5). Insuring wide dynamic range throughout the receive chain reduces the possibility of the receiver being saturated, hence desensitized, by strong jamming. In addition, making the automatic gain control (AGC) fast-acting prevents desensitization following the receipt of periodic strong pulses or bursts of jamming. 460
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Constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detection—described in detail in Chap. 10—keeps all but short spikes of jamming from being detected, hence in a jamming environment makes targets easier to see. Bear in mind, though, that since CFAR keeps jamming strobes from being detected, when it is employed, a separate jamming detector must be provided for the ECCM system. Sidelobe blanking (described in detail in Chap. 27) is a mixed blessing in so far as countering jamming is concerned. This feature inhibits the output of the radar receiver when the amplitude of the signal received through a broadbeamed low-gain “guard” antenna exceeds the amplitude of the signal simultaneously received through the main antenna. Blanking thus eliminates false targets injected into the radar antenna’s sidelobes. It also clears from the display the jamming strobes produced during search, as the radar antenna’s sidelobes sweep across a jammer. But since the guard antenna has little directivity and has a higher gain than the strongest sidelobes (Fig. 6), the radar’s blanking logic must be sufficiently intelligent to keep jamming in the far sidelobes that otherwise might not be a problem from blanking the display and preventing the weak echoes of long-range targets from being detected.



Radar Antenna Pattern



Guard Antenna Pattern



Jamming Weak Returns From Distant Target Angle off Boresight
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Sidelobe blanking eliminates false targets injected into radar antenna’s sidelobes. But it must be intelligent enough to keep weak echoes from distant targets from being blanked as a result of jamming in the far sidelobes that otherwise would not be a problem.



Conventional Counters to Deception ECM Measures have been devised for countering virtually every deception ECM developed to date. Within the limits of military security, the following paragraphs describe those ECCM for countering range- and velocity-gate stealers and certain angle-deception ECM. Countering Range-Gate Stealers. The primary technique for countering range-gate stealers has long been leading-edge tracking. It takes advantage of two characteristics of a simple stealer. First, because of the stealer’s finite response time, at the very earliest the stealer’s pulse will arrive at the radar slightly after the leading edge of the skin return. Second, the simple stealers will always pull the tracking gate off the skin return to greater ranges. Therefore, the stealer’s pulse can be kept from capturing the gate by (a) passing the receiver’s video output through a differentiation circuit to provide a sharp spike at the skin return’s leading edge, (b) narrowing the tracking gate, and (c) locking the gate onto the spike (Fig. 7). In noncoherent radars, the possibility of a more capable stealer sensing the PRF and pulling the gate off the skin return to shorter ranges may be forestalled by jittering the PRF. Unable, then, to accurately predict when successive pulses will be transmitted, the stealer cannot transmit puls461
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By differentiating the receiver output to produce a sharp spike at the skin return’s leading edge, narrowing the tracking gate, and locking it onto the spike, a simple gate stealer can be kept from capturing the gate and pulling it off to longer range.
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es that will deceptively precede the skin return. In coherent radars, however, PRF jittering is not practical. For, the PRF can’t be changed during the coherent integration period. Consequently, in these radars other measures have been taken to reduce vulnerability to the more capable range-gate stealers. They include: • Limiting the maximum speed at which the position of the gate can be change once locked onto a target • Providing an automatic means of quickly detecting pull-off • When pull-off is detected, extrapolating the target’s range on the basis of the last doppler measurement of range rate • Designing the tracking system to rapidly relock on the skin return



Stealer Pulls Gate Off Target



Gate Off Target



Errors Build Up



Pull-off Detected



Accurate Range & Range-Rate Tracking



Relock Completed Relock



Stealer Captures & Slowly Pulls Gate Off Target



Range is extrapolated on basis of last doppler range-rate measurement.
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Time



How sluggish response of range-tracking gate plus rapid-relock counter the more capable range-gate stealers. The longer the stealer takes to capture and pull the gate off the target and the more rapidly the radar detects pull-off and relocks the gate on the target, the greater the percentage of time the radar will be accurately tracking the target.



Pull-off may be detected by sensing abnormally large range rates, range accelerations, or changes in signal strength. Against transponders and those repeaters that do not duplicate the radar’s pulse compression coding, pull-off may be detected by sensing the spreading of otherwise compressed pulse widths. (Spreading, though, may be due to other causes.) Rapid relock—a feature commonly called snapback— takes advantage of the sluggish response of the tracking loop to the gate-stealer’s pulses plus the inherent time lag in the stealer’s performance. The longer these lags and the faster the relock, the greater the fraction of the time the radar will be accurately measuring the target’s range and the less it must depend upon extrapolation (Fig. 8). In situations where none of the above features prove effective, the range-gate stealer may possibly be avoided by switching to a high PRF mode which does not depend upon range gating. An intelligent ECM system, however, can sense the changes and switch to velocity-gate stealing. Countering Velocity-Gate Stealers. Much as in countering range-gate stealers, velocity-gate pull-off (VGPO) may be detected by sensing abnormally high accelerations and tracking rates or the abnormal spreading of the received signal in the velocity gate. If pull-off is detected, the radar may either be rapidly relocked on the skin return, or— against a not-so-intelligent ECM system—be switched to a low-PRF mode where tracking in velocity is not essential. Countering Deception of Lobing Systems. The deception of lobing systems for angle tracking may be countered by lobing on receive only (LORO), a technique also called passive 462
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lobing or silent lobing. Deception of LORO may be made more difficult by varying the lobing frequency and may be circumvented by employing simultaneous lobing (monopulse tracking). Countering Terrain Bounce. Against terrain bounce, the simplest ECCM is leading-edge tracking, such as used against simple range-gate stealers. In this case, advantage is taken of the deception signal traversing a slightly longer path than the skin return, hence arriving at the radar a fraction of a pulse width behind the leading edge of the skin return (Fig. 9). By tracking it, therefore, the deception signal is kept out of the tracking gate. Countering Crosseye and Crosspol. Because of military security restrictions, advanced techniques for countering these deceptions cannot be described here. The techniques may be helped, however, by providing a good ECCM against gate-stealing. The reason: both crosseye and crosspol require high jamto-signal (J/S) ratios. To get a sufficiently high J/S ratio, gate stealing may be necessary. Consequently, a good counter to gate stealing may help defeat these two formidable ECM threats. ECCM Used by Surface-Based Radars. Before moving on to advanced ECCM developments, it may prove instructive to consider the ECCM listed in the panel (right) that are used by surface-based radars to contend with jamming. Advanced ECCM Developments With continuing technological advances and dramatic increases in available processor throughputs, during the 1980s and early 1990s ECCM development broadened into several new areas: • Sidelobe jamming cancellation, already widely used in surface-based radars • Mainlobe jamming cancellation • Vastly increased radio frequency bandwidths • Sensor fusion • Offensive ECCM • Application of artificial intelligence to ECCM development and utilization Within the constraints of military security, these developments are touched on briefly in the following paragraphs. Sidelobe Jamming Cancellation. Besides sidelobe reduction, one of the most effective ways to counter sidelobe 463
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Countering terrain bounce. Because of the greater distance the bounce signal travels, it arrives at the radar a fraction of a pulse width behind the leading edge of the skin return; hence, deception can be avoided by leading-edge tracking.



HOW GROUND-BASED RADARS COUNTER JAMMING • Increased ERP Use higher antenna gain and/or higher transmitted power. • Vertical Triangulation Angle track on jamming; compute range on basis of elevation angle, estimated target altitude, and earth curvature charts. • Multiple Radar Triangulation Simultaneously track jamming in angle with one or more widely separated radars; compute range on basis of measured angles and radars’ known locations. • Second Radar Assist Track jamming in angle with main radar; briefly transmit on another frequency with a co-located second radar to determine range of target in noise strobe.
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jamming is to introduce notches in the radar antenna’s receive pattern in those directions from which the jamming arrives. The essence of this technique is illustrated for the simple case of a single jammer in Fig. 10. FRO
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How Sidelobe Jamming is Canceled Signals Received From Jammer



∆A



∆φ



Main Receiver



At phase center of auxiliary antenna.



φ



At phase center of radar antenna.



Amplitude difference, ∆A, is due to difference in gains of auxiliary antenna and main antenna in jammer’s direction. Phase difference, ∆φ, is due to difference in distance from jammer to the two phase centers.



Main receiver output



∆φ



Note: In this example, the jammer is assumed to be in the radar antenna’s first sidelobe. So, the phase of jamming is reversed in the output of antenna.



Phase Adjustment By adjusting the phase shift in the output of the auxiliary receiver, ∆φ is removed. Phase shift introduced in Auxiliary Receiver's output



Result Because the jammer’s signal in the output of the auxiliary receiver is now equal to and 180° out of phase with the jammer's signal in the output of the main receiver, they cancel when the outputs combine. Another way of looking at this: a notch has been Radar produced in the radar Antenna antenna’s sidelobe pattern Receive in the jammer's direction. Pattern Notch



Receive pattern of auxiliary antenna



Jammer’s direction



Controllable Gain



Controllable Phase Shift



Received Signals With Jamming Canceled 10. Essence of approach to canceling sidelobe jamming. Gain and phase shift of auxiliary receiver are adjusted so that jamming cancels when receiver outputs combine.



Amplitude Adjustment By adjusting the gain of the auxiliary receiver, the amplitude difference is removed. Adjusted Auxiliary Receiver Output



Aux. Rcv.



The radar antenna is supplemented with a low-gain broad-beamed auxiliary receiving antenna—such as a small horn—having the same angular coverage but displaced laterally to provide directional sensitivity. Signals received by the auxiliary antenna are fed to a separate receiver, having controllable gain and controllable phase shift. Its output is added to the main receiver’s output. As illustrated in the panel (left), by adjusting the gain of the auxiliary receiver, the difference in the gains of the two antennas in the jammer’s direction is compensated. By adjusting the phase shift of the auxiliary receiver, the jammer’s signal in its output is made 180° out of phase with the jammer’s signal in the output of the main receiver. Consequently, when the outputs of the two receivers are combined, the jamming cancels—in effect producing a notch in the radar antenna’s receive pattern in the direction of the jammer. This process—broadened to include interactive insertion of notches in the directions of several jammers—is the basis for an ECCM technique called coherent sidelobe cancellation (CSLC). For each desired notch, a separate auxiliary antenna and receiver must be provided. To ensure best results, a radar is typically provided with between 11/2 and 2 times as many auxiliary antennas and receivers as the expected number of jammers to be canceled. The auxiliary antennas 464
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must all cover the field of regard of the radar antenna. And they must be positioned so that their phase centers are displaced from one another, as well as from the phase center of the radar antenna. A quickly converging algorithm adaptively adjusts the amplitude and phase of each auxiliary receiver to place notches in those directions from which jamming is being received. Phase rotation and signal combination may take place in the radar’s RF, IF, or digital processing sections. Although requiring lots of throughput, digital processing works best and is the most flexible. Mainlobe Jamming Cancellation. Jamming received through the radar antenna’s mainlobe may be canceled with an adaptation of the GMTI notching technique described in Chap. 24. With this technique, sometimes called adaptive beam forming (ABF), a single notch is produced in the mainlobe receive pattern in the jammer’s direction by adaptively shifting the relative phases of the outputs of the monopulse antenna’s right and left halves so that when they combine, radiation arriving from the jammer’s direction cancels (Fig. 11). As with sidelobe cancellation, phase rotation and signal combination are generally performed in the radar’s digital processing section. However, with the advent of the active ESA and its highly adaptive beam-forming capability, both mainlobe and sidelobe jamming cancellation may be performed entirely within the main antenna. Exceptionally Broad RF Bandwidths. Another approach to countering severe noise jamming is to simultaneously employ widely spaced multiple operating frequencies, each of which is itself spread over a very broad band (Fig. 12, below). Against a spot jammer capable of jamming only a limited number of spots, a multifrequency radar can defeat the jammer by simultaneously transmitting on more channels. Against a barrage jammer, the radar’s broad, widely spaced channels may overcome the jammer by forcing it to spread its power ever more thinly.
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11. Basic concept of mainlobe jamming cancellation. Relative phases of radiation received through right and left halves of monopulse radar antenna are shifted so they are 180° out of phase for radiation coming from the jammer’s direction.



a. Spot jamming



b. Barrage jamming



Signal



Frequency 12. Advantages of broadband multifrequency operation in countering noise jamming: (a) a spot jammer may be defeated by transmitting on more channels than it can jam; (b) a barrage jammer may be defeated by forcing further dilution of its jamming power.
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How, you may ask, does the radar come out ahead if, to force the jammer to spread its power, the radar must spread its own power over the same broad band. Apart from the corollary improvement in single-look probability of detection due to frequency diversity, the answer is integration. Being coherent and being spread out in frequency largely through pulse-compression coding, the radar returns can be decoded by the radar and integrated into very strong narrowband signals, containing virtually all of the energy received over the coherent integration period. Being neither coherent nor properly coded, the jamming doesn’t build up in this way. Consequently, the integrated returns from a target need only compete with the mean level of the jamming. RADAR • Long range search and track.



RADAR WARNING RECEIVER



• All Weather.



• Long range detection (in some cases).



• Accurately measures range, range rate, and angle.



• 360° azimuth coverage; very broad frequency coverage.



• Can break out closely spaced targets in range (except in conventional High PRF modes).



• All weather.



• Active; may indicate its presence and direction to enemy. • Subject to RF countermeasures. • Even when jammed, it can track the jamming aircraft in angle and passively estimate its range.



IR SEARCH TRACK SET



• Measures angle (usually crudely). • May give very crude estimate of range and indicate whether range is closing or opening. • Identifies type of emitter. • Passive. • Target must radiate.



FORWARD LOOKING IR • Detects targets in same way as IRST.



• Long range search and track.



• Provides image of target, enabling ID.



• Detects subsonic and supersonic targets plus missile launches.



• Passive; hence, doesn't alert enemy.



• Measures angle precisely. Measures range crudely with angle-rate method. • Can break out closely spaced targets in angle. • Passive; hence does not alert enemy to its presence or location. • Not affected by RF countermeasures. • Can only operate in clear weather. • Has poor look-down performance.



• Not subject to RF countermeasures. • Can only operate in clear weather.



LASER RANGE FINDER • Trained on target by IRST or radar. • Precisely measures range. • Not subject to RF countermeasures. • Active, may indicate its presence and direction to enemy.



13. The complementary capabilities of an aircraft’s onboard sensors. Characteristics limiting a sensor’s utility or making it vulnerable to ECM are set in bold type. Since these are not the same for all of the sensors, a weapon system’s vulnerability to ECM can be materially reduced by selectively combining the sensor’s outputs.



Sensor Fusion. This is essentially the melding of data obtained by the radar with data obtained by the other onboard sensors, as well as data received via secure communication links from offboard resources. Onboard sensors (Fig. 13) have complementary capabilities and are not all vulnerable to the same kinds of countermeasures. Offboard resources have the additional advantage of viewing the battle scene from different locations and different perspectives. Consequently, even the most severe ECM may be circumvented by analyzing all available sensor data and extracting less contaminated information from it. The chief technical challenge in fusing data from multiple sensors is associating the incoming data with the target tracks being maintained. The most applicable correlation techniques are nearest neighbor (NN) correlation and multiple hypothesis tracking (MHT). Nearest neighbor has long been used in track-while-scan modes (see Chap. 29). It works well if the targets are fairly widely spaced. But if they are not, because of the randomness of measurement errors from one observation to another, observations may be correlated incorrectly. Some tracks may be erroneously terminated and some false tracks may be initiated. These problems are largely obviated in multiple hypothesis tracking. With it, incoming observations are similarly correlated with existing tracks. But instead of irrevocably assigning the observation to a single track, every reasonable combination of tracks with which the observation may be correlated is hypothesized. The individual tracks are then graded, and each hypothesized combination of tracks (called a hypothesis) is given a grade equal to the sum of the grades of the individual tracks it includes. A process of combining and pruning is then carried out. Similar tracks or tracks with identical updates over the recent past are combined and so are similar hypotheses. Tracks and hypotheses whose scores fall below a certain threshold are 466
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deleted. All tracks are then smoothed, and the process is repeated when the next set of observations comes in. With each iteration, the accuracy of the established tracks is updated. At any one time, the hypothesis having the highest score is output as the current most likely partitioning of all observations into target tracks. Offensive ECCM. Unlike the counter-countermeasures discussed so far, offensive ECCM are designed not just to defeat an enemy’s countermeasures, but to do so in such a way as to confuse the opponent and confound his attempts to optimally employ his ECM. A simplistic example is simultaneous multifrequency operation, in which the radar transmits on a large number of frequencies, spread over a very broad spectrum, but receives on only a few, adaptively selected ones where ECM are minimal. Artificial Intelligence Applied to ECCM. Electronic warfare is by no means a static art. To maintain an edge, the radar designer must: (1) quickly develop robust new ECCM to counter emerging ECM, and (2) provide the radar with the ability to optimally employ its existing ECCM repertoire when confronted with new countermeasures during combat. Toward these ends, designers are hard at work on the application of knowledge-based systems, multiple hypothesis testing, and neural networks to ECCM development. The Most Effective ECCM of All Without question, the most effective ECCM of all is simply not to be detected by the enemy. If the enemy cannot detect the radiation from your radar, he also cannot • Concentrate his jamming power at the radar’s operating frequency • Increase his jamming power in the radar’s direction with high-gain antennas • Mask the range or doppler bins in which his radar returns will be collected • Respond to the radar’s pulses with false target returns • Steal the radar’s tracking gates • Deceive the radar’s range or angle tracking systems To hope to completely avoid detection of one’s radar signals by the enemy is patently absurd. But by employing the low probability of intercept (LPI) techniques described in Chap. 42, the possibility of avoiding useful detection by the enemy and still being able to use your radar to advantage is very real and practical. 467
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Summary



ACRONYMS OF ECCM Tracking In Angle On A Target’s Jamming • TOJ – Track On Jamming • JAT – Jam Angle Track • ATOJ – Angle Track On Jamming • HOJ – Home On Jamming (for radar-guided missiles) Jamming Cancellation • CSLC – Coherent Side Lobe Cancellation • ABF – Antenna Beam Forming (main-lobe cancellation) Countering ECM Used Against Lobing Systems • LORO – Lobe On Receive Only (passive lobing.) • COSRO – Conical Scan On Receive Only (silent lobing) Countering Range-Gate Stealers and Terrain-Bounce • LET – Leading Edge Tracking



Over the years, many ECCM techniques have been devised which are still viable today. Among those for countering noise jamming are detection and angle tracking on the jamming, and several passive ranging techniques, of which angle-rate ranging for short ranges and various triangulation techniques for longer ranges are attractive. In addition, many radar system improvements for reducing vulnerability to strong ground clutter also reduce vulnerability to ECM: sidelobe reduction, wide dynamic range; fast-acting AGC, constant falsealarm rate (CFAR) detection, and, to some extent, sidelobe blanking. To counter deceptive ECM, leading-edge tracking has been provided for simple range-gate stealers and terrain bounce; rapid relock, for more capable range-gate and velocity-gate stealers; and still others, which cannot be described here. Meanwhile, dramatic increases in processor throughputs, have led to several newer ECCM developments: • Coherent sidelobe cancellation—adaptive introduction of nulls in the antenna receive pattern in directions from which jamming is received • Adaptive beam forming—introduction of a similar null in the mainlobe receive pattern • Broadband multifrequency operation—to counter noise jamming • Sensor fusion—melding the radar’s capabilities with those of other sensors, both onboard and offboard • Offensive ECCM—countering ECM in such a way as to confound the enemy’s attempts to optimally employ his countermeasures Finally, artificial intelligence is being applied both to the optimal employment of existing ECCM and to the rapid development of counters for emerging ECM.
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Electronic Warfare Intelligence Functions



W



ith the continual advances in radar technology and the increasing complexity of aerial combat, the effectiveness of ECM and ECCM has become increasingly dependent on three levels of intelligence:



ECM



ECCM



Disable or impair performance of enemy radars.



Circumvent or otherwise defeat enemy ECM.



What’s after me now!



• Knowledge of the capabilities and operating parameters of hostile systems which may be encountered— what’s potentially out there



RWR • Detect RF emissions. • Identify their sources. • Determine optimum responses.



• Knowledge of the electronic order of battle (EOB) of the hostile force about to be engaged—what’s out there today and where



Intelligence Functions



• Real-time threat warning—what’s after me now



Radar & other onboard resources



What’s out there today and where.



ESM



Collect information on the EOB



Answers to these questions are provided by ELINT, ESM, and the RWR, respectively. This chapter briefly introduces them and explains what functions they perform.



What’s potentially out there.



ELINT



Provide data on hostile systems



Electronic Intelligence (ELINT) ELINT is the gathering of information on the radars and associated electronics of potential hostile threats. It is typically performed by government intelligence agencies. The continually gathered data from various sources—including both human agents and sensitive radio receivers—is thoroughly analyzed and used as a basis for the design of ESM systems. Electronic Support Measures (ESM) Carried in certain tactical aircraft ESM, systems are designed to collect, in advance, information on the elec469
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BASIC ESM FUNCTIONS • Detect enemy’s RF emissions • Measure their parameters • Identify their sources



1. For economy, though, a smaller number of wider channels may be used.



2. Which entails providing wideband antenna and other RF hardware.



tronic order of battle (EOB) for the radar warning receivers (RWRs) and flight crews of the aircraft about to be deployed on a mission. In essence, the ESM system performs three main functions: (1) detects the enemy’s RF emissions; (2) measures their key parameters; (3) from them, identifies the sources of the emissions. Detecting RF Emissions. Combat aircraft may encounter threats over a broad spectrum of radio frequencies. The ESM system must cover all of it, yet have the RF selectivity to separate simultaneously received signals that are closely spaced in frequency. In the past, this difficult combination of requirements was satisfied with scanning superheterodyne receivers, which are comparatively slow. Today, the requirements are satisfied much more rapidly through channelization, that is, by dividing the spectrum to be monitored into a great many partially overlapping channels1 (Fig. 2). Each channel is made wide enough to accommodate the spectra of extremely short pulses, with enough margin to enable accurate measurement of their times and angles of arrival, yet narrow enough to separate individual signals.2 Antenna
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With channelization, the spectrum to be monitored is divided into partially overlapping channels, each just wide enough to pass the spectra of very short pulses with sufficient margin to enable measurement of time of arrival and angle of arrival.



Most of the radars whose radiation the ESM system must detect will have their antennas trained on the aircraft carrying the system only fleetingly. Consequently, the ESM receivers must be sensitive enough to detect even very weak sidelobe emissions. Hundreds of radars, therefore, may be within the system’s detection range at any one time. Considering that some of these radars may be operating at high PRFs—a vast number of pulses and other signals may be received from all directions. So that their sources may be identified, every received signal—be it a short pulse or a continuous wave—must be individually detected. 470
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Extracting Key Signal Parameters. The principal steps in extracting the parameters of the detected signals are outlined in Fig. 3. The first step is to record their times of arrival (TOA) and measure their angles of arrival (AOA) and radio frequencies (RF). The angles of arrival may be measured virtually instantaneously by either of two methods. One is to provide a separate antenna and receiving system for each quadrant in azimuth and to sense the difference in amplitude of each signal as received by the four antennas (Fig. 4).
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Steps the ESM system takes to extract the key parameters of the signals it detects and characterize their sources.



One way to instantaneously measure a signalís angle of arrival (AOA): sense the difference in amplitude of the outputs it produces from four antenna beams.



The other method is to place three or four antennas in each quadrant and to sense the difference in phase of each signal as received by the individual antennas. Frequency also may be measured instantaneously. Coarse frequency is determined from the channel the signal is received through. Fine frequency may then be determined by a frequency discriminator or a special instantaneous frequency-measurement circuit (IFM), such as is illustrated in Fig. 5 in the output of each channel. Less sophisticated systems may instead make the fine measurements with a scanning narrowband superheterodyne receiver in each channel. By sorting the signals according to angle of arrival, frequency, and PRF (obtained from the recorded times of arrival), the ESM system quickly separates—“de-interleaves”—the signals received from different sources. It then precisely measures key parameters—such as interpulse modulation, intrapulse modulation (pulse compression coding), beam width, scan rate, polarization, and pulse width3—of the signals from each source.
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Innovative approach to instantaneously measuring the radio frequency of a received signal. Number, N, of signal’s zero crossings in interval, T, is counted and divided by 2T. Selectable delay compensates for short time it takes to detect signal and generate a timing strobe.



3. Pulse width is difficult to measure accurately; for reflections may be received from the ground which are staggered relative to the directly received pulses.
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Identifying the Sources. Finally, by comparing the measured signal parameters with the parameters of all known threats, stored in “threat tables,” the ESM system identifies each source. For mobile surface-based threats, the system also determines current location. These data, together with ELINT data, enable the mission to be planned to avoid unnecessary exposure to lethal threats. If the ESM system detects previously unknown waveforms or variations of known waveforms it stores the measured parameters for post-flight analysis and subsequent permanent entry into the threat tables of the radar warning receivers. Click for high-quality image
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While most RWRs are comparatively simple, an advanced RWR, such as the ALR-67 V3/4, may perform virtually all of the functions of a highly capable ESM system.



Radar Warning Receiver (RWR) As a rule, RWRs are less comprehensive and far more numerous than the ESM systems. Intended primarily to warn the air crew of imminent attack, they generally are sensitive only to the mainlobe emissions of systems tracking the aircraft. Much as in an ESM system, the RWR detects these emissions and identifies the threats they represent by comparing their characteristics with those stored in a threat table. It then evaluates and prioritizes the threats. Through expert systems techniques, the modern RWR (Fig. 6) may even determine the optimum responses to be made by the pilot and/or the appropriate electronic combat (EC) systems— radar, ECM, ECCM, IR search track set, FLIR, etc. The RWR may also control the timing and execution of the EC responses under close oversight of the air crew who are alerted to the RWR’s actions and can override any of them. Summary Effective employment of both ECM and ECCM depends on the ability of (a) ELINT to determine the capabilities of the radars of potential hostile forces, (b) the ESM system to determine the electronic order of battle, and (c) the ability of the RWRs in the individual aircraft to detect the RF emissions of any enemy system that threatens the aircraft, identify the sources of the emissions, and determine optimum responses.
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Electronically Steered Array Antennas (ESAs)



E



lectronically steered array antennas, ESAs, have been employed in surface based radars since the 1 l950s. But, because of their greater complexity and cost, they have been slow to replace mechanically steered antennas in airborne applications. However, with the advent of aircraft of extraordinarily low radar cross section and the pressing need for extreme beam agility, in recent years avionics designers have given the ESA more attention than virtually any other “advanced” radar concept. In this chapter, we will briefly review the ESA concept, become acquainted with the two basic types of ESAs, and take stock of the ESA’s many compelling advantages, as well as a couple of significant limitations.



1. In surface-based radars, they were called “phased arrays”— a name which has carried over to airborne applications. They are frequently called electronically “scanned,” as opposed to “steered” arrays. In light of the versatility of the technique, the more general “steered” is used here.



Basic Concepts ESA



• Its beam is steered by individually controlling the phase of the radio waves transmitted and received by each radiating element (Fig. 1) A general purpose digital processor, referred to as the beam steering controller (BSC) translates the desired deflection of the beam from the broadside direction (normal to the plane of the antenna) into phase commands for the individual radiating elements. The incremental phase difference, ∆φ, which must be applied from one radiating element to the next to deflect 473
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• It is mounted in a fixed position on the aircraft structure
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An ESA differs from the conventional mechanically steered array antenna in two fundamental respects:
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The ESA is mounted in a fixed position on the airframe. Its beam is steered by individually controlling the phase of the waves transmitted and received by each radiating element.
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the beam by a desired angle, θ, is proportional to the sine of θ (see panel, left center).



3-dB Beamwidth



∆φ =



Scan Frame
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For search, the beam steps ahead in increments nominally equal to the 3-dB beamwidth, dwelling in each position for a period equal to the desired time-on-target.



2π d sin θ λ



where d is the element spacing and λ is the wavelength. For search, the beam is scanned by stepping it in small increments from one position to the next (Fig. 2), dwelling in each position for the desired time-on-target, tot . The size of the steps—typically on the order of the 3-dB beam width—is optimized by trading off such factors as beam shape loss and scan frame time. Types of ESAs



To steer the beam θ degrees off broadside, the phase of the excitation for element B must lead that for element A by the phase lag, ∆φ, that is incurred in traveling the distance, ∆R, Radiating Elements from radiator B. A In traveling one wavelength (λ) a wave incurs a phase lag of 2π radians. So, in traveling θ θ Broadside the distance ∆R, it incurs a d phase lag of



ESAs are of three basic types: passive, active, and a variant of the active ESA, called the true-time-delay (TTD) ESA.
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As can be seen from the diagram,



∆R



∆R = d sin θ Hence, the element-to-element phase difference needed to steer the beam q θ radians off broadside is



∆φ = 2 π



d sin θ



λ



Passive ESA. Though considerably more complex than a mechanically steered array (MSA), the passive ESA is far simpler than the active ESA. It operates in conjunction with the same sort of central transmitter and receiver as the MSA. To steer the beam formed by the array, an electronically controlled phase shifter is placed immediately behind each radiating element (Fig. 3, below left), or each column of radiating elements in a one-dimensional array. The phase shifter is controlled either by a local processor called the beam steering controller (BSC) or by the central processor. Active ESA. The active ESA is an order of magnitude more complex than the passive ESA. For, distributed within it, are both the transmitter power-amplifier function and the receiver front-end functions. Instead of a phase shifter, a tiny dedicated transmit/receive (T/R) module is placed directly behind each radiating element (Fig. 4). ACTIVE ESA
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The beam steering controller (BSC) function may be performed in the central processor.
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The passive ESA uses the same central transmitter and receiver as the MSA. Its beam is steered by placing an electronically controlled phase shifter immediately behind each radiating element.
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In the active ESA, a tiny transmit/receive (T/R) module is placed immediately behind each radiating element. The centralized transmitter, duplexer, and front-end receiving elements are thereby eliminated.
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This module (Fig. 5) contains a multistage high power amplifier (HPA), a duplexer (circulator), a protection circuit to block any leakage of the transmitted pulses through the duplexer into the receiving channel, and a low-noise preamplifier (LNA) for the received signals. The RF input and output are passed through a variable gain amplifier and a variable phase shifter, which typically are time shared between transmission and reception. They, and the associated switches, are controlled by a logic circuit in accordance with commands received from the beam steering controller. To minimize the cost of the T/R modules and to make them small enough to fit behind the closely spaced radiators, the modules are implemented with integrated circuits and miniaturized (Fig. 6). Click for high-quality image
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A representative T/R module. Even a fairly small ESA would include two to three thousand such modules.



TTD ESA. This is an active ESA in which the phase shifts for beam steering are obtained by varying the physical lengths of the feeds for the individual T/R modules. Drawing on the photonic techniques that have proved so valuable in communications systems, a fiber-optic feed is provided for each module. The time delay experienced by the signals in passing through the feed—hence their phase—is controlled by switching precisely cut lengths of fiber into or out of the feed. By avoiding the limitations on instantaneous bandwidth inherent in electronic phase shifting, the photonic technique makes possible extremely wide instantaneous bandwidths. Since TTD is still in its infancy, it will be described in Chap. 40, Advanced Radar Techniques, rather than here. Advantages Common to Passive and Active ESAs Both passive and active ESAs have three key advantages which have proved to be increasingly important in military aircraft. They facilitate minimizing the aircraft’s RCS. They enable extreme beam agility. And they are highly reliable. 475
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Basic functional elements of a T/R module. Variable gain amplifier, variable phase shifter, and switches are controlled by the logic element. They may be duplicated for transmit and receive, or time shared as shown here.
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Facilitating RCS Reduction. In any aircraft which must have a low RCS, the installation of a radar antenna is of critical concern. For even a comparatively small planar array can have an RCS of several thousand square meters when illuminated from a direction normal to its face (i.e., broadside). With an MSA, which is in continual motion about its gimbal axes, the contribution of antenna broadside reflections to the aircraft’s RCS in the threat window of interest cannot be readily reduced. With an ESA, which is fixed relative to the aircraft structure, it can be. How that is done is explained in Chap. 39.



100°



Extreme Beam Agility. Since no inertia must be overcome in steering the ESA’s beam, it is far more agile than the beam of an MSA. To appreciate the difference, consider some typical magnitudes. The maximum rate at which an MSA can be deflected, hence the agility of its beam, is limited by the power of the gimbal drive motors to between 100 and 150 degrees per second. Moreover, to change the direction of the beam’s motion takes roughly a tenth of a second. By contrast, the ESA’s beam can be positioned anywhere within a ±60 degree cone (Fig. 7) in less than a millisecond! This extreme agility has many advantages. It enables: • Tracking to be established the instant a target is detected



1 second



• Single-target tracking accuracies to be obtained against multiple targets



Time < 1 millisecond MSA
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• Targets for missiles controlled by the radar to be illuminated or tracked by the radar even when they are outside its search volume



ESA



To jump the antenna beam from one to another of two targets separated by 100°, an MSA would take roughly a second. An ESA could do it in less than a millisecond.



• Dwell times to be individually optimized to meet detection and tracking needs • Sequential detection techniques2 to be used, significantly increasing detection range



2. Such as alert-confirm detection. See Chap. 40.



• Terrain-following capabilities to be greatly improved • Spoofing to be employed anywhere within the antenna’s field of regard These capabilities have given rise to a whole new, highly versatile and efficient approach to allocating the radar frontend and processing resources and to controlling and interleaving the radar’s various modes of operation (see Chap. 41). High Reliability. ESAs are both reliable and capable of a large measure of graceful degradation. They completely eliminate the need for a gimbal system, drive motors, and rotary joints—all of which are possible sources of failure. In a passive ESA, the only active elements are the phase shifters. High quality phase shifters are remarkably reliable. 476
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Moreover, if they fail randomly, as many as 5% can fail before the antenna’s performance degrades enough to warrant replacing them. The active ESA yields an important additional reliability advantage by replacing the central transmitter with the T/R modules’ HPAs. Historically, the central TWT transmitter and its high-voltage power supply have accounted for a large percentage of the failures experienced in airborne radars. The active ESA’s T/R modules, on the other hand, are inherently highly reliable. Not only are they implemented with integrated solid-state circuitry, but they require only low-voltage dc power. In addition, like the phase shifters of the passive ESA, as many as 5% of the modules can fail without seriously impairing performance. Even then, the effect of individual failures can be minimized by suitably modifying the radiation from the failed element’s nearest neighbors. As a result, the mean time between critical failures (MTBCF) of a well designed active ESA may be comparable to the lifetime of the aircraft! Additional Advantages of the Active ESA The active ESA has a number of other advantages over the passive ESA. Several of these accrue from the fact that the T/R module’s LNA and HPA are placed almost immediately behind the radiators, thereby essentially eliminating the effect of losses not only in the antenna feed system but also in the phase shifters. • Neglecting the comparatively small loss of signal power in the radiator, the duplexer, and the receiver protection circuit, the net receiver noise figure is established by the LNA (Fig. 8). It can be designed to have a very low noise figure.
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• Amplitude, as well as phase, can be individually controlled for each radiating element on both transmit and receive, thereby providing superior beam-shape agility for such functions as terrain following and short-range SAR and ISAR imaging.



• Through suitable T/R module design, independently steerable beams of widely different frequencies may simultaneously share the entire aperture.
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• Loss of transmit power is similarly reduced. This improvement, though, may be offset by the difference between the modules’ efficiency and the potentially very high efficiency of a TWT.



• Multiple independently steerable beams may be radiated by dividing the aperture into sub apertures and providing appropriate feeds.
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NOTE For both the passive ESA and the active ESA, the receiver noise figure equals the noise figure of the LNA (Fn) plus the total loss of all elements ahead of the LNA.
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By eliminating sources of loss ahead of the LNA, the active ESA achieves a dramatic reduction in receiver noise figure over that obtainable with a comparable passive ESA.
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The foreshortening broadens the beam. But more importantly, it reduces the projected area, A', of the array, as viewed from angle, θ, off broadside. A' = A cos θ



A' Projected area of array, viewed from angle θ off broadside
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0.0 A Area of array as viewed from broadside



0 30 60 90° Angle Off Broadside, θ Since the gain of the antenna is proportional to the projected area, the maximum practical field of regard for an ESA is limited to about ± 60°.



2. In many applications, because of radome restrictions, ±60˚ is about all that can be obtained, even with an MSA.



Achieving a Broad Field of Regard. With an MSA, to whatever extent the radome provides unobstructed visibility, the antenna’s field of regard may be increased without in any way impairing the radar’s performance. With an ESA, however, as the antenna beam is steered away from the broadside direction, the width of the aperture is foreshortened in proportion to the cosine of the angle off broadside, increasing the azimuth beam width (see panel, left). More importantly, the projected area of the aperture also decreases in proportion to the cosine of the angle, causing the gain to fall off correspondingly. At large angles off broadside, the gain falls off still further as a result of the lower gain of the individual radiators at these angles. Depending upon the application, the fall-off in gain may be compensated to some extent by increasing the dwell time—at the expense of reduced scan efficiency. Even so, the maximum usable field of regard is generally limited to around ±60°. 2 While ±60° coverage is adequate for many applications, wider fields of regard may be desired. More than one ESA may then be provided—at considerable additional expense. In one possible configuration, a forward-looking main array is supplemented with two smaller “cheek” arrays, extending the field of regard on either side (Fig. 10).
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Along with its many advantages, the ESA—whether active or passive—complicates a radar’s design in two areas which are handled relatively simply with an MSA: (a) achieving a broad field of regard, and (b) stabilizing the antenna beam in the face of changes in aircraft attitude. These complications and the means for circumventing them are outlined briefly in the following paragraphs.
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As an ESA’s beam is steered off broadside, width, W, of the effective aperture foreshortens.



Key Limitations and Their Circumvention
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LIMITATION ON FIELD OF REGARD



Where a broad field of regard is desired, more than one ESA may be used. Here, a central primary array is supplemented with two smaller, “cheek” arrays providing short-range coverage on both sides, for situation awareness.



Beam Stabilization. With an MSA, beam stabilization is not a problem. For the antenna is mounted in gimbals and slaved to the desired beam-pointing direction in spatial 478
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coordinates by a fast-acting closed-loop servo system incorporating rate-integrating gyros on the antenna. If the antenna and gimbals are dynamically balanced, this system effectively isolates the antenna from changes in aircraft attitude. The only beam steering required is that for tracing a search scan pattern or tracking a target—neither of which necessitate particularly high angular rates. With an ESA, stabilization is not so simple. Since the array is fixed to the airframe, every change in aircraft attitude—be it in roll, pitch, or yaw—must be inertially sensed. Phase commands for steering out the change must be computed for each radiator, and these commands must be transmitted to the antenna’s phase shifters or T/R modules and executed. The entire process must be repeated at a high enough rate to keep up with the changes in aircraft attitude. If the aircraft’s maneuvers are at all severe, this rate may be exceptionally high. For a nominal “resteer” rate of 2,000 beam positions per second, the phase commands for two to three thousand radiating elements must be calculated, distributed, and executed in less than 500 microseconds! Fortunately, with advanced airborne digital processing systems, throughputs of this order can be provided. Summary Mounted in a fixed position on the aircraft structure, the ESA produces a beam which is steered by individually controlling the phase of the signals transmitted and received by each radiating element. A passive ESA operates with a conventional central transmitter and receiver; while an active ESA has the transmitter and the receiver front end functions distributed within it at the radiator level. The passive ESA is considerably more complex than a mechanically steered array (MSA); the active ESA is an order of magnitude more complex than the passive ESA. Both types have three prime advantages: (1) the contribution of their reflectivity to the aircraft’s RCS in the threat window of interest can readily be reduced; (2) their beams are extremely agile; (3) they are highly reliable and capable of graceful degradation. The active ESA also has the advantages of providing an extremely low receiver noise figure, affording beam-shaping versatility, and enabling radiation of independent multiple beams of different frequencies. The principal limitations of the ESAs are (a) restriction of the maximum field of regard to roughly ±60° by the foreshortening of the aperture and consequent reduction in gain at large angles off broadside and (b) the requirement for a substantial amount of processor throughput to stabilize the pointing of the antenna beam in the face of severe aircraft maneuvers. 479
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The beam steering controller (BSC) function may be performed in the central processor.
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o fully realize the compelling advantages of the ESA, its design and implementation must meet a number of stringent requirements, not the least of which is affordable cost. This chapter begins by discussing those design considerations common to both passive and active ESAs. It then takes up the considerations pertaining primarily to passive ESAs and, finally, those pertaining solely to active ESAs. Considerations Common to Passive and Active ESAs The cost of both passive and active ESAs increases rapidly with the number of phase shifters or T/R modules required, hence with the number of radiators in the array. Consequently, a key design requirement common to both types of ESAs is to space the radiators as widely as possible without creating grating lobes and—if stealth is required—without creating Bragg lobes either. The number of radiators may in some cases be further reduced through judicious selection of radiator lattice. Avoiding Grating Lobes. Grating lobes (Fig. 1) are repetitions of an antenna’s mainlobe1 which are produced if the spacing of the radiating elements is too large relative to the operating wavelength. They are undesirable because they rob power from the mainlobe, radiate this power in spurious directions, and from these directions receive returns which are ambiguous with the returns received through the mainlobe. Also, ground return or jamming received through the grating lobes may mask targets of interest or desensitize the radar by driving down the automatically controlled gain (AGC). 481
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Note: Sidelobes, not shown, also repeat.
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Grating lobes are repetitions of the mainlobe. They are produced if the spacing of the radiated elements is too large in comparison to the wavelength.



1. And sidelobes, as well.
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With an ESA, if the radiator spacing is not less than 1 wavelength, as the mainlobe is steered away from broadside, a grating lobe will appear and move into the field of regard.



Radiator Spacing Example If the maximum look angle, θ0, is 30°, what radiator spacing can be used and still avoid grating lobes? dmax =



λ 1 + sin 30°



=



λ 1.5



λ 1 + sin 60°



=



λ 1.87



dmax =



= 0.67 λ



If θ0 is increased to 60°, what must dmax be reduced to? dmax =



Grating lobes are not unique to ESAs. They may be produced by any array antenna if the radiators are too widely spaced. Like the mainlobe, they occur in those directions for which the waves received by a distant observer from all of the radiators are in phase. As illustrated by the panel on the facing page, in the case of a mechanically steered array, where the phases of the waves radiated by all radiators are the same, grating lobes can be avoided even if the radiators are separated by as much as a wavelength. In an ESA, however, the element spacing cannot be this large. For the angles at which the waves from all radiating elements are in phase depend not only upon the element spacing but also upon the incremental element-to-element phase shift, ∆φ, which is applied for beam steering. As the mainlobe is steered away from broadside (i.e., as ∆φ is increased from 0), a grating lobe whose existence was precluded by the radiators being no more than a wavelength apart, may materialize on the opposite side of the broadside direction and move into the field of regard (Fig. 2). For an ESA, therefore, the greater the desired maximum look angle, the closer together the radiating elements must be. The maximum acceptable spacing is



= 0.54 λ



2. Energy reflected back in the direction from which it came.



Rectangular Lattice



λ 1 + sin θ0



where λ is the wavelength and θ0 is the maximum desired look angle. As illustrated in the example (left), for a maximum look angle to 60°, the maximum radiator spacing is little more than half the operating wavelength. Incidentally, while the possible locations and movement of grating lobes may be readily visualized for a one-dimensional array, many people find visualizing them for a twodimensional array annoyingly difficult. The difficulty may be avoided, by plotting the lobe positions in so-called Sine Theta Space, as explained in the panel on page 484. Avoiding Bragg Lobes. Bragg lobes are retrodirective reflections2 which may occur if an array is illuminated by another radar from certain angles off broadside. If stealth is required, they must be avoided. As explained in Chap. 39, avoiding Bragg lobes may require a much tighter radiator lattice than is necessary to avoid grating lobes.



Diamond Lattice
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Common radiator lattice patterns. With the diamond pattern, the number of radiators may be reduced by up to 14% without compromising grating lobe performance.



Choice of Lattice Pattern. For an ESA, the choice of radiator-lattice pattern may also influence the number of radiators required. The most common lattice patterns are rectangular and triangular or diamond shaped (Fig. 3). With a diamond lattice, the number of radiators may be reduced by up to 14% without compromising grating lobe performance. The 482
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AVOIDING GRATING LOBES Where Grating Lobes Occur. Like the main lobe, grating lobes occur in those directions, θ n,



For an ESA, avoiding grating lobes is not quite so simple. For an incremental phase difference, ∆φ, is applied to the excitation of successive radiators to steer the main lobe to the desired look angle, θ L.
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in which the waves received by a distant observer from all of the antenna’s radiating elements are in phase.
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φ – ∆φ ∆Rφ = d sin θ L



Consequently, for an ESA, grating lobes occur in those directions, θ n, where the incremental distance, ∆Rθ , from successive radiating elements to a distant observer equals a whole multiple of a wavelength (nλ) minus the distance, ∆Rφ, corresponding to the phase lag, ∆φ.
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For an MSA, where all radiating elements are excited in phase, θn is simply the direction in which the incrementtal difference in range, ∆Rθ, from successive radiating elements to a distant observer is a whole multiple, n, of the operating wavelength, λ. To Distant Observer



Here, for example, to steer the beam to the right, the phase of the excitation for radiator B is made to lag that for radiator A by ∆φ.
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θn To Distant Observer



The direction, θn, is thus related to λ and the distance, d, between radiators by the sine function. sin θ n =
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From this simple relationship,



θn



d sin θn = nλ – d sin θ L d



we can obtain the positions of all possible grating lobes. Setting n equal to 1 and θ L equal to the maximum desired look angle, θ 0, yields a “worst case” equation for the position of the first grating lobe.



Now, the gain of each radiator goes to zero as θ approaches 90°.



d sin θ1 = λ – d sin θ 0 Gain, G
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As with an MSA, to avoid grating lobes the first grating lobe must be placed at least 90° off broadside. As illustrated in the diagram below, θ1 approaches 90° as d is reduced to λ minus d sinθ 0.



And θ 1, the direction of the first grating lobe, approaches 90° as d is reduced to λ. θ1 90° θ1 To D is Obse tant rver
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So, since sin 90° = 1, letting sin θ1 equal 1 and solving the above equation for d yields the maximum spacing an ESA's radiators may have and avoid grating lobes.



So, for an MSA, grating lobes can be avoided by reducing the spacing of the radiators to 1 wavelength or less.
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d ≤ λ
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SINE THETA SPACE For even a mechanically steered array, visualizing the possible positions of grating lobes is made difficult by the fact that their directions, θ n, relative to the antenna broadside direction are related to the distance, d, between radiators and the wavelength, λ, by the sine function. sin θn = n



λ d



The beauty of Sine Theta Space is that the position of the main lobe can be plotted on it simply by scaling off (in the direction φ relative to the related lattice axis, u or v) a distance equal to the sine of the lobe's deflection, θ0. The positions of any grating lobes can then be predicted by scaling off on either side of the main lobe distances equal to n λ divided by the radiator spacings du and dv. Thus:



n = 1, 2, 3, . . .



where n is the number of the lobe. (The main lobe is number 0.)



• Main lobe distance = sin θ0 (at angle φ)



For an ESA, the difficulty is compounded by θ n being determined not only by the radiator spacing, but also by the deflection,θ 0 , of the main lobe from broadside. sin θn = n



λ d



• Grating lobe distances = ±



λ λ and ± du dv
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In the case of a 2-D ESA, these difficulties are further compounded by the lobes existing in three-dimensional space.
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Grating Lobe Diagram Plotted in Sine Theta Space



Main Lobe



Since lobes cannot exist at angles greater than 90° off broadside, a circle of radius 1 (the sine of 90°) is drawn around the origin. The area within this circle is termed “real space”; the area outside it, “imaginary space.”
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An engineer named Von Aulock elegantly solved all three problems in a single stroke by (a) representing the main lobe and each grating lobe with a unit vector (arrow one unit long) and (b) projecting the tip of this vector onto the plane of the array.



Real Space



Main Lobe



When evaluating radiator lattice patterns and radiator spacing, potential grating lobe positions are often plotted in imaginary space.
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Plane of array



One can then readily see whether any of these lobes will materialize—i.e., move into real space—when the main lobe is steered to the limits of the desired field of regard.



Since the distance from the center of the plane to each point projected onto it is (1 x sin θ n), Von Aulock named the plane Sine Theta Space.
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choice of lattice pattern, though, is also influenced by other considerations, such as RCS-reduction requirements. The number of radiators may be reduced still further by selectively thinning the density of elements near the edges of the array. In assessing thinning schemes, however, their effects on sidelobes and their interaction with edge treatment for RCS reduction must be carefully considered. In short, no matter what the scheme, some price is always paid for reducing the number of radiators beyond what is achieved by simply limiting their spacing to dmax. Design of Passive ESAs Among basic considerations in the design of passive ESAs are the selection of phase shifters, the choice of feed type, and the choice of transmission lines. Selection of Phase Shifters. In a two-dimensional array employing 2000 or more radiators, phase shifters (Fig. 4) typically account for more than half the weight and cost of the array. Consequently, it is critically important that the individual devices be light weight and low cost. Also, so as not to reduce the radiated power and not to increase the receiver noise figure appreciably, the phase shifters’ insertion loss must be very low. Other critical electrical characteristics of the phase shifters are accuracy of phase control, switching speed, and voltage standing-wave ratio. Choice of Feed Type. The feeds used in passive ESAs are of two basic types: constrained and space. Constrained feeds may be either traveling-wave or corporate. In a traveling-wave feed, the individual radiating elements, or columns of radiating elements, branch off of a common transmission line (Fig. 5). This type of feed is comparatively simple. But it has a limited instantaneous bandwidth. The reason is that the electrical length of the feed path in wavelengths, hence also the phase shift from the common source to each radiator is different. The difference may be compensated by adding a suitable correction to the setting of the phase shifter for each radiator. But since the required correction is a function of the wavelength of the signals passing through the feed, any one phase setting generally provides compensation over only a 3 narrow band of frequencies. A corporate feed has a pyramidally shaped branching structure (Fig. 6). It can readily be designed to make the physical length, hence also the electrical length, of the feed paths to all radiating elements the same, thereby eliminating the need for phase compensation. The instantaneous bandwidth then is limited only by the bandwidths of the radiators and of the phase shifters, transmission lines, and connectors making up the feed system. 485
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Ferrite phase shifters of the sort used in passives ESAs: X-band (left); Ku-band (center); Ka-band, removed from its housing (right).
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Traveling-Wave Feed
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Traveling-wave feed is simple and inexpensive. But, since the electrical length of the path to each radiator is different, a phase correction must be made for each element, limiting the instantaneous bandwidth.



3. Some feeds get around this limitation but are impracticably bulky.
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Corporate Feed
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Corporate feed makes the electrical length of paths to all radiators the same, eliminating the need for phase corrections and widening the instantaneous bandwidth.
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Space feeds vary widely in design. Figure 7 shows a representative feed. In it, a horn or a small primary array of radiating elements illuminates an electronic lens filling the desired aperture. The lens consists of closely spaced radiating elements, such as short open-ended wave guide sections, each containing an electronically controlled phase shifter. The space feed is simple, lightweight, and inexpensive. It has low losses and an instantaneous bandwidth comparable to that of a corporate feed. But the focal length of the primary array adds considerably to the depth of the antenna. Also, sidelobe control is difficult to obtain without amplitude tapering at the radiator level.
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Choice of Transmission Lines. The transmission lines commonly used in antenna feed systems are of two general types: strip line and hollow waveguide.4 Strip line consists of narrow metal lines (strips) sandwiched between metal surfaces. It is lightweight, compact, and low cost. Moreover, it can pass signals having instantaneous bandwidths of up to a full octave! It thus meets the requirements of applications ranging from ECCM and LPI to high resolution mapping. Strip line is of two general types (see panel below). In one, the strips are insulated from the metal surfaces by a dielectric sheet, making this feed cheaper but lossy. In the other—called “power” strip line—losses are minimized by isolating the strips from the metal surfaces with an air gap.



The space feed is simple, inexpensive and has an instantaneous bandwidth comparable to a corporate feed’s. But the focal length of the primary array adds to the depth of the antenna.



4. Strip line is more precisely defined as transverse electromagnetic mode (TEM) transmission line; hollow wave guide, as transverse electric/ transverse magnetic (TE / TM) transmission line.



REPRESENTATIVE STRIP LINE CONSTRUCTION Click for high-quality image



Dielectric Strip Line



Air (Power) Strip Line



(RS95-4626)



This type of strip line is made of two thin metalized dielectric sheets. The bottom sheet (foreground) is metalized on both sides. Metal on top is etched away leaving a strip-like conductor. The upper sheet is metalized only on top. When the two sheets are put together, the conductor is sandwiched between the metal layers and insulated from them by the dielectric. The result is lightweight, compact, low cost, and can pass wideband signals. It is lossy, but good for low-power and strongsignal applications.
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Strip-like conductor, etched from the metalized surface of a dielectric sheet, is sandwiched between thin aluminized sheets into which matching grooves have been stamped. Supported by the dielectric, the conductor is separated from the metal by air in the groves. Also very wide band, it is more expensive than dielectric strip line but has much lower losses. In another version of air strip line, conductor is supported at intervals by plastic standoffs in groves cut into light metal plates by an automated machine tool.
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Hollow metal waveguide (Fig. 8) is heavier, more expensive, and has a limited instantaneous bandwidth. But it has very low losses. Consequently, it is required for high transmitted powers, weak signal detection, and long runs. With advances in plastic molding and plating techniques, high-quality low-cost metal-coated hollow plastic wave guide has become an attractive option. Design of Active ESAs The key element of an active ESA is the T/R module. Among the many important considerations in its design, are the number of different types of integrated circuit chips required, the power output to be provided, the limits imposed on transmitted noise, and the required precision of phase and amplitude control. Not to be overlooked is the array’s crucial physical design. Each of these considerations is discussed briefly below.



8.



A section of hollow metal waveguide. It is heavier and more expensive than stripline and has a limited instantaneous bandwidth. But, having very low losses, it is required in applications requiring high transmitter powers and/or weak signal detection.



Chip Set. Ideally, all of a module’s circuitry would be integrated on a single wafer. However, because of differences in the requirements of the various functional elements, technology for achieving this goal is not presently available. Consequently, the circuitry is partitioned by function and placed on more than one chip. The chips are then interconnected in a hybrid microcircuit (Fig. 9). Click for high-quality image
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Closeup of a representative T/R module (cover removed). Integrated circuit chips are interconnected in a hybrid microcircuit.



The basic chip set for a T/R module (Fig. 10) includes three monolithic microwave integrated circuits, called MMICs,5 plus a digital VLSI (very large scale integrated circuit):



5. Circuits for millimeter wavelengths are called MIMICs. Hybrid Microcircuit



• High-power amplifier (MMIC) • LNA plus protection circuit (MMIC) • Variable-gain amplifier and variable phase shifter (MMIC) • Digital control circuit (VLSI)



Variable Gain Amplifier + Phase Shifter (MMIC)



LNA + Protection Circuit (MMIC)



High-power Amplifier (MMIC)



Control (VLSI)



Depending upon the application, to these may be added other chips, such as a driver MMIC to amplify the input to the high-power amplifier when high peak powers are required, circuitry for built-in testing, and so on. 487



10. Basic chip set for a representative T/R module. Set consists of three monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs) and one digital very large-scale integrated circuit (VLSI).
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To date, virtually all MMICs for X-band and higher frequencies have been made of gallium arsenide (GaAs), since it is the only material yet proven capable of handling such high frequencies. One limitation of GaAs is its very low thermal conductivity. For the circuitry on a chip to be adequately cooled, the chip must either be ground very thin— making it fragile and difficult to handle—or mounted on the hybrid substrate face down (flip-chip technique).



For the same peak power output:
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Required Peak Power Per Module = P



Required Peak Power Per Module = 2P



11. Relationship between the peak power per module and the area of an array.
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12. Receiver noise figure equals the noise figure for the LNA plus the losses in the elements ahead of the LNA: radiator, duplexer, receiver protection circuit, and interconnections.



Power Output. In general, for a given array size, the array’s average power output is dictated by the desired maximum detection range. The realizable average power output, however, is usually constrained by (a) the amounts of primary electrical power and cooling the aircraft designer allocates to the ESA and (b) the module’s efficiency. For a given primary power and cooling capacity, the higher the efficiency, the higher the average power can be. Regarding module efficiencies, two terms which often come up are “power added efficiency” and “power overhead.” These are explained in the panel on the facing page. In designing the module’s high-power amplifier, the required peak power is of greatest concern. It, of course, equals the desired average power per module divided by the minimum anticipated duty factor. For a given peak power output from the array as a whole, the peak power per module is inversely proportional to the number of modules, hence to the area of the array. Consequently, to obtain the same peak power from an array having an area of 4 square feet, as from an array having an area of 8 square feet, the peak power of each module must be doubled (Fig. 11). Transmitter Noise Limitations. As with a radar employing a central transmitter, noise modulation of the transmitted signal must be minimized. The principal sources of noise modulation in an active ESA are ripple in the dc input voltage and fluctuations in the input voltage due to the pulsed nature of the load. Because the voltages are low and the currents are high, adequately filtering the input power is a demanding task. It may require distributing the power conditioning function at an intermediate level within the array, or even including a voltage regulator in every T/R module. Receiver Noise Figure. Since one of the main reasons for going to an active ESA is reduction of receive losses, to fully realize the ESA’s potential it is essential that the T/R module have an extremely low receiver noise figure. Typically, the receiver noise figure is quoted for the module as a whole. It equals the noise figure of the LNA plus the losses ahead of the LNA—i.e., losses in the radiator, the duplexer, the protection circuit, and the interconnections (Fig. 12). 488
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Phase and Amplitude Control. The precision with which the phase and amplitude of the transmitted and received signals must be controlled at the radiator level is dictated by the maximum acceptable peak sidelobe level of the full array. The lower it is, the



MEASURES OF MODULE EFFICIENCY Power-Added Efficiency. Since a module’s highpower amplifier (HPA) typically includes more than one stage, the efficiency of the final stage is generally expressed as power added efficiency, EPA.



• Smaller the quantization step sizes of the phase and amplitude control circuits must be



EPA =



Po – Pi Pdc



where



• Wider the amplitude-control range needed to achieve the necessary radiation taper across the array for side lobe reduction • Smaller the acceptable phase and amplitude errors Array Physical Design. The performance and cost of an active ESA depend critically not only upon the design of the T/R modules, but also upon the physical design of the assembled array. In general, the radiators must be precisely positioned and solidly mounted on a rigid back plane. This is essential if the antenna’s RCS is to be minimized; for any irregularities in the face of the array will result in random scattering which cannot otherwise be reduced (see page 495). The modules are typically mounted behind the back plane on cold plates, which carry away the heat they generate. Behind the cold plates then are: (a) a low-loss feed manifold connecting each module to the exciter and the central receiver; (b) distribution networks providing control signals and dc power to each module; and (c) a distribution system for the coolant that flows through the cold plates. Just how this general design is implemented may vary widely. One approach, called stick architecture, is illustrated in Figs. 13 and 14.
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= RF output power



Pi



= RF input power



Pdc = DC input power. If the gain of the final stage is reasonably high, the power added efficiency very nearly represents the efficiency of the entire amplifier chain. Power Overhead. This is the power consumed by the other elements of the module—switching circuitry, LNA, and module control circuit. Because of this overhead, a module’s efficiency may be considerably less than the HPA’s efficiency, which typically is somewhere between 35 and 45%. Since much of the overhead power is consumed continuously, while the RF output is pulsed, module efficiency may vary appreciably with PRF. Output Power Loss In HPA Overhead Power PRF 1



PRF 2



Aperture Weighted



Also, since overhead power is independent of output power, if all modules are identical, as they reasonably would be, aperture weighting can significantly reduce the efficiency of many modules. To minimize this reduction yet achieve extremely low sidelobes, special weighting algorithms have been developed for active ESAs.



Click for high-quality image



13. A single “stick” for an active ESA of stick-architecture design. A row of precisely positioned radiators is solidly mounted on a rigid structure serving as: (a) back plane for the radiators, (b) cold plate and housing for the T/R modules, and (c) housing for RF feed, power, and control-signal distribution network.



14. Sticks are rigidly mounted on top of each other to form the complete array.
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Another approach to the physical design of an active ESA is a so called “tile” architecture. It employs dime-sized threedimensional, four-channel modules (Fig. 15). Click for high-quality image Click for high-quality image



Enlarged



15. Dime-sized four-channel, three-dimensional T/R module.



16. Within the module, successive sections of four T/R circuits are placed on three boards, the heat from which is conducted out to the surrounding metal frame.



Within each module (Fig. 16), successive sections of four T/R circuits are placed on three circuit boards, mounted one on top of the other. Heat generated in the circuits on each board is conducted to the surrounding metal frame. The modules are sandwiched between cold plates having feed-through slots for the RF signals, dc power, and control signals (Fig. 17).
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Power and Control-Signal Distribution Printed Wiring Board.
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17. “Tile” array architecture. Four-channel three-dimensional T/R modules (such as shown in Fig. 10) are sandwiched between two cold plates. RF input and output signals, control signals, and dc-power feed through slots in the lower cold plate. RF signals to and from the radiators feed through slots in the upper cold plate.
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For sidelobe reduction, precise control of phase and gain in each module is essential. Consequently, a comprehensive automatic self-test and calibration capability is provided. To account for manufacturing tolerances, the initial calibration correction for each module is set into a nonvolatile memory in the module’s control circuit. Finally, since more than the maximum acceptable number of modules may malfunction during the operational life of the aircraft, provisions must be included for removing and replacing individual modules—a difficult design task, to say the least. Summary To minimize the cost of an ESA—whether passive or active—the radiating elements must be spaced as far apart as possible without creating grating lobes. The maximum spacing is about half a wavelength. For stealth, still closer spacing may be required to avoid Bragg lobes. The number of radiators may be reduced by up to 14% by using a diamond lattice. And it may be reduced still further by thinning the density of elements at the array’s edges, but for such reductions, a price is paid in terms of sidelobe and RCS performance. Key elements of a passive ESA are the phase shifters. They account for more than half the weight and cost of the array, hence must be lightweight and low cost. Also critical are the transmission lines and feed. For wideband operation, strip line and either a corporate or a space feed must be used. For high power and weak-signal detection, hollow waveguide is required. The key element of an active ESA is the T/R module. It is implemented with a limited number of monolithic integrated circuits in a hybrid microcircuit. For X-band frequencies and higher, the monolithic circuits are made of gallium arsenide. Critical electrical characteristics are the module’s peak power output, precision of phase and amplitude control, receiver noise figure, and noise modulation of the transmitted signal, which must be minimized through filtering of the dc input power. To minimize the antenna’s RCS, the radiators are mounted on an extremely rigid back plane. The T/R modules are mounted on cold plates, immediately behind the back plane. Self-test and self-calibration capabilities are essential.
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Antenna RCS Reduction
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iewed nose-on, a typical fighter aircraft has a radar cross section (RCS) on the order of one square meter. A similarly viewed low observable aircraft may have an RCS of only 0.01 square meter. Unless special RCS reduction measures are employed, even a comparatively small planar array antenna can have an RCS of up to several thousand square meters when viewed from a broadside direction! Since an aircraft’s radome is transparent to radio waves, if stealth is required, steps must be taken to reduce the RCS of the installed antenna. In this chapter, we will be introduced to the sources of reflections from a planar array antenna, learn what can be done to reduce or render them harmless, and see why these steps are facilitated in an ESA. We will then take up the problem of avoiding so-called Bragg lobes, which are retrodirectively reflected at certain angles off broadside if the radiator spacing is too large compared to the radar’s operating wavelength. Finally, we will very briefly consider the critically important validation of an antenna’s predicted RCS.



Radiating Elements



Sources of Reflections from a Planar Array For our purposes here, a planar array antenna, regardless of whether it is an MSA or an ESA, can conveniently be thought of as consisting of a flat plate—referred to as the “ground plane”—containing a lattice of radiating elements (Fig. 1). The backscatter from the antenna when illuminated by a radar in another aircraft—threat radar, we’ll call it—is com493



Ground Plane
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A planar array antenna, regardless of whether it is an MSA or an ESA, can conveniently be though of as a flat plate, termed the ground plane, containing a lattice of radiating elements.
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1. Specular (mirrorlike) reflections from the ground plane. These are called structural mode reflections. 2. Reflections of some of the received power by mismatched impedances within the antenna. Reradiated by the radiating elements, these are called antenna mode reflections.
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monly categorized as being comprised of four basic components (Fig. 2).



3. Reflections due to the mismatch of impedances at the edges of the array, i.e., between the ground plane and the surrounding aircraft structure. These reflections are referred to as edge diffraction.



The four basic components of backscatter from a planar array antenna. Random scattering is the sum of the random components of the structural-mode and antenna mode reflections.



4. Random components of the structural mode and antenna mode reflections. These components are called random scattering. In case you’re wondering, there are two reasons for separately breaking out random scattering. First, with the random scattering removed, the structural-mode and antenna-mode reflections can be characterized more simply. Second, there is then a one-to-one relationship between the individual categories of reflections and the techniques for reducing or controlling them. Reducing and Controlling Antenna RCS By carefully designing and fabricating an antenna, each of the four components of backscatter may be acceptably minimized or rendered harmless. STRUCTURAL MODE REFLECTIONS
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Structural mode reflections may be rendered harmless by tilting the array. The tilt reduces the effective aperture somewhat but that is a small price to pay for the huge reduction in detectability achieved.



Rendering Structural Mode Reflections Harmless. As may be seen from Fig. 3, these mirrorlike reflections may be controlled by physically tilting the antenna so that they are not directed back in the direction from which the illuminating radiation came. Although the tilt does not reduce the reflections, it prevents the threat radar from receiving them. With an ESA, which is mounted in a fixed position in the aircraft, the antenna ground plane can be permanently tilted so that the incident radiation will be harmlessly reflected in the same direction as the irreducible “spike” in the pattern of reflections from the aircraft structure. The tilt reduces the antenna’s effective aperture area somewhat, reducing the gain and broadening the beam about the axis of the tilt. But this is a small price to pay for the huge reduction in detectability that is achieved. Minimizing Antenna Mode Reflections. At the radar’s operating frequency, antenna mode reflections have a radia494
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tion pattern similar to that of the transmitted signal: a main lobe, surrounded by sidelobes (Fig. 4). The direction of the main lobe is determined by the angle of incidence of the illuminating waves and the element-to-element phase shift occurring within the array. As is clear from the figure, these reflections are not necessarily rendered harmless by the tilt of the antenna. They can be acceptably minimized, however, by employing well matched microwave circuitry in the antenna and by paying extremely close attention to design detail. In wideband MSAs and passive ESAs, even reflections from deep within the antenna must be eliminated. This may be accomplished by inserting isolators, such as circulators, at appropriate points in the feed. Minimizing Edge Diffraction. Edge diffraction produces backscatter comparable to that which would be produced by a loop antenna having the same size and shape as the perimeter of the array. Since the dimensions of this loop are generally many times the operating wavelength of the radar, the radiation pattern of the loop typically consists of a great many lobes fanning out from the broadside direction (Fig. 5). Consequently, edge diffraction, too, is not rendered harmless by the antenna’s tilt. Special measures must be taken to minimize it. In some antenna installations, edge diffraction is rendered harmless by shaping the edge of the ground plane to disperse the diffracted energy so that it is beneath the threshold of detection of the threat radar. In other installations, the diffraction is reduced by applying radar absorbing material (RAM) around the edges of the ground plane so that its resistivity smoothly tapers to that of the surrounding structure. To be effective, the treatment must be at least four wavelengths wide at the lowest threat frequency (Fig. 6). Consequently, it can seriously diminish the available aperture area, and so reduce the radar’s performance. Accordingly, careful tradeoffs are necessary between radar performance and RCS performance. In any event, the measures taken to reduce or render the diffraction harmless are greatly facilitated in an ESA, since it is permanently mounted in a fixed position on the aircraft structure.
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Radiation pattern of these reflections is similar to that of transmitted signal. Since their direction is determined by internal phase shifts as well as by angle of incidence of illuminating waves, they are not necessarily rendered harmless by tilt of antenna.



EDGE DIFFRACTION



Incident Radiation from Threat Radar
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Backscatter due to edge diffraction is comparable to that from a loop the size and shape of the array’s perimeter. Since its diameter is many times the operating wavelength, the backscatter fans out in many directions.



4λ At the lowest threat frequency
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Edge treatment must be at least four wavelengths wide. Depending on the antenna’s size, this can seriously diminish the effective aperture.



RANDOM SCATTERING



Minimizing Random Scattering. The random components of structural mode and antenna mode reflections may be spread over a wide range of angles (Fig. 7). So, they are not rendered harmless by the antenna’s tilt. To reduce them to acceptable levels, the antenna’s microwave characteristics must be highly uniform across the entire array. This requires exceptionally tight manufacturing tolerances. 495
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The random components of structural mode and antenna mode reflections are spread over a wide span of angles.
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Avoiding Bragg Lobes Po te nt ia lL ob e



A potential lobe materializes if the antenna is illuminated by a threat radar in the lobe’s direction. tial
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Bragg lobes are retrodirective reflections which may be received by an illuminating radar when it is a certain angle, θn, off broadside, if the spacing of the radiators is larger than half the wavelength of the illumination.



Bragg lobes are retrodirective reflections from the antenna’s radiators, which may be received by an illuminating radar when it is in certain angular positions, θn, off broadside (Fig. 8). Depending on the antenna’s design, besides direct reflections from the radiators, the lobes may also include energy reflected from within the antenna (i.e., antenna-mode reflections). The lobes are due to the periodicity of the radiator lattice. They occur at those angles for which the phases of the waves reflected in the illuminator’s direction by successive radiators differ by 360° or multiples thereof, hence are all in phase and add up to a strong signal. While for simplicity Fig. 8 has been drawn for lobes in a single plane, bear in mind that for a two-dimensional array Bragg lobes occur about both lattice axes. As illustrated in the panel below, the directions of the lobes relative to the boresight direction are determined by the spacing of the radiators relative to the wavelength of the illumination. The greater the spacing and/or the shorter the wavelength, the closer the lobes will be to the broadside direction and the more lobes there will be.



CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH A BRAGG LOBE WILL BE PRODUCED
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When adjacent radiators of an array antenna are illuminated by a threat radar, a Bragg lobe will be produced if the wave reflected in the radar’s direction (θ n) by the far radiator (B) is in phase with the wave reflected by the near radiator (A). Assuming no regular radiator-to-radiator phase shift in reflections from within the antenna, that condition will occur if the additional round-trip distance, ∆R, traveled to and from radiator B is a whole multiple, n, of the incident radiation’s wavelength, λ. ∆R = nλ
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As is clear from the diagram ,
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∆R = 2 d sin θ n



∆R = 2 d sin θ n where d is the spacing between radiators. Thus, the relationship between radiator spacing and Bragg-lobe direction is d =



nλ 2 sin θn



To minimize the antenna’s RCS, the first Bragg lobe (n = 1) must be placed 90° off broadside (sin θ1 = 1). Substituting these values in the above equation yields: d =
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for stealth.



CHAPTER 39 Antenna RCS Reduction



Validating an Antenna’s Predicted RCS Because of the complexity of the factors contributing to an antenna’s installed RCS, a key step in developing a low RCS antenna is validating the antenna’s predicted RCS. For this, one or more physical models of the radiating aperture are generally built. These are called phenomenology models, or “phenoms.” Typically, they include not only the radiators and any covering that goes over them, but also the first few stages of internal circuitry. If the schedule allows, the phenoms may even be used to interactively refine the design. 497
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Bragg lobe patterns for square and 60° diamond radiator lattices. Despite the greater radiator spacing of the diamond lattice, all Bragg lobes except the central one are outside the boundary of visible (real) space. The central lobe is rendered harmless by the tilt of the antenna.
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Like grating lobes, Bragg lobes can be avoided by spacing the radiators close enough together to place the first lobe 90° off broadside. As the panel shows, if the illuminator’s wavelength is the same as the radar’s, this may be accomplished with a spacing of half the operating wavelength. But, if the illuminator’s wavelength is shorter, the spacing must be proportionately reduced. Suppose, for instance, that the radar’s wavelength is 3 centimeters and the illuminator is operating at 18 GHz (λ = 1.67 cm). To avoid Bragg lobes, the radiator spacing would have to be reduced to 1.67 ÷ 2 = 0.84 centimeters—little more than a quarter of the operating wavelength. If such tight spacing is not economically feasible, the designer has three options. The first two are comparatively simple. One is to use a diamond lattice such as that illustrated in Fig. 9. Despite the larger radiator spacing of this lattice, Bragg lobes may be rendered harmless. The second option is simply to employ the tightest practical radiator spacing—at least along the axis of greatest concern. The third and more costly option is to prevent any shorter wavelength radiation from reaching the array. One way of accomplishing this is to place a frequency selective screen (FSS) in front of the array (Fig. 10). The screen is designed to pass all wavelengths in the radar’s operating band with little attenuation, yet reflect all out-of-band radiation. The screen may either be mounted externally as shown in Fig. 10 or be built into the antenna face. As with structural mode reflections, because of the tilt of the antenna—hence also of the screen—radiation reflected by the screen will be directed in a nonharmful direction. In one possible implementation, the screen consists of a thin metal sheet containing a tight lattice of slots, mounted between two dielectric slabs. To be effective, the slots must be separated by no more than half the wavelength of the highest threat frequency.
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10. A frequency-sensitive screen acts as a bandpass filter, rejecting radiation of such high frequency that making the radiator lattice tight enough to avoid grating lobes is not practical.
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Measurements made on the phenoms, as well as on the complete antennas, include the following: • Closed circuit measurements at the radiator level to isolate and quantify the complex reflections from each radiator and its internal circuitry—commonly referred to as “look-in” measurements.



Click for high-quality image



• Angular “cuts” of the reflection pattern of the total array. • Very high resolution ISAR (inverse synthetic aperture radar) images of the antenna, made to isolate individual reflection “hot spots” and to determine the effectiveness of the edge treatment.



11. The predicted RCS of the antenna for the radar of a fighter aircraft is verified in an anechoic chamber. Antenna in its radome is mounted on a low RCS test body.



To realistically evaluate the installed antenna’s RCS, a full-scale model of the nose section of the aircraft including the phenom is generally tested in a large anechoic chamber (Fig. 11). Summary
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Unless special measures are taken to reduce the reflections from a planar array, its RCS may be several thousand square meters. The reflections are of four basic types, which may be reduced or rendered harmless as follows:



θ



• Mirror-like reflections from the back plane (structural mode reflections)—may be rendered harmless by tilting the antenna.
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• Reflections due to mismatched impedances within the antenna (antenna mode reflections)—may be reduced by minimizing the mismatches.



ANTENNA MODE REFLECTIONS
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• Reflections due to mismatched impedances at the edges of the array (edge diffraction)—may be reduced by tapering the impedances with radar absorbing material or shaping the edges of the ground plane to disperse the diffracted energy.



4λ At the lowest threat frequency



• Random components of structural and antenna mode reflections (random scattering)—may be reduced by holding to extremely tight manufacturing tolerances.



RANDOM SCATTERING
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Radar Antenna



To avoid retrodirective reflections from the radiator lattice—Bragg lobes—the radiator spacing must be less than half the wavelength of the illumination. If illuminators may be encountered whose wavelengths are shorter than the radar’s, either the radiator spacing must be further reduced, or a frequency-sensitive screen must be placed over the array to keep out the shorter wavelength radiation. Because of the complexity of factors contributing to antenna RCS, RCS predictions are validated with physical models (phenoms), and a full-scale model of the nose section is usually tested in an anechoic chamber. 498



Advanced Radar Techniques
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he advent of active ESAs, the emergence of low RCS aircraft, and the growing threat of electronic countermeasures have given impetus to advanced work in several key areas of radar technology. This chapter, presents some significant developments spawned by that work: • Innovative approaches to multiple-frequency operation—for reducing vulnerability to countermeasures and avoiding detection by the enemy • Advanced signal integration and detection techniques—for small target detection • Bistatic modes of radar operation—for increasing survivability and for circumventing the limitation on power-aperture product imposed by a tactical aircraft’s small size • Space-time adaptive processing—for efficiently rejecting external noise and jamming and compensating for the motion-induced clutter spread with which long range surveillance radars must contend • True-time-delay beam steering—a technique still in its infancy which promises to broaden the instantaneous bandwidth of an active ESA sufficiently to enable simultaneous shared use of the same antenna for radar, electronic warfare, and communications • Interferometric SAR—for making accurate high-resolution topographic maps



Most of these developments have only been made practical by the high throughput of advanced digital processors. 499
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Approaches to Multiple Frequency Operation Although the advantages of wideband multiple frequency operation in avoiding jamming were long realized, virtually all airborne radars developed in the first 50 years of radar history were comparatively narrowband. Many could be switched from one to another of several radio frequencies. But, with few exceptions, this agility was limited to a small fraction of the operating frequency. Moreover, no radars employed more than one operating frequency at a time. Of many possible approaches to multifrequency operation, two are presented here. One, called SIMFAR, for simultaneous frequency agile radar, is a singularly convenient technique for generating a multifrequency drive signal for a radar transmitter in a way which simplifies both transmission and reception. The other approach, called STAR, for simultaneous transmit and receive, is a remarkably versatile multifrequency technique, which uniquely yields a duty factor of 100%.
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Spectrum of a phase-modulated carrier. When the modulation index is low, the carrier and two equal–amplitude sidebands contain 90% of the output power.



2.



By increasing the modulation index and including harmonics in the modulating signal, the number of equal-amplitude sidebands may be increased.



1. Carrier plus one or more pairs of sidebands.



Simultaneous Frequency Agile Radar (SIMFAR). This technique takes advantage of the unique characteristics of phase modulation to generate multiple frequencies from a single microwave source. Phase modulation, you’ll recall, produces sidebands above and below the carrier at multiples of the modulating frequency. The number of sidebands is determined by the modulation index. At a low value of the index, a pure sine-wave modulating signal produces two sidebands having the same amplitude as the carrier (Fig. 1); with the carrier, they contain 90% of the output power. By increasing the modulation index and including harmonics of appropriate amplitude and phase in the modulating signal, the number of equal-amplitude sidebands may be increased and the power in the outer sidebands reduced to a negligible percentage (Fig. 2). In this way, SIMFAR produces a constant-amplitude transmitter-drive signal composed of any desired odd number1 of equally spaced, equal-power spectral lines from a single stable microwave source and a single stable offset-frequency source (Fig. 3). Microwave Source
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SIMFAR system. From a single stable microwave source and a single stable offset-frequency source, a constant–amplitude multifrequency transmitter drive signal is produced.
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If desired, each line of the drive signal may be spread over a wide band by modulating the microwave source with phase or frequency coding, such as is used for pulse compression. This drive signal may be applied either to a suitably broadband active ESA or to a TWT amplifier feeding a broadband passive ESA or MSA. Since the amplitude of the signal is constant, an important bonus is that a TWT driven by the signal may be operated at saturation without generating intermodulation products, which could limit the radar’s detection sensitivity. Upon reception, the composite signal can be handled by a single-channel receiver. To separate the spectral lines, the receiver’s IF output is applied to a bank of bandpass filters, each of which is centered on a different line and has a bandwidth just wide enough to pass the line (Fig. 4). Bandpass Filters
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Reception of the composite SIMFAR signal can be handled by a single-channel receiver. Following IF amplification, the individual spectral lines are separated by bandpass filters whose outputs are processed in separate channels.



STAR. In this technique, rather than transmitting several different radio frequencies simultaneously, the radar transmits continuously and switches from one frequency to the next at time intervals equal to the desired pulse width. In so doing, it in effect interleaves several pulse trains, each of which has a different radio frequency (Fig. 5). 501
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Because all of the lines were produced by modulating the microwave reference signal with a single-offset frequency, coherent reference signals for I/Q detection of all the lines can be obtained simply by mixing a single reference frequency with the original offset-frequency. Following coherent integration, the outputs of all channels are summed. For a point target, such as an aircraft, the net result is the same as if the total power in all of the lines had been transmitted at a single radio frequency with very much higher peak power and the received signal had been conventionally processed with a combination of pre- and post-detection integration.
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STAR concept. Radar transmits continuously, but switches frequency at intervals equal to the desired pulse width, thus producing interleaved pulse trains having different radio frequency.
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Every transmitted pulse inevitably has noise sidebands. They extend over a span of frequencies so broad that some of the noise has the same radio frequency as the returns from STAR’s other pulse trains. Though this noise may be infinitesimally weak compared to the transmitted signal, it is many times stronger than the weak echoes from distant targets (Fig. 6). Operating Frequencies
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Spectra of pulse trains transmitted by STAR radar. As is inevitable in all radars, noise sidebands far stronger than the echoes of distant targets extend over a broad band on either side of each operating frequency.



To keep the noise from interfering with reception, as the transmitter switches from one frequency to the next, its output is switched from one to another of several bandpass filters, each of which passes a different one of the transmitter’s frequencies, while stripping off its noise sidebands (Fig.7, below, left). The frequencies are widely enough separated that the returns of each pulse train can be isolated by a bandpass filter. This filter also blocks any leakage of the transmitted pulses through the duplexer (Fig. 8). A
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STAR implementation for transmission. As the transmitter switches from one operating frequency to the next, its output is switched to a filter which passes that frequency while stripping off its noise sidebands thus preventing them from interfering with reception of the echoes of the other pulse trains.
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STAR implementation for reception. A bandpass filter is centered on the frequency of each pulse train. The frequencies are widely enough separated that each filter can pass only the returns of one pulse train and block any leakage of the other transmitted pulse trains through the duplexer.
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Since each pulse train is both transmitted and received on a separate channel, even a radar having only a relatively narrow instantaneous bandwidth can operate simultaneously over an extremely broad total band (explained in the panel, right). As with SIMFAR, the spectrum of each pulse train may itself be spread over a broadband by phase or frequency coding the transmitted pulses. If the transmitter is not peak-power limited, in addition to having different radio frequencies, the pulse trains can have different PRFs. This capability further broadens the usefulness of STAR. While the technique has been illustrated here for a radar employing a centralized transmitter, it is equally applicable to radars employing active ESAs. The configuration of a T/R module for a four-frequency STAR system is shown in Fig. 9. Phase Shifters & Variable Gain Amplifiers
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Bandpass Filters
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The radar’s total bandwidth, is the span of frequencies within which its operating frequency can be set without the radar's signals being distorted or unacceptably attenuated. Total Bandwidth



Generally, the total bandwidth is very much greater than the instantaneous bandwidth. While a certain amount of agility is thus allowed, the radar is constrained to shifting from one operating frequency to another within the total bandwidth at intervals of time no shorter than the coherent processing period for the received signals.
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One way of circumventing this limitation is to simultaneously use several different operating frequencies, each of which is spread over the radar's full instantaneous bandwidth. Total Bandwidth
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A radar’s instantaneous bandwidth is the widest band of radio frequencies the radar’s antenna and RF circuits can pass without altering the relative amplitudes and phases of a signal’s constituent frequency components or creating spurious modulation products. In other words, without distorting the radar's transmitted and received signals.
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T/R module for a four-frequency STAR system. Switch settings shown are for transmission on frequency fa.
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In an active ESA, besides spreading the transmitted signal over a broad spectrum, STAR has the advantage of facilitating simultaneous radiation of multiple beams. To appreciate the tremendous potential of this capability, consider a four-frequency system which has been cued to detect a distant target in a given direction. To concentrate the radar’s power in the target’s direction, while both limiting peak power and gaining the advantage of frequency diversity, three beams search a narrow sector in the cued direction. Meanwhile, the fourth beam maintains short-range situation awareness by rapidly searching a broad sector ahead (Fig. 10). Since the beams can be independently shaped, can employ common or diverse waveforms, can be transmitted at different power levels, and can have their functions instantly interchanged, the possibilities are virtually limitless. 503



Wideband operation of this sort is possible with the STAR technique.
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10. Representative application of a four-frequency STAR system in a radar employing an active ESA. Four independent beams are produced. Three execute an intense low-peak-power cued search for an assigned long-range target. The fourth beam, meanwhile, maintains short range situation awareness.
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Small Target Detection Within the limits that the tactical aircraft imposes on a radar’s power-aperture product, several approaches may be taken to increase the range at which targets of small RCS may be detected. Besides making refinements in conventional radar designs, as outlined in the panel on the facing page, detection sensitivity may be substantially increased through two advanced techniques: long coherent integration time, and sequential detection. Long Coherent Integration Time. As is clear from the radar-range equation, for any given power-aperture product, detection range can be increased by limiting the scan volume and correspondingly increasing the antenna beam’s time on target, tot. However, the extent to which the detection range may be increased thereby depends upon (a) the efficiency with which the increased energy received from the target is integrated and (b) the limit on scan frame time imposed by the application. As explained in Chap. 10, signal integration is of two types: • Coherent integration, which takes place in the doppler filters • Post-detection integration (PDI), which takes place after the outputs of the doppler filters have been detected and phase information is no longer present Both types can increase signal-to-noise ratios, hence detection ranges, substantially. However, coherent integration is considerably more efficient—provided the received signals retain their coherence throughout the entire integration period. The key factor limiting the duration of a signal’s coherence is target acceleration. In combat, a target is apt to change heading or speed continually. Unless this acceleration is compensated for, the target’s doppler frequency may move out of the passband of the doppler filter that is integrating the target’s returns. For long coherent integration times to be practical, therefore, acceleration compensation is essential. Compensation can be provided by subtracting a continuously changing compensation frequency from the radio frequency of the target returns—much as a continuously changing reference frequency is subtracted in stretch-radar decoding of chirp (page 165). By making the compensation frequency equal to the change in doppler frequency due to the target’s acceleration, the target’s returns may be kept in the passband of the same doppler filter throughout the integration period. 504
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INCREASING DETECTION SENSITIVITY Through Conventional Design Refinements Even though antenna size and average power may be limited, detection sensitivity can be enhanced considerably, by refining conventional radar features. Among key possibilities are employing frequency diversity, minimizing transmitted noise, widening the dynamic range of the receivers, minimizing quantization noise, and reducing the receiver noise figure. Employing Frequency Diversity. As it closes on a target, a radar bearing aircraft may slip into one of the deep notches in the target’s RCS pattern and remain there for some time. As a result, the target may not be detected by the radar until it has closed to a much shorter range than would be expected for the target’s average RCS.



Transmitter noise may be minimized by providing the following: • An exciter that produces spectrally pure signals • A ripple-free power supply • A low-noise transmitter Whatever noise is generated in the transmitter may largely be eliminated by adding a noise reduction loop around it. Transmitter



This loop detects any phase or amplitude variations in the transmitter output and adjusts the phase and amplitude of the input so as to reduce the variations toward zero. Providing Wide Dynamic Range. Another common inadvertent source of clutter is saturation of the radar receiver or A/D converters by strong clutter, as a result of insufficient dynamic range. Saturation generates modulation products which—like transmitter noise—spread into otherwise clutter-free spectral regions. Saturation of the receiver may be avoided by distributing the gain throughout the receiver chain with successive steps of automatic gain control.



However, the locations of the notches vary with the radio frequency of the radar signal illuminating the target. The single-look probability of detection, therefore, may be substantially increased by changing the operating frequency at the end of each coherent integration period. For best results, the frequencies should be separated by the bandwidth of a pulse whose length corresponds to the size of the target.
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The length of a pulse, you’ll recall, is roughly 1000 feet per microsecond of pulse width. For a 100-foot target, for instance, the corresponding pulse width, τ, would be 0.1 µs. The bandwidth of a pulse being roughly 1/τ, the optimum separation of frequencies for this particular target would be 1 / 0.1 µs = 10 MHz.



Minimizing Quantization Noise. Noise due to quantization of the received signals may be avoided by: • Employing highly linear A/D converters • Quantizing with a significant number of bits • Employing high sampling rates • Summing samples



Minimizing Transmitter Noise. Inadvertent noise modulation of a radar’s transmitted signal may produce ground clutter strong enough to limit the detection of weak signals. This clutter not only reduces detection sensitivity against tail aspect targets but, being inherently broadband, spreads over into the clutter-free spectral region in which nose-aspect targets are detected in high PRF operation.



Minimizing Receiver Noise Figure. Receiver noise may be minimized by employing very low noise preamplifiers (LNAs), minimizing all losses ahead of them, and placing the LNAs as close as possible to the radiating elements—as is done in active ESAs. With advanced solid state devices, remarkably low noise figures may be achieved.
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PART IX Advanced Concepts Integration (Doppler Filter Banks) Acceleration Compensation
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11. Acceleration compensation for long coherent integration times. For every possible acceleration, a separate filter bank is provided.
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12. Increase in detection sensitivity obtained by employing coherent integration instead of PDI. Beyond a certain point, the advantage of coherent integration over PDI rapidly diminishes.
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13. By lowering the detection threshold, weaker targets may be detected. But special measures must be taken to keep the increased number of false alarms from reaching the display.



2. Crossing of the detection threshold. Confirm Alert Dwell Detection
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14. Alert/confirm technique. During the alert scan, the radar employs a low detection threshold. When a target “hit” occurs, the beam is immediately steered back to confirm the hit with a high threshold.



The radar, or course, has no way of knowing how much, if any, a target will accelerate during any one integration period. Moreover, during the same period returns may be received from targets accelerating at different rates. To get around these problems, the radar returns are integrated in a number of parallel channels. In each successive channel, compensation is provided for an incrementally greater acceleration within the range of possible values (Fig. 11). The increments are selected so that no matter what a target’s acceleration is, its returns will be efficiently integrated in one of the channels. As the coherent integration time is increased, two things happen. The required signal-processing throughput grows, and the passbands of the doppler filters narrow. Since target returns have a finite bandwidth and signal processing costs are not inconsequential, a point is ultimately reached where the advantage of coherent integration over PDI rapidly diminishes (Fig. 12). Consequently, if the dwell time, tot, is very long, it typically is broken into two or more coherent integration periods, and the outputs from each filter for successive periods are combined through PDI. The increase in detection sensitivity obtained by efficiently integrating the received signals over long periods may be parlayed into a greater increase by increasing the radar’s target-detection efficiency. One way of accomplishing this is through sequential detection. Sequential Detection. As was explained in Chapter 10, a radar’s detection threshold is conventionally set high enough to reduce the false alarm probability to an extremely low value. By lowering the threshold, the detection sensitivity can be considerably increased. But, then, the number of false alarms increases (Fig. 13). If the increased detection sensitivity is to be useful, the false alarms must be kept from reaching the operator’s display. Two techniques for accomplishing that are alert-confirm detection and track before detection. Alert-confirm takes advantage of the selective dwell capability of the ESA to break search operation into “alert” and “confirm” phases. During the alert phase, the radar scans the desired search volume, using a long coherent integration time and a low detection threshold. 2 Following every “hit”, the alert scan is temporarily interrupted for the confirm phase. In it, the antenna beam is instantly steered back to the direction of the hit. It dwells there long enough to verify, with a high detection threshold, whether the hit was a valid target and, if so, to accurately determine the target’s location (Fig. 14). The alert scan is then resumed, and the target is passed on to the display. 506
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Detection performance may be optimize by judiciously selecting the waveforms for the two phases. Since all of the desired target information need not be obtained in the alert phase, for it a waveform may be selected which maximizes detection sensitivity—such as velocity search. A waveform such as High PRF range-while-search (RWS) may then be selected for the confirm phase. To avoid wasting scan time on false alarms, however, only if the target is confirmed in the first FM ramp of this waveform would the dwell be extended to include the ramps for range measurement and ambiguity resolution. Performance may be further optimized by adaptively selecting parameters of the confirm-phase waveform—PRF, pulse width, dwell time, FM-ramp slope, etc.—on the basis of data obtained in the alert phase. In the foregoing example, for instance, if the alert phase detection revealed that the target had a high doppler frequency, steep modulation ramps would be used in the confirm phase to achieve high range accuracy. On the other hand, if the target’s doppler frequency were found to be low, shallow ramps would be used to keep the mainlobe clutter from smearing over the target returns. If the density of targets is excessively high, special steps may be taken to keep the frame time from being stretched out. For example, by performing crude ranging in the alert phase, large long-range targets of no interest may be identified and their confirmation inhibited. For targets already in track, the confirm phase may be skipped and the tracks updated on the basis of data obtained from the alert detections. The possibility of frame time being stretched out may be avoided completely with the track-before-detection technique. It uses only a low-detection threshold. Targets are confirmed if detected in several complete search frames (Fig. 15). Besides increasing detection sensitivity, this technique has the added advantage that advanced tracking information is already available when a detection is declared. Bistatic Target Detection In bistatic target detection, targets are illuminated by one radar and their returns are detected by one or more passively operating radars. Illumination may be provided either cooperatively, by a radar in a friendly aircraft, or inadvertently, by an enemy radar. Cooperative Bistatic Detection. Cooperative operation has at least two particularly valuable applications. One is enabling a fighter to get around the restrictions imposed on power-aperture product by the small diameter 507
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15. With track before detection, targets are confirmed if they cross a low detection threshold in several complete search scan frames. Noise spikes, too, will cross the threshold, but not necessarily at the same point in each frame.
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16. Limitations on the power-aperture product of a fighter’s radar may be eased by illuminating targets with a high-power radar in a large aircraft safely flying in a standoff position.



17. By cooperatively shifting radar transmission randomly among themselves, the fighters of a strike force may obtain almost complete protection from anti-radiation missiles.



of the aircraft’s nose section, and the limited weight, cooling, and prime-power allocations that may reasonably be made to the radar. In this application, target illumination is safely provided from a standoff position by a large aircraft carrying a high-power radar having a large high-gain antenna. Target returns are received by the passively operating radar of the fighter (Fig. 16). Besides bringing higher average power to bear on a target, the technique may also eliminate eclipsing loss. Except in trailing attacks, where the fighter may receive such strong pulses from the transmitting aircraft that they cannot be rejected, the receiver needn’t be blanked during transmission. The net result: single-look probabilities of detection are significantly increased, and the fighter maintains radio silence. A second cooperative bistatic application is protecting a strike force from anti-radiation missiles (ARMs). For this, the strike aircraft continuously maneuver (“S” turns or the like). Transmission, meanwhile, is shifted randomly from one aircraft to another, and the radars in all aircraft listen (Fig. 17). The radar seeker of an attacking ARM is thus presented with a shifting line of sight to the source of the radiation. If the aircraft spacing and the illumination shifting period are optimally selected for the parameters of the ARM, nearly complete protection may be provided. For successful cooperative operation, precise synchronization is essential. To synchronize antenna scans and measure range accurately, the relative location and heading of the transmitting aircraft and the direction of its radar beam must be precisely known by the other aircraft. To extract the desired target information from the received signals, the transmitters and receivers of all radars must be tuned to within a few kilohertz of the same frequency. In addition, the transmit/receive timing and the start of the local oscillator sweeps for FM ranging (if used) must be synchronized to within a microsecond or less. Difficult as these requirements appear, they can be readily met. Frequency synchronization can be obtained by sensing the “main bang” sidelobe radiation received through the receiving radars’ antenna sidelobes. Timing may be adequately provided by a highly stable crystal oscillator in each aircraft, with but a single preflight synchronization. Locations and headings of adequate accuracy can be obtained from each aircraft’s inertial navigation system, provided its alignment and positional output are periodically initialized. The only significant addition required to a typical avionics system is a secure data link to transmit the position, heading, and beam direction from the illuminating aircraft to the passively operating radars. 508
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Noncooperative Bistatic Detection. Another possible source of target illumination may be an enemy radar of known location—such as an early warning radar (Fig. 18). This is an attractive possibility; for it completely obviates any friendly aircraft breaking radio silence. However, several potential limitations must be kept in mind. Many such emitters are mobile or at least portable, so their locations may not be known with sufficient accuracy for good ranging. The bistatic geometry may be such that the difference in doppler shifts for the target echoes and the ground clutter are relatively small, making clutter rejection difficult. The illuminator may have a noisy transmitter, making good clutter rejection impossible. Finally, enemy emitters operate at their own convenience and so may be used only opportunistically. Space Time Adaptive Processing (STAP) STAP is a joint angle-doppler domain filtering technique applicable to long-range pulse-doppler surveillance radars employing phased array (ESA) antennas and clutter cancelers for mainlobe clutter rejection. The technique was con3 ceived as an alternative to conventional means of rejecting external noise and noise jamming and of compensating for aircraft-motion-induced spreading of the doppler spectrum of the ground clutter, which can severely degrade the detection of low closing-rate targets. A simplified block diagram of a generic, fully adaptive implementation of STAP is shown in Fig. 19. A separate receive channel is provided for each element of the array antenna. The receivers’ coherent video outputs are conventionally sampled and digitized. For every resolvable range interval, the samples taken during each coherent processing interval (CPI) are collected in a matrix. From it, weights for forming a filter “tuned” to pass potential target signals and reject the received noise and interference are adaptively computed. The samples are then weighted and summed. Background. The concept of adaptive processing is by no means new. Radar engineers have long dreamed of adaptively minimizing virtually every type of external interference on the basis of its spatial and spectral characteristics. However, most of the early approaches to STAP proved to be impracticably slow in adapting to changes in the clutter and interference situation. But in the early 1970s, three pioneers in the 4 field, devised a remarkably fast-adapting algorithm, which has come to be called the RMB, an acronym coined from the initial letters of their last names. With computer simulations, they convincingly demonstrated the algorithm’s effectiveness. These results were published in l974. For some 10 years, they received little attention. There were several reasons. 509
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18. Target illumination for bistatic detection may be provided adventitiously by an enemy radar of know location, obviating the need for any friendly aircraft to break radio silence.



3. Ultra-low sidelobe beam forming, displaced phase center antenna, sidelobe jamming rejection, etc. ESA Elements
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19. Generic, fully adaptive implementation of STAP. Filter formed by adaptively weighting and summing samples of receiver outputs is tuned to pass potential signals, reject noise jamming, and compensate for doppler spread of clutter spectrum.



4. I. S. Reed, J. D. Mallett, and L. E. Brennan.
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For one, the required computer throughput was well beyond the capabilities of then current airborne processors. For another, the requirements for not only an ESA but also a separate receiver and A/D converter for each array element were plainly not affordable in the 1970s. In the mid 1980s, however, in response to the anticipated need to detect emerging low-RCS aircraft, STAP became an active field of R&D and has remained so ever since.
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20. In RMB algorithm, weights are obtained directly by inverting the covariance matrix. Matrix is periodically updated (adapted) with a limited number of samples obtained from different range increments than the one currently being processed.



RMB Weighting Algorithm. This algorithm takes advantage of the fact that coherent return from the ground generally has circular Gaussian statistics; hence, is completely characterized by the complex covariance matrix. Weights for implementing the algorithm are obtained in essentially two steps. At the outset, lacking a priori knowledge of the interference situation, an estimate of the covariance matrix of the received radiation is made using a well known statistical analysis device, called the maximum-likelihood function. The matrix is then inverted, thereby directly yielding weights for each receive channel. Thereafter, the matrix is continually updated (adapted) in light of the received noise and radar return, to accurately reflect the varying clutter and interference conditions. Each update is based on separate and independent samples of received data obtained from range increments other than the one being processed (Fig. 20). The beauty of the algorithm is that only a relatively small number of samples is actually needed for an update, enabling most of the CPI to be devoted to efficiently filtering out the interference. As a result, the filter’s output contains a very high percentage of the received signal power. Provided the target density is not high and enough reasonably homogeneous independent samples of the interference are available for adaptive learning, the signal-to-noise ratio also is high. Subsequent Development. Work on STAP since the midl980s has focused largely on the RMB algorithm. Among the primary goals have been the following: • Make STAP more affordable • Overcome its inherent dependence upon receipt of an homogeneous flow of independent, identically distributed interference data • Enable STAP to handle a higher density of targets • Cope with sophisticated forms of jamming, such as coherent-repeater jamming of randomized range, angle, and doppler frequency • Get around the requirement of many STAP approaches for precisely matching receiver channels and calibrating them to match the antenna’s characteristics. 510
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Measures proposed to date to satisfy these requirements have consisted primarily of reducing the number of spatial degrees of freedom (adaptability) by employing subarrays and various levels of analog beam forming. While STAP was originally considered applicable only to radars employing expensive ESAs and multiple receiver channels, it has come to be viewed also as having potential applications as a relatively low-cost add-on to radars employing conventional antennas with sum-and-difference outputs, and possibly even having applications other than long-range surveillance.



OPTICAL FIBER Fiber of the type used for TTD beam steering is called singlemode fiber. The core, which 9 µm
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Photonic True-Time-Delay (TTD) Beam Steering
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TTD beam steering is a technique for greatly broadening the instantaneous bandwidth of an active ESA. In conventional ESAs, which steer the antenna beam with phase shifters, instantaneous bandwidths are inherently limited. For phase shifts that are a linear function of carrier frequency cannot be provided simultaneously over a broad band of frequencies. Different phase shifts must be provided not only for each beam position, but also for each carrier frequency. This limitation may be avoided by obtaining the phase shifts through the introduction of a controllable “true” time delay—TTD—in the feed for each T/R modules. As we shall see, by implementing the delays with fiber-optic and optoelectronic elements—photonics—they will, as desired, vary linearly with the frequencies of the RF signals passing through the feeds. Consequently, remarkably broad instantaneous bandwidths may be obtained.5 Photonic Implementation. In simplest form, a photonic feed for a T/R module consists of a single optical fiber (see panel, above right), having a laser diode attached to one end and a photo detector, to the other (Fig. 21).
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refraction than the core . Advantages • Low rf signal attenuation: 0.3 dB/km • Flexible: bend radius several cm.



• Stable transmission characteristics due to low ratio of bandwidth (e.g.,10 GHz) to carrier frequency (≥ 200 THz)



• Non-conducting



• Small size and light weight



• Immune to EMI, cross-talk, and EMP; is secure



• Can store wideband signals for 10s of milliseconds (duration limited only by length of fiber and acceptable loss)



• Does not disrupt rf fields • Large bandwidth: 10 GHz



5. TTD beam-steering can also be implemented with electronic devices and RF transmission lines, but because of the dispersion of waves of different frequency passing through them, instantaneous bandwidth is still limited. Transfer Characteristic of Laser Diode
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21. A simple fiber-optic feed for TTD beam steering. RF input signal is amplitude modulated on a beam of light emitted by the laser diode. The signal is delayed by the length of time it take to propagate through the fiber and is converted back to RF by the photo detector.
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The radio-frequency signal to be fed through the fiber varies the bias voltage applied to the laser diode, thereby proportionally modulating the amplitude of the light emitted by the diode at the signal’s radio frequency (Fig.22). 511
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22. By varying the bias current applied to the laser diode, the RF signal amplitude modulates the light emitted by the laser diode.
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6. This velocity is about 2/3 that in free space.



In passing through the fiber, the signal is delayed by a time, ∆T, equal to the fiber’s length, L, divided by the signal’s velocity of propagation, v, through the fiber.6 L ∆T = __ v



7. The optimum wavelength of the laser diodes for TTD beam steering is 200 to 250 THz (λ = 1.5 to 1.3 µm)
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The photo detector converts the time-delayed signal back to radio frequencies. Since the ends of the fiber can be collocated, by adding switches at the input and output the same fiber can be used for both transmission and reception. Because of the extremely high frequency of light7 compared to that of radio waves, the feed can accommodate signals having exceptionally wide instantaneous bandwidths—up to 18 GHz or more. Problem of Affordability. While the TTD concept is simple (Fig. 23), it is not at present affordable. There are three basic reasons why. First, since very little power can be conveyed by a fiber-optic feed, the antenna must be an active ESA which in itself is expensive. Second, except for the fibers, the photonic components required are currently quite expensive. Third, a great many components are required. In a “brute-force” approach, each of the ESA’s T/R modules would be provided with separate fiber-optic feeds cut to the correct lengths to provide the delays required for every potential look angle, θ (Fig. 24). The radar would then switch from one to another of these feeds as the desired look angle changes.



23. TTD concept. By progressively increasing length, L, of successive feeds, the antenna beam may be steered to any desired angle θ off broadside.
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24. Brute force approach to photonic TTD. Each T/R module is provided with a separate feed of correct length for each resolvable look angle, and the radar switches among them as the desired look angle changes.
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Needless to say, this approach is not particularly practical. Even a very small two-dimensional ESA may have as many as 400 radiators. Assuming a beamwidth of 3°, a desired angular resolution of half a beamwidth, and a field of regard of ± 60° in both azimuth and elevation, a total of 32,000 optical fibers, plus laser diodes and photo detectors would be required, not to mention switches and combiners. Considering that some ESAs may include up to two thousand or more radiators, the complexity and cost of TTD, if implemented as just described, could be staggering. Fortunately, the required number of components may be reduced substantially. One way is to selectively switch precisely cut segments of fiber into or out of the feed for each T/R module. Another is to provide a portion of the required delay for each of a number of modules with the same delay line by means of wavelength-division multiplexing. Yet another approach, suitable only for certain applications, is to provide the smaller increments of delay with electronic circuitry. Each of these approaches is described briefly in the following paragraphs. Switchable Fiber-Optic Delay Lines. A popular delay line of this sort consists of a number of successive fiber segments providing increments of delay equal to powers of two (2, 4, 8, . . .) times a basic increment, ∆T (Fig. 25). The desired total delay is obtained by switching appropriate segments of fiber into or out of the line with digitally controlled single-pole, double-throw switches. The line may be made as long as necessary to provide the T/R module or modules that the feed serves with the number of different delays (R) needed to achieve the desired beam-steering resolution. The required number of fiber segments (N), hence circuit complexity, increases only as the logarithm to the base 2 of R, N = log2 R Accordingly, this general type of delay line is called a binary fiber-optic delay line (BIFODEL). By using optical switches, the line may be made bidirectional, i.e., signals can be fed down it from either end. Further reductions in complexity may be realized through wavelength-division multiplexing. Wavelength-Division Multiplexing. Because of the extremely wide bandwidth available at optical frequencies, it is possible to simultaneously pass a large number of different optical carrier frequencies through the same delay line by optically filtering the outputs of the laser diodes and the inputs to the photo detectors. 513
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25. Binary fiber-optic delay line (BIFODEL).8 Implemented with optical switches, this architecture not only significantly reduces the amount of hardware required but is bidirectional. Switches shown here are set for a delay of 10 ∆t.



8. An important feature of this particular arrangement is that regardless of what delays are selected, a signal always goes through the same number of switches. Consequently, the line’s insertion loss doesn’t vary with the switching.
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26. One approach to wavelength multiplexing. Each of the three differential delays is produced by a separate BIFODEL, as is each of the three bias delays. By adding a fixed length to each bias delay line, the bulk of the hardware may be mounted remotely.
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27. Delays applied to steer the antenna’s beam θ° to the right instead of the left. Delays are the same as shown in Fig. 26, but their order is reversed.



9. Up to 150 carriers having full 18 GHz bandwidths can be provided. The limiting factor: coupling of adjacent optical wavelengths.
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28. External modulator provides higher optical power than a photo diode; yields wider dynamic range, lower noise figure, and reduced RF input-to-output loss. But, is best employed remotely.



One approach to multiplexing is simplistically illustrated for transmission by a one-dimensional ESA in Fig. 26. This approach takes advantage of the fact that for any one look angle, θ, the difference in the delays that successive feeds must provide is the same from one end of the array of T/Rmodules to the other. In other words, the required delay for feed (n + 1), differs from that for feed (n) by ∆T; the required delay for feed (n + 2) differs from that for feed (n) by 2 ∆T; the required delay for feed (n + 3), by 3 ∆T; and so on. In this example, to provide the differential delays the feeds are grouped into four subarrays of four feeds each. The input signal is modulated on carriers having four optical wavelengths: λ1, λ2, λ3, and λ4 and applied in parallel to four BIFODELs, which delay it by 0, 1∆T, 2∆T, and 3∆T, respectively. The outputs of these BIFODELS are combined into a single wavelength-multiplexed signal. It is applied in parallel to four so-called “bias” BIFODELs, which provide the balance of the required delay for each subarray of feeds. The signals output by each bias BIFODEL are wavelength demultiplexed, detected, and supplied to the corresponding subarray of T/R modules: the signal on carrier λ1, to the first module in the subarray; the signal on carrier λ2, to the second module in the subarray; and so on. For negative values of θ—i. e., look angles to the right in Fig. 27—the sizes of both the differential delays and the bias delays are reversed: longest delay first, rather than last. If the feeds are implemented entirely with optical components, the same hardware can be used for both transmission and reception. But to receive, a laser must be provided at each T/R module—adding, of course to its cost and complexity, and impacting performance. Even so, the net reduction in hardware complexity and cost is substantial. With the multiplexing of many more frequencies,9 it can be dramatic. Another advantage of wavelength multiplexing is that, by adding a fixed increment (extension) to the length of each of the bias delay lines, the majority of the optical components may be mounted remotely from the antenna, thereby simplifying the installation. Also, with remoting, higher optical power can conveniently be provided by substituting an external modulator fed by light from a CW laser source, for each of the lower power directly modulated laser diodes (Fig. 28). With an external modulator, very much higher rf modulation frequencies may be used—up to 100 GHz, or so. And, with higher optical power, rf input-to-output loss can be reduced, and wider dynamic range and lower noise figures can be achieved. 514
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Hybrid Implementation. Depending upon the application, the reduction in cost may be increased even further by providing the shorter delays with binary electronic delay lines. At L and S bands, for example, delay lines implemented with strip-line or microstrip circuitboards and gallium arsenide switches are every bit as suitable for short delays as fiber-optic delay lines. They are reversible, very small, and roughly two orders of magnitude cheaper. The outputs of the electronic delay lines are converted to optical frequencies and applied to fiber-optic systems such as just described, which provide the longer delays for which electronic circuits are not suitable.
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29. TTD ensures that all of a pulse’s energy arrives at the pulse’s phase front at the same time, which is important if the antenna is long, the look angle at all large, and the pulse narrow.



Interferometric SAR (InSAR) Just as an optical interferometer can measure variations in the thickness of a sheet of glass with precision approaching the wavelength of light, an interferometric SAR radar can measure the variations in the height of the terrain with precision approaching the wavelength of microwaves. Combined with conventional high-resolution SAR mapping, the interferometric height measurements enable the production of three-dimensional topographic maps. Employed by satellite-borne radars, InSAR promises to provide the accurate, high-resolution global topographic maps required for geophysical applications.10 Employed in
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Potential Applications. Through advanced techniques such as those just described and others in the offing, the complexity and cost of TTD is gradually being reduced. As the high costs of suitable switches and other key optical components come down, photonic implementation of virtually all of the advanced features of the active ESA— including independently steered beams on different frequencies may become practical. These capabilities, plus the wide instantaneous bandwidth achievable with photonic implementation, promise to make possible extremely broad situation awareness as well as to open the door to simultaneous shared use of the radar antenna for communications and electronic warfare. The limiting factor then will be the cost of the T/R modules and their ability to support the wide rf bandwidths made available through TTD. Another potential application which should not be overlooked is in long arrays—10 ft, or more—which may be required to transmit narrow pulses at look angles greater than about 30°. TTD then avoids problems of beam squint, or beam spread, which occur if the beam is steered with phase shifters, by ensuring that all of a pulse’s energy arrives at the pulse’s phase front at the same time (Fig.29).



10. Spatial resolution on the order of a few tens of meters; height resolution on the order of a few meters and possibly as fine as 10 cm, for ice studies.
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airborne radars, InSAR promises to provide localized topographic maps of much finer resolution.
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30. To obtain the values of elevation needed for three-dimensional mapping, the SAR radar measures the elevation angle, θe, of the line of sight to the center of each resolution cell in the swath or patch of ground being mapped.



Basic Concept. An InSAR radar obtains the elevation data needed for three-dimensional mapping by determining the elevation angle of the line of sight to the center of each resolution cell in the swath or patch that is mapped (Fig. 30). From this angle (θe), the height (H) of the radar, and the slant range (r), to the cell, the cell’s height and horizontal distance from the radar are computed. The radar determines the elevation angle of a resolution cell in much the same way as a phase-comparison monopulse system determines a tracking error. As illustrated in Fig. 31 (below), radar returns from point p in the center of the cell are received by two antennas separated by a relatively short distance, B, on a cross-track baseline. The baseline is tilted a prescribed amount toward the area being mapped. Ranges r1 and r2 from the two antennas to p differ by an amount roughly equal to B times the sine of the angle, θL, between the line of sight to p and a line normal to the baseline. The phases of the coherent radar returns received by the two antennas differ in proportion to the difference in the two ranges: 2π φ = ____ (r1 - r2) radians λ As with phase comparison monopulse, by measuring φ, the elevation angle (θL) between the line of sight to p and the normal to B may be computed.
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31. Parameters an InSAR radar measures to determine the elevation, z, and horizontal range, y, of a point, p, in the center of a resolution cell. Angle, θL , between the line of sight to p and the line normal to baseline, B, is determined by sensing the phase difference, φ, between the returns received by the two antennas as a result of the difference in slant range, (r1 – r2), from p.
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An equation for φ, in terms of r1, λ, and the length and tilt of B, can be derived directly from the geometry illustrated in Fig. 31. Based upon that equation, an exact equation for θL can similarly be derived. To save you the trouble, both equations are presented in Fig. 32. Having computed the value of θL, all that must be done to obtain the elevation angle, θe, is to add to θL the angle, θB, between the normal to the baseline and the vertical axis.



θe = (θL + θB) From this sum and the range r1, the horizontal position (y) and elevation (z), of p may readily be computed.
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κ = 1 for bistatic (one pass) mapping κ = 2 for monostatic (two pass) mapping



32. InSAR equations derived from the geometry shown in Fig. 31. For monostatic mapping, k = 2 since the phase shift, φ, corresponds to a difference in round-trip distance from the two antennas to point, p.



11. On a satellite, one antenna might be mounted on the end of a long pole.



y = r1 sin θe z = H – r1 cos θe Implementation. InSAR may be implemented by mapping the swath or patch in either of two different ways: In one, a single pass is made with a radar having two antennas separated by the desired cross-track distance B. One antenna transmits and both bistatically receives.11 In the other implementation, two successive passes precisely separated by the desired cross-track baseline, B, are made with the same antenna on each pass operating monostatically. Ambiguities and Their Resolution. As may be surmised from Fig. 32 in collecting returns from successive range increment across the full width of the swath being mapped, the range difference (r1 - r2), hence φ, increases continuously. Since the wavelength is comparatively short, the value of φ cycles repeatedly through 2π radians (360°) and so is ambiguous. The ambiguities may be resolved by separately making a conventional SAR image (Fig. 33a) with the coherent returns received by each antenna. The two images are then coregistered and merged. Because of the phase difference, φ, between the images, the result is an interferogram (Fig. 33b). By adding 2π to the value of φ each time a fringe in the interferogram is crossed (a process called phase unwrapping), the ambiguities are removed. The horizontal position, y, and elevation, z, of each cell are then accurately computed, and the map is topographically reconstructed (Fig. 33c). The topographic accuracy depends critically, of course, on the accuracy with which the phase unwrapping is performed. Provided the signal-to-noise ratio is reasonably high and the fringes are not too close together, this is a straightforward process. It can become complicated, howev517
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a.



Basic SAR image made from returns received by one of the radar's two antennas.



Click for high-quality image



b.



Interferogram produced by coregistering and merging the images produced with the returns received by the two antennas.
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c. The reconstructed 3-D topographic map.



33. Images of a region in Wales obtained with DERA Malvern’s Cband InSAR radar. (Crown copyright DERA Malvern)
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er if steep slopes or shadows are encountered (Fig. 34). For the slopes may result in some points at which fringes are crossed being overlaid by others, and the shadows may cause some points to be missed.
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34. Possible sources of error. Steep slopes may result in returns from some points being overlaid by returns from a shorter slant range but longer horizontal range. Other points may be missed because they lie in shadows.



The advent of low-RCS aircraft and the growing threat of electronic countermeasures have spawned a number of advanced radar techniques. For wideband multifrequency operation, SIMFAR conveniently generates multifrequency drive signals by phase modulating a microwave signal. To provide broad frequency coverage with 100% duty factor, STAR interleaves pulse trains of widely different radio frequencies. To increase detection sensitivity, long coherent integration times have been made practical by techniques that compensate for target acceleration. Sequential detection techniques have further increased sensitivity by lowering detection thresholds and verifying target hits with detections made either with a high threshold or with a low threshold in several complete search frames. To circumvent limitations on a fighter’s power-aperture product and increase survivability, bistatic techniques have been perfected in which targets illuminated by one radar are detected by one or more passively operating radars To reject external noise and noise jamming and compensate for motion-induced spreading of the doppler clutter spectrum in long-range surveillance radars, the received signals are passed through a joint angle-doppler filter that automatically adapts to changing clutter and jamming conditions. To greatly broaden the instantaneous bandwidth of an active ESA, a fiber-optic feed is provided, and the phase shifts for beam steering are provided by selectively switching precisely cut segments of fiber into or out of the branches leading to the individual T/R modules. To produce three-dimensional topographic maps, height is interferometrically measured by merging SAR maps made with returns received by two antennas separated by a relative short distance on a cross-track baseline.
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o enable the resolution of multiple targets at long ranges and to increase detection sensitivity against low-closing-rate targets, a number of new waveforms have been developed. In this chapter we’ll take up three of these1: • Range-gated high PRF • Pulse burst



1. All are essentially variations of the basic low-PRF and high-PRF waveforms described in detail in Chaps. 25 and 27.



• Monopulse doppler We’ll also briefly consider a new search-while-track mode, which takes advantage of the ESA’s extreme beam agility. We’ll then be introduced to a mode-management software architecture for flexibly allocating the radar’s resources and ensuring prompt response to high priority requirements in complex tactical situations. Range-Gated High PRF This mode overcomes the two chief limitations of high PRF range-while-search: reduced detection sensitivity against low closing rate targets and poor range resolution. Except at very low altitudes, performance of range-gated high PRF against both high-closing-rate and low-closingrate targets is superior to that obtained with medium PRFs, and range measurement is more precise than that obtained at high PRFs with FM-ranging. Range-gated high PRF differs from conventional high PRF waveforms in that the pulse width is narrowed somewhat and sufficient pulse compression is provided to enable resolution of closely spaced targets (Fig. 1). During the interpulse period, the radar returns are sampled at a high 519
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Range-gated high-PRF waveform differs from the conventional high-PRF waveform in that the pulsewidth is narrowed somewhat and sufficient pulse compression is provided to enable resolution of closely spaced targets.
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rate and the samples are stored in range bins whose width corresponds to the compressed pulse width. From the contents of each range bin, a bank of narrowband doppler filters is formed, thereby also providing fine doppler resolution. The PRF is made high enough to provide an unambiguous doppler clear region for the detection of high-closingrate targets. The modest reduction in duty factor due to the shorter transmitted pulses is more than made up for by the commensurate reduction in eclipsing loss and the reduction in background noise provided by range gating. Elimination of doppler ambiguities and provision of fine range and doppler resolution minimize the amount of sidelobe clutter over which the echoes of low-closing-rate targets must be detected. Because the maximum unambiguous range at high PRFs is extremely short, range ambiguities are, of course, severe. They may be resolved, however, by employing a combination of FM ranging, for coarse resolution, and PRF switching, for fine resolution. The waveform is suitable for either cued or independent search operation. What makes it particularly attractive is the fine multiple-target resolution it provides. With 100-foot range bins, for example, the radar can individually display targets separated in range by as little as 300 feet (Fig. 2). Finer resolution can be obtained with narrower range bins.
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2.



With range-gated high PRF, a radar employing 100-foot range bins can individually display targets separated in range by as little as 300 feet.



When the waveform is applied to a STAR radar, two additional advantages may be gained over conventional high-PRF modes: increased average power without increased peak power, and spreading of the radiated power over a broad frequency band. Pulse Burst By transmitting high-PRF pulses in short bursts, this waveform goes a step further than range-gated high PRF in improving detection range against long-range all-aspects 520
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Transmitted Pulses



τburst τburst



Ranging Time for Maximum Range of Interest Interpulse Period, T



Time 3.



Pulse burst waveform. If the burst repetition period is made equal to the ranging time for the maximum range of interest plus the burst width, τburst, range ambiguities will be avoided. The burst width is added to keep the echoes of targets at maximum range from being eclipsed by the next burst of pulses.



targets. As illustrated in Fig. 3, if the repetition period of the bursts is made equal to the round-trip ranging time for the maximum range of interest plus the burst length, τburst, range ambiguities will be avoided. Moreover, returns from targets at ranges greater than half the burst length (0.5 cτburst) will not be eclipsed by any of the transmitted pulses and will not be received simultaneously with any sidelobe return from shorter ranges. Returns from targets at ranges less than half the burst length will, of course, be partially eclipsed and will be received with some sidelobe clutter from shorter ranges. But, because of the targets’ short range, the loss of detection sensitivity is not particularly severe and becomes less and less so as the range decreases. Monopulse Doppler This waveform is essentially a low-PRF equivalent of pulse burst, in that a single long pulse is substituted for each pulse burst (Fig. 4). As a result, for the same peak power the average power is increased substantially.
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Monopulse doppler is essentially the same as pulse burst except that, instead of bursts of high-PRF pulses, single, long pulses are transmitted and the received signals are sampled at a high repetition rate.
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For example, if the duty factor within the bursts were 40 percent, other factors being equal, monopulse doppler would provide two and a half times the average power of pulse burst. Problems of doppler blind zones and returns from ground moving targets—which limit the effectiveness of conventional low-PRFs are avoided by sampling the radar return at a high enough rate to provide an adequately wide doppler-clear region between repetitions of the mainlobe clutter spectrum. Because of this and of range being unambiguous, coarse range as well as doppler resolution, may be obtained following the transmission of every pulse—hence the name, monopulse doppler. Finer range resolution may, of course, be obtained by employing pulse compression. In one possible implementation, the samples of the radar return are fed in parallel to a set of range gates (Fig. 5, below). The opening of successive gates is staggered in time by an amount equal to the pulse width (compressed pulse width, if pulse compression is used). Each gate is left open for a time equal to the pulse width. The samples passing through each gate are collected in range bins and coherently integrated to form a doppler filter bank for each range increment. Since the integration time of the doppler filters is limited to the duration of the transmitted pulse, the doppler resolution is fairly coarse. If desired, finer doppler resolution can be obtained by forming a second bank of doppler filters with the outputs each coarse filter produces for several transmitted pulses.



One possible implementation of monopulse doppler. Opening of successive gates—closing of the switches shown here—is staggered by the pulse width (compressed pulse width, if pulse compression is used). Gates are left open for a time equal to the pulse width.
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Search-While-Track (SWT) Mode



Mode Management So far in this and earlier chapters, we’ve considered the various radar waveforms, modes, and techniques individually. But to carry out such functions as mode interleaving, adaptive dwell scheduling, multiple waveform utilization, and sensor fusion, the radar’s front-end and processing resources must be successively allocated at the correct instants in time to each required internal operation. A highly flexible and efficient answer to this requirement is a two-level mode-management software architecture outlined below. In this architecture, the first level of management is performed by the avionic system’s Sensor Manager. It receives requests for various radar operations from the flight crew’s controls and other key subsystems and converts them into 523
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One of several potential needs for SWT is to provide target position updates for AMRAAMs which may be in flight against widely separated targets outside the current searchscan sector.



2. Described in detail on pages 388–390.
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A fighter’s radar has three basic reasons to track more than one target simultaneously: (a) to individually monitor potentially threatening targets, (b) to provide periodic target illumination for semiactive guidance of missiles not requiring continuous illumination (e.g., Phoenix), and (c) to provide periodic target position updates for missiles employing command-inertial guidance (e.g., AMRAAM). At the same time, the radar may be required to search one or more narrow sectors for targets designated by offboard or other onboard sensors (e.g., IR search/track set) and to provide continuous situation awareness in a given sector. While these requirements can be satisfied by the conven2 tional track-while-scan mode, it has a number of serious shortcomings. Not all of the targets must be tracked with the same revisit rates or the same dwell times. They may not all lie in the same sector or in the sector where designated targets must be searched for or where situation awareness is desired. These limitations can all be surmounted by taking advantage of the extreme beam agility of the ESA (Fig. 7). Rather than refreshing target tracks each time the radar’s beam sweeps over them in a continuous search scan, the beam of an ESA can jump almost instantaneously to any target as often and for as long a dwell as necessary to accurately track it. The beam can then jump back to whatever sector it was searching without appreciably increasing the scan frame time. While tracking targets in this way, the beam can simultaneously search specific narrow sectors for designated targets and provide situation awareness with selectable frame times in other sectors, or none at all. To avoid confusion with conventional track-while-scan, this versatile new mode is called search-while-track (SWT).
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In search-while-track (SWT), a radar can search for targets while tracking targets anywhere within the field of regard, without materially increasing the scan frame time. Both track update intervals and dwell times are adaptively selected.
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• Perform search-while-track (SWT) in a volume centered at N, E, D of size ρ, ϕ, γ, with no LPI constraints and with a priority of 10. Report any detections and track files found in this volume. Complete eight 2-second frames.



• Perform an own-ship precision velocity update (PVU) with priority 20. • Perform a long-range cued search about point xyz immediately, with LPI protocol #6. 8.



prioritized commands in coarse time—on the order of seconds. Some representative commands are listed in Fig. 8. The second level of management is performed by the Radar Manager. Upon receipt of the Sensor Manager’s commands, it adjusts the coarse time line to account for the radar’s current state of operation and system constraints.3 It then allocates the radar’s front-end and processing resources to the requisite tasks in fine time intervals—on the order of nanoseconds. Allocations typically include: • Field of regard



Sample prioritized sensor-level commands for basic radar functions in coarse time—order of seconds.



• Length of individual dwells • Waveform for each dwell



3. One such constraint is that formation of a SAR map cannot be interrupted.



• Front-end hardware to transmit the waveform • Processing resources to extract the required information from the collected data and report it to the Sensor Manager and the air crew or requesting avionics system Thus, through simple prioritized radar-operation requests, the radar’s resources are flexibly allocated so as to both avoid conflicts and assure prompt response to high priority requirements in complex tactical situations. Summary To increase detection sensitivity against tail-aspect targets, several advanced waveforms have been developed. Range-gated high PRF resolves closely spaced targets and improves performance against low-closing-rate targets by employing pulse compression and a limited number of narrow range bins. Pulse burst transmits high-PRF pulses in short bursts, to enable clutter-free detection of nose-aspect targets, and repeats the bursts at a low rate to simultaneously gain the advantage of low PRFs in avoiding sidelobe clutter. Monopulse doppler accomplishes the same ends but provides higher average power by replacing the bursts with long pulses, and by sampling the returns at a high rate. By taking full advantage of the ESA’s extreme beam agility, a new search-while-track mode simultaneously tracks widely separated targets with interactively selected dwell times and revisit rates, searches narrow regions for designated targets, and selectively provides situation awareness. By allocating the radar’s front-end and processing resources to successive operations through prioritized requests, an advanced mode-selection software architecture enables the radar to flexibly and efficiently carry out such complex functions as mode interleaving, adaptive dwell scheduling, and multiple waveform utilization. 524



Low Probability of Intercept (LPI)



L



ow probability of intercept (LPI) is the term used for there being a low probability that a radar’s emissions will be usefully detected by an intercept receiver in another aircraft or on the ground. For the air battle of the future, LPI is essential. In conventional aircraft the most important need for LPI is to avoid electronic countermeasures. In low observable aircraft, LPI additionally enhances the element of surprise and denies the enemy use of radar intercept queuing of its fighters. In aircraft of both types, LPI prevents successful attacks by antiradiation missiles. In this chapter, we will review the generic types of intercept receivers and see what strategies may be used to defeat them. We’ll then take up specific design features which may be incorporated in a radar to ensure a low probability of intercept. Finally, we’ll very briefly assess the cost of LPI and consider possible future trends in LPI design. Generic Intercept Systems



TABLE 1. Generic Intercept Systems



A combat aircraft may encounter any or all of four generic types of intercept receiving systems:



System



• Radar warning receivers (RWR) • Intercept receiver sections of electronic countermeasures (ECM) systems • Ground-based passive detection and tracking systems • Antiradiation missiles (ARM) The general capabilities of these systems are summarized in Table 1 and briefly outlined below. 525
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• Jammer turn-on, set-on, & pointing • Support sophisticated deception ECM. • Detect & locate intruding aircraft. • Cue attack or enable avoidance. • Home on emissions. • Guide missile to emitter.
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RWR. By sensing the mainlobe emissions from a radar in a potentially hostile aircraft, the RWR warns the air crew of imminent attack, enabling the pilot to maneuver evasively and to employ defensive countermeasures. ECM System Receivers. Operating primarily in the radar’s sidelobe regions, the intercept receiving portion of an airborne or ground-based ECM system provides the cueing necessary to concentrate jamming power at the radar’s frequency and in the radar’s direction, as well as to employ sophisticated deception countermeasures.



Emitter Direction of arrival system (DOA) measures the direction of emitter from two or more sites
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t2 Emitter locator (EL) compares times of arrival of emissions at multiple sites
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Generic ground-based passive intercept systems. Both primarily sense sidelobe emissions.



Ground-Based Systems. Intended to cue defending forces to the approach of intruding aircraft, these systems employ intercept receivers located at widely separated sites. With narrowbeam scanning antennas, the receivers simultaneously detect and track the sidelobe emissions from an aircraft’s radar to determine its position. The systems (Fig. 1) are of two basic types. One, the direction-of-arrival system (DOA), measures the direction of the source of the detected pulses and determines its location by triangulation. The other, the emitter locator (EL), determines the emitter’s location by measuring the time of arrival of its pulses. Against low-observable aircraft, DOA systems may be used to provide lines of position to the aircraft. EL systems may then determine their actual positions, enabling fighters or ARMs to intercept them. ARM. By detecting the sidelobe emissions of an aircraft’s radar, the ARM homes in on the aircraft despite its evasive maneuvers, hence is a serious threat to any aircraft employing a radar. All four of these passive “threats” may be defeated through a combination of (1) operational strategies of the air crew of the radar-bearing aircraft and (2) strategies of the radar designer. Operational Strategies The most effective LPI strategy of course is not to radiate at all. This strategy may be approached by limiting radar “on” time and operating with no higher power than absolutely necessary to achieve mission goals. On stealthy interdiction missions, wherever possible the air crew should use collateral intelligence and reconnaissance information. Through careful mission planning they may be able to conduct an entire mission with only a few minutes—or even seconds—of radar operation. In air-to-air combat situations, where continuous situation awareness is essential, the air crew should use onboard passive sensors—RWR or ESM system, IR search-track set, 526
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or forward-looking IR set. When a potentially hostile aircraft is detected, the radar may be used to measure range and possibly precise angle, which the passive sensors may not have provided. But it should be operated only in short bursts and then only to search the narrow sector in which the passive sensors indicate the target to be. Design Strategies Since the range at which a radar can detect a given target varies as the one-fourth power of the emitted signal power, whereas the range at which an intercept receiver can detect the radar varies only as the square root of the emitted power, the interceptor has a huge advantage over the radar. However, since signals from a multitude of other radars and electronic systems are inevitably present in a tactical environment, the radar designer has several opportunities to overcome this advantage. Trade Integration for Reduced Peak Power. For a signal to be usefully detected by an intercept receiver, its source must be identified on the basis of such parameters as angle of arrival, radio frequency, PRF (obtained from times of arrival), and pulse width. To satisfy this requirement, the intercept receiver must detect individual pulses. Consequently, it can employ little or no signal integration; it is sensitive primarily to peak emitted power. The radar, on the other hand, is subject to no such requirement. By coherently integrating the echoes it receives over long periods, the peak power needed to detect a target can be greatly reduced, thereby reducing the detectability of the radar’s signals (Fig. 2). Trade Bandwidth for Reduced Peak Power. An intercept receiver must be able to separate overlapping signals which may be closely spaced in frequency. Consequently, the instantaneous bandwidth of each of its channels can be no wider than necessary to pass the narrowest pulses it can reasonably be expected to receive and measure their time and angle of arrival (Fig. 3). The radar, on the other hand, can be designed to spread its power over a much wider instantaneous-frequency band, thereby reducing the peak power the intercept receiver receives through any one of its channels by the ratio of the two bandwidths. Trade Antenna Gain for Peak Power. Against an RWR, the radar has the advantage of being able to employ a large directional antenna, which the RWR cannot. During transmission, of course, the high gain of this antenna benefits the RWR as much as it benefits the radar. But during reception, the antenna’s large intercept area enables the same 527
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Integrated Returns



Because an intercept receiver must detect individual pulses, it is sensitive only to peak power. Because a radar can coherently integrate the returns it receives, it is sensitive to average power. Consequently, for LPI coherent integration time can be traded for reduced peak power. Intercept Receiver
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Because an intercept receiver must separate pulses closely spaced in frequency, its channels must be comparatively narrow. But a radar’s bandwidth is limited only by its design. Consequently, for LPI, bandwidth can be traded for reduced peak power.
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Radar Antenna Radiation Pattern
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Since most intercept receivers must rely upon detecting the radar’s sidelobe emissions, for LPI the peak sidelobe gain should be down at least 55 dB.



detection sensitivity to be obtained with much lower peak power. Against those intercept receivers which depend on sensing the radar antenna’s sidelobe emissions—ECM system’s receiver, ground-based DOA and EL systems, and ARMs— besides having a high gain and large intercept area, the radar antenna has the advantage of a very large difference between mainlobe and sidelobe gains. All of these characteristics can be traded for reduced peak power. While antenna size is generally limited by the dimensions of the aircraft, sidelobe reduction is not. For LPI, the peak sidelobe gain should be down at least 55 dB, relative to the peak mainlobe gain (Fig. 4). Other Trades for Reduced Peak Power. Other features normally included in a radar to increase detection range that can correspondingly enable peak power to be reduced without reducing range include: • High duty factor • Low receiver noise figure • Low receive losses Low transmit losses, it might be noted, are of no advantage for LPI. For unless the radar is operating at maximum range, the peak emitted power can be set to the desired level for LPI regardless of these losses. Special LPI-Enhancing Design Features



POWER MANAGEMENT, PROBLEM 1 5,000 W 80 nmi Conditions: A certain radar can detect a given target at range R = 80 nmi by emitting a peak power P = 5,000 W. Question: How much power need the radar emit to detect the same target at 5 nmi? Solution: The required peak power varies as the fourth power of the desired detection range. Therefore, P2 = P1
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Special features which may be used to further enhance LPI include power management, use of wide instantaneous bandwidths, transmission of multiple antenna beams on different frequencies, randomizing waveform parameters, and mimicking the enemy’s waveforms. Of these, power management is the most basic. Power Management. The role of power management is to reduce the radar’s peak radiated power to the absolute minimum needed to detect targets of interest at the minimum acceptable range, with minimum margin. As the radar’s targets close to shorter range, the power management system must correspondingly reduce the emitted power (see panel, top of facing page). The advantages of power management can best be appreciated by considering a simple example. Suppose that to detect a given target at a range of 80 miles, a certain radar must emit a peak power of 5,000 watts. To detect that same target at 5 miles, however, the radar would need to emit a peak power of only 0.076 watts! 528
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AVOIDING DETECTION, THROUGH POWER MANAGEMENT



Superficially, it seems impossible for a radar to avoid
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range for which Pdet = Pint—is the LPI design range.



For the peak power which the radar must transmit to detect the target, Pdet , is proportional to the fourth
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gain, duty factor, and receiver sensitivity for peak emitted power, the factor kdet can be made very much
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Suppose now that, when the radar was emitting full power, a given intercept system could detect it at 300 miles. When the power was reduced to 0.076 watts, that same intercept system could detect the radar at only 1.2 miles. Clearly, power management is essential for LPI. Also clear from the foregoing example: the power management system must be able to reduce the emitted power in small, precisely controlled steps over a very wide range—in this hypothetical example, nearly 50 dB. One point to bear in mind: the interceptability of a given radar depends upon its mode of operation and on the capabilities of the intercept receiving system. Both may vary within any one mission, as well as from mission to mission. In searching a narrow sector for a designated target at a given range, for example, the peak power may be set so that the radar detects the target without being detected by the target’s intercept receiver. Yet in conducting broad area surveillance with the same power setting, the radar may be detected by the intercept receiver of a target of the same type before it closes sufficiently to be detected by the radar.1 529



POWER MANAGEMENT, PROBLEM 2 5,000 W 300 nmi Conditions: When emitting a peak power of 5,000 W, the radar of Problem 1 can be detected by a given intercept receiver at 300 nmi. Question: At what range can the radar be detected by the same intercept receiver, when emitting a peak power of only 0.076 W? Solution: Since the signal travels only one way, the intercept range varies as the square root of the peak emitted power. Therefore, R2 = R1
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1. Detection range in this case is reduced because the radar’s beam cannot dwell as long in the target’s direction.
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Or, a radar might operate at a low enough peak power that its signals would be below the detection threshold of an RWR in a target aircraft. Yet, with that same power setting, the radar might be detected by a ground-based intercept system having a large directional antenna and a highly sensitive receiver. Wide Instantaneous Bandwidth. A radar’s power can be spread uniformly over an extremely wide band of frequencies simply by transmitting extremely short pulses. But, with the desired low peak power, this would result in such low average power that the radar could not detect many targets. A convenient solution to this dilemma is to transmit reasonably wide pulses and to phase modulate the transmitter with pulse-compression coding. Pseudo-random codes spread a pulse’s spectrum more uniformly than others. A large number of different pseudorandom codes can be easily generated. And they can be made virtually any length (see panel on page 532), enabling virtually any desired bandwidth to be obtained. The 3-dB bandwidth of the central spectral line of a pulsed signal is: BW3dB =
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By modulating the radar’s emitted pulses with pulse-compression coding, their power may be spread over the radar’s entire instantaneous bandwidth. When the radar echoes are decoded, they are compressed into narrow pulses containing virtually all of the received power.



1 x (Pulse Compression Ratio) τ



where τ is the uncompressed pulse width. With 1-ms wide pulses and 2000-to-1 pulse compression coding, for example, a bandwidth of 2 GHz may be obtained. By selecting a suitably high pulse compression ratio, therefore, the emitted signal can be spread over the radar’s entire instantaneous bandwidth, which can be made quite broad. Upon being received by the radar and decoded, target echoes are compressed into narrow pulses providing fine range resolution, and containing virtually all of the received power (Fig. 5). Yet, not knowing the pulse compression code used, an interceptor cannot similarly compress the radar’s emitted pulses. Multiple Beams on Different Frequencies. For any mode of operation in which the radar must search a solid angle of space, the ability to reduce peak power by increasing the coherent integration time is limited by the acceptable scan frame time. Within this limit, however, dwell times may be substantially increased by transmitting multiple beams on different radio frequencies. Suppose, for example, that a volume, V, expressed in multiples of an angle equal to the radar’s 3-dB beamwidth, is to be searched in the time, T. If the search were done 530
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N = Number of sectors volume V is divided into T = Frame Time T Dwell Time = N V
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Increase in dwell time achievable by radiating multiple beams on different frequencies. For the same detection sensitivity, as the number, N, of beams is increased, peak power can be reduced by a factor of 1/N.



with a single beam, the maximum allowable dwell time would equal T/V (Fig. 6a). On the other hand, if this same volume (V) were subdivided into N sectors and every sector were simultaneously searched by a different beam using a different radio frequency (Fig. 6b), the dwell time in each beam direction could be increased by a factor of N. Then, if the coherent integration time were increased to match the dwell time— now equal to NT/V—the peak power emitted in any one beam direction could be reduced by the factor 1/N. In the extreme, provided adequate processor throughput is available, enough beams might be emitted to completely fill the scan volume (Fig. 7). No scanning would then be needed. Consequently, the coherent integration time could be made equal the total frame time, T. Multiple beams may also be employed to advantage in other ways. They may, for example, be used to selectively search different portions of the total scan volume. Or, each beam may be used to scan the entire volume on a different frequency, thereby increasing detection sensitivity through frequency diversity rather than through increased integration time. Random Waveform Parameters. For all practical purposes, in a dense signal environment a signal has not been usefully intercepted unless it has been successfully de-interleaved (sorted) and identified (Table 2). Consequently, besides reducing the probability that the radar’s signals will be detected by an interceptor, the radar designer has opportunities for confounding the de-interleaving and identification processes, as well. 531
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Enough beams might be provided to completely fill the scan volume. Then, no scanning would be needed, and the coherent integration time would equal the frame time.



TABLE 2



Basic Intercept Receiver Functions



Detection



Detect single pulses (peak power), with little or no integration.



De-interleaving (Sorting)



Separate pulses of individual emitters, in a dense signal environment.



Identification



Identify emitters by type; possibly even identify specific emitters.
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PSEUDO-RANDOM PULSE COMPRESSION CODES



Among the waveform parameters typically used for both de-interleaving and classification are:



These are binary phase codes which appear to be entirely random in virtually every respect— except for being repeatable. Their advantages:



• Angle of arrival



• A great many different codes can be generated easily and conveniently • Codes can be made almost any length, hence provide extremely large compression ratios.



• PRF



The codes are commonly generated in a shift register having two or more feedback paths.



• Radio Frequency



Among those parameters typically used for classification alone are: • Pulse width • Scan rate
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• Intrapulse modulation
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• Interpulse modulation
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• Beam width • Signal polarization



Filled initially with 1s or 1s and 0s, the register produces a code of 1s and 0s of length N =



2n



– 1



where N is the number of digits output before the code repeats, and n is the number of digits the register holds. An 11-digit register with the 9th and 11th digits fed back to the input, for example, produces a code 2,047 digits long. By changing the feedback connections, 176 different codes of that length can be produced . The 0s and 1s in the code specify the relative phases—0° and 180°—for successive segments of the radar's transmitted pulse. Code: 180°
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Except for angle of arrival, all of the above-listed parameters can be varied randomly from one coherent integration period to the next. Variations can be achieved without reducing detection sensitivity by taking advantage of the waveform agility available in modern airborne radars. Moreover, with two or more aircraft operating cooperatively—i.e., alternately providing target illumination for each other (Fig. 8)—even angle of arrival can be varied.
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Segments of a phase-coded pulse



By shifting the register at intervals equal to the desired length of the segments, successive output digits can directly control the phase modulation of the radar signal. From Exciter
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When the received pulse is decoded, the segments are superimposed, producing a pulse roughly N times the amplitude of the uncompressed pulse and only a little wider than the segments. The code generated by the 11-digit register of this example would thus yield a pulse compression ratio of roughly 2,000 to 1.
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By cooperatively shifting radar transmission randomly between them, two or more aircraft can even vary the angle of arrival of their emissions.



Randomizing any of the parameters can confuse the classification process. That is particularly true for those intercept systems which classify signals by comparing their parameters with parameters stored in threat tables. Mimicking Enemy Waveforms. Mimicking may also confuse signal classification. To be able to mimic an enemy’s waveforms, though, the radar must not only have considerable waveform agility, but be able to operate over the full range of radio frequencies the enemy employs. Cost of LPI LPI techniques are not free; each of the LPI-enhancing features adds to the radar’s cost. Most increase the costs of both software and hardware. 532
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But by far the greatest cost of LPI is in digital processing throughput. As instantaneous bandwidth is increased, for instance, the required throughput goes up proportionately because of the increased number of range bins whose contents must be processed. For, to the extent that bandwidth is increased through pulse compression coding, the wider the bandwidth, the narrower the compressed pulses will be, hence the more range bins required to cover the same range interval. Throughput similarly goes up with the number of simultaneous beams radiated. To support a wide instantaneous bandwidth and a few simultaneous beams, the required throughput is staggering (Fig. 9). In fact, not until the 1990s were these features even deemed practical. With the dramatic advances being made in digital processor technology, however, the costs of these features are rapidly decreasing. Be that as it may, in any discussion of costs one important fact must be borne in mind. With the exception of power management, virtually all of the LPI features maximize detection sensitivity greatly moderating the cost of LPI in performance. Moreover, in those situations where the advantages of maximum detection range and situation awareness outweigh the advantages of LPI, the operator always has the option of overriding power management, operating the radar continuously, and searching the antenna’s entire field of regard. Possible Future Trends in LPI Design Looking to the long-term future, one thing is certain: competition between radar designer and intercept receiver designer will never be static. For every improvement in LPI, improvements in intercept receiver design can be expected. LPI designers will continue to exploit coherent processing, which the intercept receiver cannot duplicate. And designers of intercept receivers will continue to exploit the R 2 advantage of one-way versus two-way propagation. Probably, the most spectacular gains in both LPI and intercept receiver design will occur in signal processing, which is the subject of the next chapter. Summary There are four generic types of intercept receivers: radar warning receivers (RWR); intercept receivers of ECM systems; ground-based passive-detection systems (DOA and EL); and ARMs. RWRs typically detect only mainlobe radiation; the others, sidelobe radiation. 533
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Ranges of throughputs in billions of computer operations per second (BOPS) required for long integration time and spreadspectrum/multifrequency operation. High PRF is shown for comparison.
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Detection Threshold



Operational strategies for LPI include limiting radar “on” time, using collateral intelligence and reconnaissance information wherever possible, relying heavily on onboard passive sensors, and searching only narrow sectors in which they indicate the target to be. LPI design strategies capitalize primarily on the intercept receiver:
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• Having to detect individual pulses, so that it can deinterleave them and identify their sources
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• Having limited channel widths, so that the receiver can separate closely spaced signals.
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Consequently, LPI can be enhanced by trading both long coherent integration time and wide instantaneous bandwidth for reduced peak power. High antenna gain, reduced sidelobe levels, high duty factor, and increased receiver sensitivity can likewise be traded for reduced peak power. LPI can be further enhanced by several special features. First among these is power management—keeping the peak emitted power just below the level at which it can be usefully detected by an intercept receiver in an approaching aircraft, yet just above the level at which the radar can detect the aircraft. Added to this feature are (a) using extremely large amounts of pulse compression to spread the radar’s signals over an exceptionally wide instantaneous bandwidth; (b) simultaneously transmitting multiple beams on different frequencies to reduce the constraint imposed on integration time by limits on scan-frame-time; (c) randomly changing waveform characteristics to confound the intercept receiver’s signal de-interleaving and identification process; and (d) mimicking enemy waveforms. The principal cost of LPI is greatly increased signal processing throughput.
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aving read of the many advanced radar techniques in the offing, processor architecture may seem of little import. But the fact is that most of the advanced capabilities of airborne radars to date have only been made practical by substantial increases in digital processing throughput (Fig. 1). In the 1970s, multimode operation was made possible in fighters by replacing the hardwired FFT processor with a programmable signal processor (PSP) having a throughput of around 130 MOPS.1 In the 1980s, the addition of real-time SAR was made possible by quadrupling processing throughput. In the 1990s, the active ESA and other advanced capabilities of the F-22 were made possible by again quadrupling throughput. Vastly higher throughputs will be needed to make practical some of the advanced radar capabilities currently envisioned. Spread spectrum, for example, is highly desirable for both ECCM and LPI. Yet, even a 500 MHz instantaneous bandwidth will require 500,000 MOPS. In this chapter, we’ll examine the key architectural features of the late 1990s-era processors: parallel processing, high throughput density, efficient modular design, fault tolerance, and integrated processing. We’ll then take stock of a few technology advances which promise substantial throughput increases in the future.
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Growth of radar capabilities made possible by increases in processor throughput.



1. MOPS = Million operations per second.



Parallel Processing To meet radar throughput requirements, two levels of parallel processing are typically employed: at the signalprocessing element level, pipeline processing; at the processing system level, distributed processing. 535
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Pipeline Processing. This technique was devised in the early days of digital signal processing to enable a programmable machine to perform the vast number of arithmetic operations required for doppler filtering fast enough to process radar returns in real time.2 The technique is implemented with a multistage register plus associated arithmetic elements (see panel, left). Keyed by successive clock pulses, each number to be processed— together with the multistep instruction for processing it—is sequentially loaded into the register’s first stage. The numbers are shifted down, a stage at a time, by successive clock pulses. In the first stage, the first step of the instruction is carried out. In the second stage, the second step; and so on. The number of stages is the same as the number of individual processing operations necessary to execute the instruction for which the pipeline is designed. That number can vary from 2, for a very simple algorithm, to 8 or 10 for an FFT butterfly.3 Once the pipeline is filled, one butterfly (or equivalent) may be computed in every clock time. The increased throughput thus realized may be multiplied many times by distributing processing tasks among multiple processing elements (PEs) operating in parallel.



PIPELINE PROCESSING Each of the complex numbers to be processed, together with the multistep instruction for processing it, is sequentially loaded into a multistage register and shifted down, one stage at a time, by successive clock pulses. In each stage one step of the instruction is executed.
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Once the pipeline is full, one butterfly or other algorithm is completed in every clock time. Assuming a clock rate of 25 MHz and a 10 stage pipeline, such as might be provided for the FFT butterfly, the throughput would be: 10 operations x 25 million/sec. = 250 MOPS



2. The technique is applicable to performing any series of additions, subtractions and multiplications of real, complex, or floating-point numbers.



Distributed Processing. Both throughput and interconnect bandwidth increase directly with the number of PEs. Consequently, as throughput requirements have increased, the number of PEs used in airborne systems has been increased from three or four (see panel below) to a hundred or more, and no end is in sight.



3. The computations called for in the butterfly algorithm are detailed on pages 273 and 277.



SIMPLE DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING EXAMPLE Distribution of processing tasks for parallel execution of a range-gated tracking mode by a processor employing one general purpose processing element—Array Controller—and three identical Signal Processing Elements. Array Controller
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Arrows indicate flow of data, e.g., Job 4 (assigned to Element 1) and Job 2 (assigned to Element 2) must be completed before Job 7 can be performed. Jobs 3 and 5 must be completed before Job 8 can be performed. Job 9
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In one of many possible implementations (Fig. 2), communication between PEs is provided via two-dimensional mesh connections. In another, the PEs are interconnected via nonblocking crossbar switches (Fig. 3). Large distributed systems of this type have been used to perform the billions of floatingpoint computations required in ultra-fine-resolution SAR applications.4 PE PE PE PE
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One of many practical distribution schemes. Processing elements (PEs) are interconnected in a two-dimensional mesh. Pattern can be expanded in either dimension to accommodate more PEs.



4. They have also been used in electro-optical applications.



CROSSBAR SWITCH



3.



Another distribution scheme. Same PEs as shown in Fig. 2 are clustered around crossbar switches. Number of PEs can be increased by adding more clusters.



Since the space available for avionic equipment in a high-performance military aircraft is limited, the maximum realizable throughput depends largely on how high the processor’s throughput density is. Achieving High-Throughput Density Throughput density is a processor’s maximum throughput divided by the volume of the processing hardware. High density is achieved primarily by implementing the processor with very large-scale integrated circuits (VLSIs). Types of VLSIs Used. The VLSIs used are generally of three standard types: • RISC5 microprocessor chips



5. RISC stands for reduced instruction set computer.



• Random-access memory (RAM) chips • Programmable logic chips plus custom designed signal processing and interface chips, called gate-arrays. Gate Array Chips. Early in the era of VLSIs, the gate array was conceived as an economical means of (a) easing the limitation that defects impose on the maximum practical size of an integrated circuit and (b) producing affordable complex signal processing circuits for which there may be only a limited market. The basic building blocks of these circuits are logic gates. 537
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THE GATE: Signal Processor Building Block A gate is a digital circuit that performs a logic function. It may have one or more inputs, but only one output. Inputs and outputs are voltages of opposite polarities: “ + ” representing binary 1, and “ – ” representing binary 0. Gates may be represented either by graphic symbols or by simple equations whose terms have values of 0 or 1 and whose connectives have special meanings., e.g., a “ + ” means “ or ”; a “ ” means “and”; and a bar “ ” over a term means “not”. A gate's functions are defined by a truth table. It indicates what the gate’s outputs will be for all possible combinations of inputs. The most commonly used gates are the “and”, “or”, and “not” (inverter) gates.



There are many other gates. But all can be produced by combinations of just one: the NAND (not and) gate, commonly used in CMOS circuitry. A NAND gate produces an output of 1 only if both inputs are not 1. Otherwise its output is 0. A B
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If the inputs to a NAND gate are similarly inverted, the three gates form an AND gate. AND A



A C 0 1 1 0



6. CMOS is a combination of MOSFETs (metal oxide silicon field effect transistors) having complementary characteristics.
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C=A If the output of a NAND gate is connected to both inputs of a NAND gate, therefore, the output is inverted. The two gates form an OR gate.



A NOT, (inverter) gate produces an output of 0 if its single input is 1 and an output of 1 if its single input is 0. A
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An OR gate, on the other hand, produces an output of 1 if A, or B, or both A and B are 1s. A 0 1 0 1



B 0 0 1 1



C = AB Consequently, if both inputs are tied together, an input of 0 produces an output of 1, and an input of 1 produces an output of 0. The gate acts as a NOT gate, or inverter.



An AND gate produces an output of 1 only if both inputs, A and B, are 1s. Otherwise, it produces an output of 0. A B
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As illustrated in the panel above, logic gates are of many different types. All possible types, however, may be produced with various combinations of just one: the “NAND” (not and) gate. Therefore, if an array of a great many NAND gates is produced on a single semiconductor chip, by appropriately interconnecting the usable gates when the interconnection layers are added, very large custom circuits can be economically produced. Moreover, by implementing the gates with CMOS6 technology (see panel facing page), relatively simple semiconductor processing can be employed. This leads to a low percentage of defects, hence high yields, making practical 538
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CMOS: Key To Practicality Of Exceptionally Large Gate Arrays The other doping is P for the channel and N for the substrate. Gate



CMOS is a combination of MOSFETs (Metal Oxide Silicon Field Effect Transistors) having complementary characteristics. Because MOSFETs can be produced with relatively simple semiconductor processing, they make practical producing exceedingly large numbers of gates on a single semiconductor chip. This panel explains what MOSFETs are, what their complementary characteristics are, and how they may be interconnected to form a NAND gate, with which all other gates may be produced.
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With it, the control voltage has the opposite effect. A positive voltage opens the switch; a negative, closes it. (+)



A MOSFET is produced by heavily doping a lightly doped region on the surface of a silicon crystal substrate, to produce a channel of high conductivity. Centered over this channel is a tiny metal plate— called a “gate”— insulated from the crystal by an extremely thin layer of oxide. Metal Gate
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Equivalent Circuit, P-Channel MOSFET



A NAND gate may be constructed by interconnecting 2 N-channel and 2 P-channel MOSFETs, as shown below. When inputs A and B are positive, both P-channel switches open, disconnecting the positive supply voltage.
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Terminals are provided at both ends of the channel; a terminal for a control voltage, on the gate. Two complementary doping schemes are used. In one, N-type doping—which produces free negative charge carriers (electrons)—is used for the channel and P-type doping—which produces free positive charge carriers (holes)—is used for the substrate.
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And the two N-channel switches close, connecting the negative supply voltage to the output, C. When A or B is negative, at least one of the two P-channel switches closes, connecting the positive supply voltage to C.



At the channel's lower edge, holes and electrons combine, depleting the number of free carriers there, and narrowing the channel . If a negative voltage corresponding to a binary digit is applied to the gate, it attracts more holes from the substrate. They combine with more free electrons, narrowing the channel sufficiently to pinch it off, so no current can pass through. If a positive voltage corresponding to a binary digit is applied to the gate, it repels the holes in the substrate, widening the channel and maximizing its conductivity. The gate thus acts as a switch, which is closed by a positive control voltage and opened by a negative one. N
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And at least one of the two N-channel switches opens, disconnecting the negative supply voltage.



Equivalent Circuit, N-Channel MOSFET
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the production of integrated-circuit chips containing hundreds of thousands of usable NAND gates. The VLSIs used in a processor are mounted on plug-in circuit boards, called modules. Their makeup and electrical grouping are crucial to the processor’s efficiency. Efficient Modular Design The goal here is to implement the processor with standard modules while— in the interest of low cost and ease of logistic support—keeping the number of different types of modules to a minimum. For a radar, most of the processor’s modules are of four basic types: • General-purpose processing



• Global bulk memory



• Signal processing



• Interface



To these may be added a relatively small number of specialpurpose modules. Depending on the physical design standard chosen, one or more PEs of the same type may be included in a single module. For operational simplicity and convenience in programming, the PEs are grouped electrically—though not necessarily physically—into clusters of various types. Cluster Controller Control Bus
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A generic cluster. Number of PEs may vary. Array controller is a general-purpose PE. Each of the others may be either general purpose or signal processing. Since all are not physically collocated, this is considered a virtual cluster.



Data



One Approach to Clustering. A generic cluster of one general type is illustrated in Fig. 4. It consists of a clustercontrol element and an appropriate mix of general-purpose PEs and signal-processing PEs, all sharing a multiport global bulk memory. The cluster controller, itself, is a generalpurpose PE. A control bus provides low-latency control paths from the cluster controller to each PE and the bulk memory. Low-latency paths are also provided between each PE and the bulk memory. Up to a limit imposed by electrical considerations, as many clusters of this sort may be included in a processor as are necessary to meet processing requirements (Fig. 5).
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Generic four-cluster processor. Crossbar is implemented with gate array chips and modularized.
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Data, in the form of labeled messages, is exchanged between the bulk memories of all clusters through a nonblocking crossbar switch, providing point-to-point highspeed connections. The crossbar is implemented with gatearray chips and modularized. Input and output data is transmitted between each cluster and the radar via a high-speed fiber-optic data bus (HSDB). A module called a network interface unit (NIU) links each cluster to the bus. All PEs are linked together by two dual-redundant buses. One is a parallel instruction (PI) bus, through which control signals and associated data are received from the other avionics subsystems. The other bus is a test and maintenance (TM) bus, through which system-status and self-test or reconfiguration instructions are conveyed.



MODULES Data Proc.



Another Clustering Approach. Another approach to mixing general-purpose processing, signal processing, memory, and input/output elements is illustrated in Fig. 6. In it, a control bus is connected to all modules. A highspeed bus/crossbar switch is connected between the memory and the signal processing and input/output modules. This architecture is typically used in processors which are implemented with commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware (see panel, below right).
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Advantages. Whether custom or commercial hardware is used, modular architectures of both general types have three main advantages. They give multiple PEs ready access to the same stored data, simplify logistic support, and greatly facilitate achieving fault tolerance.



Cluster architecture typically used in processors implemented with COTS hardware.



COTS HARDWARE Key to Lower Cost & Shorter Development Time In the early days of digital processing, developers of airborne processors had little choice but to build their systems with medium-scale integrated circuits or custom-designed VLSIs. With the explosive growth of commercial digital applications, this is no longer so. Today, a wide choice of high-quality commercial hardware is available with which to assemble compact, high-throughput distributed processors— VLSI microprocessors, crossbar switches, interfaces, buses, back-planes, etc.—all manufactured to the International Trade Association's exacting VME standards. With COTS, orders of magnitude reductions may be achieved in cost and development time. But because of issues of operating temperature, ruggedization, and reliability, COTS has so far fallen short of meeting stringent military requirements—especially in processors for tactical aircraft. In time, these issues may be resolved, and use of COTS hardware allowed in such applications.



Fault Tolerance Nothing could be more disconcerting to a flight crew in the crucial stage of an engagement than to have their radar abruptly shut down because of a failure in the radar’s digital processor. Consequently, a processor is typically designed so that if failures occur the processor will continue to perform all its basic functions. This goal is achieved in three basic ways: • Building into every module a comprehensive built-in self-test (BIST) capability that verifies the operation of every circuit and every connector in the module • Employing a distributed operating system, which enables each module to continue its normal operation, including BIST, even if other modules fail • Providing a processor-wide fault management system 541
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7. Greatly facilitating this task are the multiplicity of standard PEs, dual control paths, multiple memory ports, and separation of data and control paths.



SCAN OF VIEWGRAPH of TIER II Plus UAV 36x54 REDUCE TO 22% (Exactly the same scan used in Chapter 3, Fig. 15, Page 40)



7.



TIER II Plus UAV produces real-time high-resolution SAR, electro-optical, and IR imagery.



8. 1 GFLOPS = 10 9 floating point operations per second.



Fault management begins at startup, with the autonomous self-testing of each module. For this level of testing, a test control chip and a dedicated nonvolatile memory may be included in every module. Run at full speed, the tests generally can detect 99% of all possible faults. In the architecture of Fig. 5 (repeated at left), according to a preprogrammed hierarchy of authority, one of the cluster controllers—having verified its operation—assumes mastership of the TM bus. Thereafter, through an application program, that PE controls all processor-wide BIST, receives test results from all modules, filters them to eliminate false alarms, and permanently records the results. During normal operation, status tests are performed continuously in all modules on a noninterference basis. If a failure occurs in any PE, the software automatically switches it out of its cluster and dynamically reallocates its tasks to another PE in the same or another cluster, selected so as to minimize degradation of performance.7 Integrated Processing The kind of digital processing required by a military aircraf’s radar subsystem is virtually the same as that required by its electronic warfare (EW) subsystem and its electrooptical (EO) subsystems. Moreover, these subsystems have become increasingly interdependent. There is little reason, therefore, to provide three separate processors for them—all employing the same kinds of control, data transfer, fault management, voltage-regulated power, cooling, and housing. By supporting the entire suit with a single integrated processor, the number of modules and external interconnections may be reduced, and a substantial saving in size and weight realized. F-22 Example. An excellent example of integrated processing is the F-22 fighter’s common integrated processor (CIP). Two CIPs serve the radar, electro-optical, and electronic warfare subsystems plus the balance of the avionics. UAV Example. Another striking example is the integrated processor for the U.S. military’s TIER II Plus unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). This processor will serve a suite of radar, electro-optical, and IR sensors providing high-quality reconnaissance imagery in exploitable form via satellite directly to users in the field. Employing 144 distributed processing elements, interconnected via a crossbar switch, the processor provides a throughput of 11.5 GFLOPS8 for SAR imaging, plus eight BOPS for SAR and EO/IR image compression. In the inter542
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est of affordability, the processor is implemented entirely with ruggedized COTS hardware. Providing Data Security. Along with its many advantages, integrated processing has created a new requirement: data security. The subsystems on a given platform invariably are subject to different military security restrictions. Unauthorized access to classified data in the processor’s memory, therefore, must be prevented. This requires a secure operating system, as well as special hardware design features, primarily affecting memory access. Advanced Developments Projecting advances in digital-processing technology even a year or two ahead is risky. And projecting advances much beyond that borders on fanciful speculation. Yet, substantial increases in throughput may be realized through a combination of higher clock rates, higher density gate arrays for custom designs, and massive parallel processing, to name a few. Higher Clock Rates. Throughput increases directly with clock rate. In the commercial world, clock rates have increased spectacularly. But in airborne military applications such as we’re considering here, the increase has been far slower. As a rule, these processors have employed synchronous 9 data transfers, which require all processing elements to operate at the same clock rate. That rate is limited by the time required for data to flow through the slowest of the thousands of different paths in the processor. This limitation may be avoided by operating asynchronously. Each processing element then has its own clock, and its rate can 10 be made as high as the element’s own circuitry will allow.



9. Synchronous operation circumvents several problems, such as instability due to electrical noise. But with technology advances, these problems have gradually disappeared. 10. This technique is commonly employed in commercial hardware, including products designed to comply with VME standards. Conventional • Air flow through cooling



Higher Density Gate Arrays. The number of gates that may reasonably be included in a single CMOS array is limited primarily by the feature size of the transistors. Over the years, feature size has been progressively decreased to small fractions of a micron. Yet, for that trend to extend much further, certain practical problems must be surmounted. One of these is cooling. The denser the circuitry on the chip, the greater the amount of heat that must be removed to allow high processing speeds and ensure reliability. Several potential techniques are listed in Fig. 8. Of these, the most efficient, but most expensive, is use of synthetic diamond either as a film deposited on a silicon substrate or as the substrate itself. Diamond is the best thermal conductor of any known electrically nonconducting material and has the added advantage of enhancing radiation hardening.



• Liquid flow through cold plates • Conduction cooled More Efficient Possibilities • Heat pipes • Superconducting ceramic substrates • Composite materials for heat sinks • Localized thermoelectric cooling Potentially Most Efficient • Synthetic diamond films • Synthetic diamond substrates 8.
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Cooling options. As circuit densities increase, more efficient cooling must be provided to ensure reliability. Going down the list, costs go up.
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THE STORY ON SOFTWARE The dramatic advances in digital processing hardware have been matched by similar advances in development of software for these machines. In the late 1960s, when digital signal processing was introduced in radars for fighters, a general-purpose “data” processor was provided to control the radar’s operation and so lighten the demands on the pilot. But processing speeds were so low and memory so limited that a hard-wired processor had to be provided for signal processing. To run predictably in real time and fit within the available memory, software for the data processor had to be written in assembly language. The size of the program was limited by what could be executed in real time at the processor’s limited speed and would fit in its memory. Consequently, even with a minimal tool set, the programming team could fully understand and readily develop the code. By the mid 1970’s, throughputs had increased enough to enable programmable signal processing, but only with a specialized pipeline processor. Today, however, with dramatically increased throughput densities, reduced What the software is to do



Design



Coding



Requirement Definition



memory cost, and use of large-scale parallel processing and shared memories, it is possible to perform both signal and data processing in real-time with ruggedized commercial processors. Software for them can be developed in higher order languages, such as ADA and C. And the software can be compiled, checked out, and operated in a simulated environment with a full set of universally used, fully tested and supported, commercial software support tools. Also available now are universally used operating systems—such as Unix-based systems—that can meet true real-time multiprocessing requirements. Moreover, standardization of languages, tools, and operating systems has • Facilitated the combining of multiple programs from different sources • Allowed reuse of software from other applications • Enabled insertion of commercial off-theshelf (COTS) software packages Currently emerging are automated software generating tools, which promise still further savings in software cost and development time.
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Modification Requirements Typical software life cycle. Today, the development process is automatically controlled by such tools as the Computer Aided Software Environment (CASE).



Massive Parallel Processing. An order of magnitude increase in throughput may be realized with this technique, as demonstrated by a programmable module called SCAP designed to enable a processor to handle tasks requiring extraordinarily low latency and high throughput. SCAP is particularly adept at matrix operations, such as required for space time adaptive processing. Comprised of a very large array of mesh-connected PEs, a single SCAP module has a throughput of 3.2 GFLOPS and a throughput density of 100 GFLOPS per cubic foot. Conclusion Add up the benefits of higher clock rates, deep submicron feature size, superior cooling and massive parallel processing, and it may be possible to meet the demanding processing requirements of the future. 544



Reconnaissance & Surveillance E-2C Hawkeye The APS-145 is the latest version of the Airborne Early Warning radar for the US Navy’s carrier based E-2C Hawkeye. Early versions of the aircraft went into service in 1963. Since then, it and the radar have undergone numerous upgrades. Designed for operation over both land or sea, the APS-145 can provide surveillance over 3,000,000 cubic miles of air space and can simultaneously monitor and track up to 2,000 targets. Looking beyond the horizon, it has a maximum detection range of 350 nmi. Implementation. Operating at UHF frequencies (0.3 to 1.0 GHz) to minimize sea clutter, the radar employs a linear array of yaggi antennas, having monopulse sum and difference outputs. This array is housed in a 24foot-diameter rotating radome, called a rotodome, which rotates at 5 rpm. The transmitter is a high-power coherent master-oscillator poweramplifier (MOPA). It is switched through three different PRFs to eliminate doppler blind zones and employs linear frequency-modulation (chirp) pulse compression. Adaptive Signal Processing. By means of DPCA and a double-delay AMTI clutter canceller, mainlobe clutter is eliminated, thereby avoiding the problem of low-closing (or opening) rate targets being obscured by spreading of the clutter spectrum due to the aircraft’s advance when looking in broadside directions (normal to the



aircraft velocity). Clutter cancellation is followed by coherent signal integration with the FFT. To minimize false alarms, the detection threshold is adaptively adjusted—resolution-cell by resolution-cell—in accordance with the clutter level and the density of targets. DPCA. The phase center of a sidelooking planar array can be displaced forward or aft in the plane of the array by adding or subtracting a fraction of the monopulse difference signal, in quadrature, from/to the sum signal. In the E-2C, following transmission of the first pulse of each successive pair of pulses, the phase center is displaced forward by the distance the aircraft will advance during the interpulse period. Following transmission of the second pulse, the phase center is displaced aft by the same amount. As a result, both pulses will travel the same round-trip distance to any point on the ground,



Click for high-quality image



Carrier-based E-2C Hawkeye can monitor 3,000,000 cubic miles of airspace and simultaneously track 2,000 targets.



making possible complete cancellation of the ground return by the clutter canceller. This process, of course, requires precise synchronization with the PRF, the velocity of the aircraft, and the rotation and look angle of the antenna.
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Hawkeye’s 24-foot diameter rotodome houses a monopulse connected linear array of UHF yaggi antennas, and rotates at 5 rpm.
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PART X Representative Radar Systems Click for high-quality image



E-3 AWACS Radar The APY-2 is the radar for the U.S. Air Force E-3 Airborne Early Warning and Control System (AWACS). From an operational altitude of 30,000 ft, the radar can detect low altitude and sea-surface targets out to 215 nmi, coaltitude targets out to 430 nmi, and targets beyond the horizon at still greater ranges.



AWACS installed in an E-3.



Implementation. Operating at Sband frequencies (nominally 3 GHz), the radar employs a 24-ft by 5-ft planar-array antenna, steered electronically in elevation, and housed in a rotodome which rotates at 6 rpm. Besides phase shifters for elevation beam steering, phase shifters are also provided for offsetting the beam for reception during elevation scanning to compensate for the time delay between transmission of a pulse and reception of returns from long-range targets. The antenna has an extremely narrow azimuth beamwidth and is amplitude weighted for sidelobe reduction. The transmitter chain consists of a solid-state predriver—whose output power is increased as a function of antenna elevation angle—a TWT intermediate power amplified, and a high-power pulse-modulated dualklystron amplifier. For reliability, dual
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The AWACS antenna consists of a stacked array of 28 slotted waveguides, plus 28 reciprocal ferrite elevation-beamsteering phase shifters and 28 low-power nonreciprocal beam offset phase shifters.
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From an altitude of 30,000 ft., AWACS can detect sea and low-altitude targets out to 215 nmi and coaltitude targets out to 430 nmi.
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redundancy is employed throughout. Following an extremely low-noise (HEMT) receiver preamplifier, two separate receive channels are provided: one for range-gated pulse-doppler operation; the other, for simple pulsed-radar operation. Digital processing is performed by a signal processor, employing 534 pipeline gate arrays operating at 20 MHz; and a data processor, employing four RISC CPUs. Modes of Operation. The radar has four primary modes of operation: • High-PRF pulse-doppler rangewhile-search, for detecting targets in ground clutter; • High-PRF pulse-doppler rangewhile-search, plus elevation scanning for additional elevation coverage and measurement of target elevation angles • Low-PRF pulsed radar search with pulse compression, for detecting targets at long ranges beyondthe-horizon, where clutter is not a problem • Low-PRF pulsed radar search for detecting surface ships, featuring extreme pulse compression and adaptive processing that adjusts for variations in sea clutter and blanks land returns on the basis of stored maps. These modes can be interleaved to provide either all-altitude longrange aircraft detection or both aircraft and ship detection. A passive mode for detecting ECM sources is also provided. Each 360° azimuth scan can be divided into up to 32 different sectors, in each of which a different operating mode and different conditions can be assigned or changed from scan to scan.



Reconnaisance & Surveillance



Joint STARS Joint STARS is a long-range, longendurance, air-to-ground surveillance and battle management system carried aboard the U.S. Air Force E-8C aircraft. Operating at altitudes up to 42,000 feet, the system’s high-power pulse-doppler radar is capable of looking deep behind hostile borders from a stand-off position and monitoring fixed and moving targets with a combination of high-resolution SAR mapping and moving-target indication (MTI) vehicle detection and tracking. Implementation. The radar employs a 24-foot-long, roll-stabilized, slotted-waveguide, side-looking passive ESA, housed in a 26-foot-long radome carried under the forward section of the fuselage. The antenna is steered electronically in azimuth and mechanically in elevation. Digital processing is performed by multiple signal processors. The radar data and signal processors are controlled by a VAX-based distributed processing system that includes individual digital processors at each of 17 operator work stations and one navigator/operator work station. All are readily accommodated in the E-8C’s 140-ft-long cabin. To separate targets having very low radial speeds from the accompanying mainlobe clutter, the displaced phase center technique described in Chap. 24 is used. To enable the targets’ angular positions to be precisely determined, the antenna is subdivided lengthwise into three segments, also as described in Chap. 24.
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• Sector MTI search, for battlefield reconnaissance. As the name implies, the MTI modes are used to locate, identify, and track moving targets. When a vehicle that is being tracked stops, the radar can almost instantly produce a highresolution SAR image of the vehicle and the surroundings. All three modes may be flexibly selected or interleaved. Targets detected with MTI are displayed as moving images. These can be superimposed on digitally stored maps or on the radar’s SAR maps. And they can be stored and replayed at selectable speeds. An operator can individually distinguish the vehicles in a convoy, even determine which vehicles are wheeled and which are tracked. If a vehicle stops, a SAR map showing it and the immediately surrounding area can be almost immediately produced. Encrypted, the radar data may be relayed by a highly jam-resistant data link to an unlimited number of Army ground control stations.



Modes of Operation. The radar has three primary modes of operation:



Three-segment passive ESA, electronically steered in azimuth and manually steered in elevation, is housed in the 26foot-long radome under the forward section of the fuselage.
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Navigator’s workstation (left) is one of 18 operator workstations. Each is equipped with a digital processor which is included in Joint STARS’ VAX-based distributed processing system.



• High-resolution SAR imaging, for detecting and identifying stationary targets • Wide-area MTI surveillance, for situation awareness 549
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F-22 Stealth Fighter



F-22 (APG-77) The APG-77 is a multimode pulse-doppler radar meeting the air dominance and precision ground attack requirements of the F-22 stealth dual-role fighter. It may be armed with six AMRAAM missiles or two AMRAAMs plus two 1,000pound GBU-33 glide bombs, two sidewinder IR missiles, and one 20mm multi-barrel cannon—all of which are carried internally for low RCS. Four external stations are also available to carry additional weapons or fuel tanks At present, very little can be said at an unclassified level about the radar other than that it employs an active ESA, that it incorporates extensive LPI features, and that its signal



and data processing requirements are met by a common integrated processor (CIP). The active ESA provides the frequency agility, low radar cross-section, and wide bandwidth required for the fighter’s air dominance mission. Two CIPs perform the signal and data processing for all of the F-22s sensors and mission avionics, with processor elements of just seven different types. One serves the radar, electro-optical, and electronic warfare subsystems; the other, the remaining avionics. Both have identical back planes and slots for 66 modules. Initially only 19 slots were filled in CIP 1 and 22 in CIP 2, leaving room for 200% growth in avionics capability.
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The active ESA employed by the APG-77 to meet low RCS requirements provides extreme beam agility and supports enumerable growth features.
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F-16 C/D (APG-68) The APG-68 pulse-doppler radar meets the all-weather air superiority and air-to-ground strike requirements of the F-16 C/D fighter. Employing both head-up (HUD) and cockpit displays, it provides the easy hands-on, head-up operation essential for situation awareness in a one-man fighter. Implementation. Consisting of four air-cooled line-replaceable units—antenna plus low-power RF unit, transmitter, and processor—it weighs 379 lbs., has a predicted mean time between failures of 250 hours, and a mean time to repair on the flight line of 30 minutes. The antenna is a planar array, mounted in azimuth and elevation gimbals. Rotation about the roll axis is handled by suitably resolving the azimuth and elevation drive and position indicating signals. A key feature of the transmitter is use of a dual mode TWT to meet the conflicting requirements of low peak power for high-PRFs and high peak power for medium PRFs. The processor consists of a programmable signal processor and a radar data processor in a single unit. Operation. A complete set of airto-air, air-to-ground, and air-combat modes is provided. The principal air-to-air search



modes are a high-peak-power medium-PRF, and, an alert/confirm mode in which velocity search is used for alert. When a target is detected, it is confirmed on the next scan with an optimized medium-PRF waveform. If the target proves valid, it is presented in a range versus azimuth display. In both modes, the pilot can optionally restrict the search to a particular region of interest or request altitude data on a given target. Also provided are track-whilescan for up to 10 targets, single-target track, and a situation awareness mode in which one or two pilot-selected targets are tracked continuously while the radar searches a pilot-selected volume. The radar also has a raid mode, which analyses possible multiple targets for differential velocities; a longrange up-look medium-PRF mode, optimized for low to moderate clutter environments; and a track retention capability for coasting through periods of single-target tracking when the signal drops below the clutter. Air-to-ground modes include realbeam mapping, in which “hard” targets are sharpened with a monopulse technique; an expanded version of this mode optimized for maritime surveillance; and two doppler beam sharpening modes, providing 6:1 and 64:1 azimuth resolution improvement, respectively. Supplementing
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The radar’s four air-cooled LRUs are organized for minimum interconnection and ease of maintenance. Each has its own power supply and BIT.
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The F-16 C/D Fighter
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With air-to-air and air-toground radar displays presented on the head-up display (HUD) and all combat critical radar controls built into the throttle and side stick, the pilot never needs to take his eyes off a target or his hands off the aircraft controls.



these are fixed target tracking, groundmoving-target detection and tracking, and beacon modes. Air-combat modes are automatically selected by pressing a “dog fight” switch on the throttle. Initially, the radar scans a 20° by 30° body-stabilized field of view and locks onto the first target detected within 10 nmi. The pilot also has the options of (a) selecting a 10° by 60° vertical scan, (b) steering to place the cursor of the HUD on the target and locking onto it by releasing a designate switch on the side stick, or (c) automatically acquiring a target anywhere within the antenna scan limits. Growth. The APG-68 has sufficient throughput to support the addition of SAR, terrain following, terrain avoidance, PVU, PPU and other advanced modes.
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F/A-18 C/D (APG-73) The APG-73 is an X-band pulsedoppler radar for the twin-engine F/A-18 C/D fighter/attack aircraft. Armed with AMRAAM and AIM-7 Sparrow missiles, the F/A 18 is tailored to carrier-based navy and marine applications.



Twin-engine F/A-18 in a vertical climb.
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Radar, in F/A-18, consists of five easily accessible LRUs, all having front panel connectors.
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Transmitter employs a liquidcooled, periodically-focussed permanent magnet TWT. Input power: 4.5 KW.



Implementation. The radar consists of five flight-line replaceable units (LRUs)—antenna, transmitter, receiver/exciter, processor, and power supply. The antenna is a monopulse planar array. Mounted in azimuth and elevation gimbals, it is directly positioned by electric torque motors, controlled by a servo electronics unit which plugs into the gimbal base. Aircraft roll rotation is accommodated by suitably resolving the azimuth and elevation drive and position indicating signals. To maximize ground coverage at steep look-down angles, the feed can be switched from producing a 3.3°-wide pencil beam to producing a wide fan beam. Included in the array are horns for a guard channel, for reducing the nulls in the radiation pattern during AIM-7 missile launches, and for providing flood illumination for AIM-7F visual launches. The transmitter employs a liquidcooled, gridded TWT, has a 4% bandwidth, and is capable of 13:1 Barkercode pulse compression. The exciter provides a coherent transmitter drive signal of controllable amplitude for sensitivity time control and LPI power management. It provides local oscillator and reference signals for the receiver, and is capable of coherent PRI-to-PRI or noncoherent pulse-to-pulse frequency agility. The receiver has two, triple downconversion channels. During search, they carry the radar and guard signals; during monopulse operation, they 552



carry the sum and difference signals and are time-shared for azimuth and elevation tracking. Zero to 45 dB of coarse AGC is provided in 15-dB increments; and 0 to 63 dB of fine AGC, in 1-dB increments. A/D converters sample the received signals at the following rates and resolutions. A/D Sampling Rate



Resolution



10 MHz



11-Bit, Single



5 MHz



11-Bit, Dual



58 MHz



6-Bit, Dual or Single



The processor includes five meshconnected processing elements (PEs): three identical pipe-line signal-processing elements (for range gating, doppler filtering and related functions) and two identical data processing elements (for loading programs for the selected modes of operation into the signal processing elements and performing overall control of the radar). Data word length is 32 bits; instruction word length, 64 bits; FFT filter banks, 2048-point. The pipelines incorporate dedicated multiple intermediate memories and multiple high-speed parallel arithmetic units and are programmed so that no cycle time is devoted to nonproductive tasks, such as waiting for data or instructions from memory or for the incrementing of addresses. All circuits are mounted on multilayer circuit boards, packaged in standard 5- by 9-inch, flow-through aircooled plug-in modules. The power-supply LRU rectifies the aircraft’s prime power, converts it to the desired voltage levels, and conditions it. The unit is notable for having an overall efficiency of 82% and using programmable gate-array technology for control. Air-To-Air Operation. A complete set of air-to-air search and track
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modes is provided. For detecting high-closing-rate targets at maximum range, high-PRF velocity search is provided. For all aspect target detection, high-PRF with FM ranging is interleaved on alternate bars of the search scan with medium PRF employing 13:1 pulse compression and a guard channel for rejecting return from large-RCS point targets in the sidelobes. In both modes, the high-PRF waveform alternates between two PRFs to minimize eclipsing, and a spotlight option provides a high update rate in a restricted pilot selected volume. Background tracks are initiated for all target “hits”. For target tracking, both trackwhile-scan (TWS) and single-target tracking modes are available. In TWS 10 targets can be tracked, up to eight of which, as prioritized by the pilot can be displayed. At the pilot’s request, to facilitate multiple AMRAAM launches the radar automatically keeps the scan centered on the highpriority targets. In single-target tracking, performance is optimize by automatically switching between high and medium PRF. To provide target illumination for AIM-7 launches, high PRF alone is used. For situation awareness, TWS may be interleaved with single target tracking. To break out suspected multiple targets, finer than normal range and doppler resolution may be selected. Four air-combat modes are provided. All employ medium PRFs, scan out in range, and automatically lock onto the first target detected. Mode



Antenna



Gun



Scans HUD field of view



Vertical



Scans two vertical bars



Boresight



Fixed in boresight position



Wide Angle



Scans wide azimuth sector



At close ranges, a special medium-PRF track mode, employing CPIto-CPI frequency agility to minimize glint, provides the high accuracy needed for the aircraft’s gun-director.
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Air-To-Ground Operation. The pilot has a wide choice of ground mapping modes. • Real-beam, with sensitivity time control, 13:1 pulse compression in the longer range scales for increased clutter-to-noise ratio, and automatic switching from pencil to fan beam at steep depression angles. • For navigation: wide-field-ofview, 8:1 DBS, with real beam mapping filling the ±5° forward blind sector. • For finer resolution, a 45°-sector mode, with 19:1 DBS, 13:1 pulse compression, and fourlook summing to reduce speckle.



Radar’s vertically-polarized 26” diameter planar array antenna showing corporate feed, monopulse networks, solid-state switches, and gimbal drives.



500 ft.



• For still finer resolution, a similar mode maps a 12.6° wide patch with 67:1 beam sharpening. • A SAR mode which maps a similar patch with the same medium resolution at all ranges. • For detecting ships in high sea states, a noncoherent mode with pitch and roll compensation, 13:1 pulse compression, and pulse-to-pulse frequency agility for speckle suppression. Ground-moving-target detection and tracking with coherent enhancement of slow moving targets may be interleaved with the mapping modes. Air-to-ground navigation modes include fixed target tracking, coherent low-PRF air-to-ground ranging and its inverse, precision velocity update, and terrain avoidance for low-altitude penetration. Reliability and Maintainability. The radar has a predicted mean-time553



Scanning a ±35° sector out to 10 nmi ahead, a low-PRF noncoherent terrain avoidance mode senses terrain above the antenna’s horizontal axis and terrain penetrating a plane 500 feet below it. A sector PPI display is used.



between failures of 208 hours. Through extensive built-in tests (BIT), it can detect 98% of all possible failures and isolate 99% of them to a single WRA. Growth. With the addition of a stretch generator module in a spare slot provided for it in the receiver/exciter LRU, a very high resolution SAR mode can be added. This LRU also contains all of the additional circuitry and inputs and outputs to enable replacement of the transmitter and antenna LRUs with a next-generation active ESA.
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Though originally developed for the F-4, the APG-76 is adaptable for installation in the nose, or wing and centerline pods on other aircraft.
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F-4E (APG-76) The APG-76 is a multimode Kuband pulse-doppler radar originally developed by Westinghouse Norden Systems for Israel’s F-4 Phantom 2000 fighters for air-to-air and air-toground precision targeting and weapon delivery. To date, 60 systems have been delivered. Extended capability variants have been evaluated in simulated combat in wing tanks on the US Navy S-3 and US Air Force F-16. Unique Capabilities. The radar is unique in being capable of simultaneous SAR mapping and ground moving target detection and tracking. Employing a three-segment mechanically steered planar array antenna and four low-noise receiver and signal processing channels, it features: • Long-range multi-resolution SAR mapping



White symbols supreimposed over ground map indicate precise locations of moving targets simultaneously detected with interferometric detection and clutter cancellation technique.
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Weighing 625 pounds and including 7 LRUs, the APG-76 radar has a peak power of 12 Kw; receiver noise figure of 6.5 dB; antenna sum gain of 34.5 dB; and beamwidth of 2.2°.



• All-speed ground moving target detection over the full, width of the forward sector • Automatic tracking of ground moving and “did-move” targets • Automatic detection and location of rotating antennas The antenna has seven receive ports: sum, azimuth difference, elevation difference, guard, and three interferometer ports. In air-toair modes, the sum, azimuth difference, elevation difference, and guard outputs are processed in parallel through the four receive channels. In air-to-ground modes, the sum signal is processed through one channel, and the three 554



interferometer signals through the remaining three channels. GMTI and GMTT. Employing the interferometric notching and tracking techniques described in Chap. 24, the radar can detect and precisely track ground moving targets having radial velocities of from 5 to 55 knots anywhere within the radar’s ±60° azimuth field of view. Ground clutter, meanwhile, is suppressed by subtracting the returns received by one interferometer antenna segment from the weighted returns received by another. This is done in the outputs of all of the doppler filters passing frequencies determined to be within the mainlobe of the two-way antenna pattern. Adaptive CFAR detection thresholds are independently determined for clutter and clutter-free regions. Those targets satisfying an M-out-ofN detection criteria, are displayed as moving target symbols superimposed at the correct range and azimuth positions over the simultaneously produced SAR map. Growth. As initially implemented, the radar employed five parallel operating vector pipeline processors and two scaler data processing elements. In a company funded program, these are being replaced with a COTS processor. Also, as originally implemented the radar provided a wide selection of ground-map resolutions ranging from real beam, to doppler beam sharpening, on down to 10-foot-resolution SAR. The company has since developed and tested 3-foot and 1-foot resolution SAR modes plus a wide-area surveillance mode which combines high resolution SAR maps in a mosaic to facilitate continuous monitoring and tracking of moving targets.
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A tanker’s view of the B-2 stealth bomber prior to refueling.



B-2 Bomber (APQ–181) The APQ–181 is the multimode pulse-doppler radar for the B-2 longrange stealth bomber. It employs a low-RCS passive ESA antenna and incorporates advanced LPI features. Except for that and the fact that, like the APQ-164, it gives the aircraft the autonomous ability to navigate safely around hazards and use them to mask defensive systems, very little can yet be said about the radar at an unclassified level. 555
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The B-1B Bomber
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The radar’s 44 x 22-inch passive ESA, together with the beam-steering computer, is mounted in a detented roll gimbal.



Click for high-quality image One of the antenna’s 1,526 phase shifters.



B-1B RADAR (APQ–164) The APQ–164 is an X-band multimode pulse-doppler radar tailored to the requirements of the long-range strategic bomber. These include the ability to (a) penetrate deep into enemy territory at low altitudes night or day in fair or foul weather, undetected by enemy defenses; (b) detect, accurately identify, and destroy assigned targets; (c) immediately following a demanding 15-hour mission, be fully available for another mission. Implementation. The radar features a 44 x 22 inch passive ESA, employing 1,526 phase control modules. Together with its beam-steering computer, the antenna is mounted in a roll gimbal having detents for locking it in forward, broadside, and vertical (down) positions. Besides being able to switch beam positions virtually instantaneously (order of 200 ms), the antenna provides extreme beamsteering accuracy, optimizes beam patterns for different modes, and offers a choice of either linear or circular polarization. Most of the radar’s units have a high degree of commonality with those of the F-16’s APG-68. The transmitter employs the same dualmode TWT (though it’s liquid cooled in the APQ-164), and the receiver enables full two channel monopulse operation. To ensure a high degree of availability, except for the antenna, which is inherently fault tolerant, two independent chains of line-replaceable radar units are provided. In essence, two separate radars are carried in the B-1B: one, in operation; the other, in standby waiting to be switched in. Navigation Modes. For navigation, the primary mode is high-resolution SAR mapping. Typically, it’s 556



employed as follows: The B-1B’s avionics give the radar the coordinates of a check point. The radar trains its antenna on the point, makes a patch map centered on it, and turns off. The map is stored and frozen on the display, giving the operator ample time to analyze it. Having located the check point, the operator designates it with a cursor, thereby updating the bomber’s position and destination heading in the B-1B’s INS. Supplementing the SAR mode for navigation are real-beam mapping, weather detection, and velocity update modes. The weather mapping mode is essentially the same as realbeam ground mapping except that, if weather penetration is necessary, the antenna may be switched to circular polarization. At altitudes up to 5,000 feet absolute, altitude is measured by a radar altimeter. From 5,000 to 50,000 feet, altitude updates may be obtained by moving the APQ-164 antenna to its vertical detent position. For rendezvousing with tankers and other aircraft, an air-to-air beacon mode and a short-range air-to-air search mode are provided. For penetration, automatic terrain following and terrain avoidance modes are provided. In terrain following, the radar supplies the B-1 avionics with a height versus range profile of a corridor centered on the projected flight path out to a range of 10 nmi, thereby enabling the automatic generation of appropriate climb and dive commands. Through a unique azimuth and elevation extent algorithm, the radar differentiates between terrain and spurious returns from rain, towers, or electronic interference. By scanning in azimuth, terrain avoidance detects objects on either side of the flight
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path that are higher than a selected ground clearance plane, enabling the pilot to maintain the lowest possible overall altitude. Weapon Delivery. For weapon delivery—both conventional and nuclear —high-resolution SAR mapping is used as just described. In addition, a ground-beacon tracking mode and a ground-moving-target-



tracking mode enable precise targeting of both fixed and moving targets. Because of the extreme flexibility of electronic beam steering, several radar modes can be sequentially timeshared, giving the pilot, copilot, and offensive systems officer (OSO) the equivalent of simultaneous independent use of different modes through their own displays.
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Each of the bomber’s three crew members has the equivalent of simultaneous independent use of different modes through their own displays.
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Given the coordinates of a check point, the radar makes a patch map centered on it and turns off.



The B-1B not only looks like a fighter, but its radar employs key hardware technology transferred from the radar for the F-16 C/D.
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Attack Helicopter Click for high-quality image



AH-64D Apache Helicopter (Longbow Radar)



The AH-64D carries up to 16 RF or semi-active laser-guided Hellfire missiles and 76 70-mm folding fin aerial rockets or a combination of both, and up to 1,200 rounds of 30-mm ammunition
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Flat, fully interchangeable color displays are provided in both cockpits. Lurking behind cover with only the radome of its millimeter wave radar showing, Longbow can quickly detect, classify, and prioritize more than 100 moving or stationary targets.
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Longbow is a fast-reaction, lowexposure, high-resolution, millimeterwave fire-control radar designed for the AH-D Apache attack helicopter. Mounted atop the main rotor mast to take advantage of terrain masking, the radar can pop up and, in seconds scan a 90° sector; then, drop down out of sight. During that brief interval, it can detect, classify, and prioritize more than 100 moving and stationary ground targets, fixed wing aircraft, and both moving and hovering helicopters—discriminating between closely spaced targets of the same type with an extremely low false-alarm rate. It then displays the 10 highest priority targets to the aircrew, and will automatically cue either an RF or a semi-active laser guided fire-and-forget Hellfire missile to the first target. Immediately after its launch, the system cues the next missile to the next priority target, and so on. The radar also provides obstacle warning to alert the pilot to navigation hazards, including man-made structures, towers, etc. Radar data is displayed on the pilot’s night-vision helmet-mounted display and on two color-coded flat general purpose displays in each cockpit. A derivative of the Longbow radar will be forthcoming for the RAH-66 Comanche helicopter. Using the same millimeter radar and the same Hellfire missiles as Apache, it will include a number of advanced features such as a smaller antenna.



Transport/Tanker Navigation C-130 (APN-241) Meeting all of the requirements of tanker/transport operations, the APN241 is the baseline radar for the C130J. It also can be employed in a number of other aircraft, when existing modules that interface with their avionics, controls, and displays are included. Implementation. A light-weight X-band coherent pulse-doppler radar, the APN-241 consists of just two basic elements: an antenna and a receiver-transmitter-processor. The antenna is a 26 by 32-inch, dual-channel, monopulse planar array. Stabilized about three axes, it provides ±135° of azimuth coverage and +10 to –25° of elevation coverage. The receiver-transmitter-processor is all solid state. Operating at 9.3 to 9.41 GHz, it has a power output of 116 W peak; 9.5 W, average. Modes of Operation. To meet allweather delivery requirements, a variety of modes are provided: • Weather—detects weather through weather, out to 320 nmi; turbulence out to 50 nmi • Windshear detection—gives up to 90 seconds of warning of a
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microburst (probability of false alert 
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It allows : - the control of audiovisual equipment via infrared outputs,. - the control of audiovisual equipment via RS232,. - the control of audiovisual equipment ...
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change without notice and is provided for informational purposes only. Unless otherwise noted, the example companies, organizations, products, domain names ...
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